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Introduction
Digital cinema is an emerging concept often compared to a
steamroller: slow to start but impossible to avoid! Following the
legacy of television and video cassettes, the silver screen will
one day make the transition from analogue to digital. Replacing film – a robust, standardised, century-old technology – is a
complex process. With this transition, cinema professionals,
distributors, exhibitors, and audiences expect a quality level
and efficiency that surpass what currently exists. Many of
those that form a part of the emerging digital cinema industry –
from production through to exhibition – are working hard to
revamp, design, and adjust current working methods, business
models, and even ways of thinking.
IP-RACINE (Integrated Project Research Area Cinema) is a
European research and development project initiated by a
consortium of fifteen partners from seven countries. The project aims to develop and integrate technologies and workflows
that allow the digital cinema industry to deliver a more complete digital chain “from scene to screen”; offering a more enhanced experience for cinema audiences and facilitating the
use of digital cinema assets in other media.
This publication is designed for readers to reflect on the complexities of various professional perspectives from production
to exhibition, serving as tool for digital cinema contemplations,
discussions and developments. The chapters follow an order
that conceptually represents the cinema chain – production,
postproduction, distribution, and exhibition. Chapters 1-4 focus
on professionals from production, 5-7 on special and visual
effects, 8-10 on postproduction, and 11-18 with those involved
in distribution and exhibition. These interviews are based on
recorded hour-long conversations that were transcribed, in
some cases translated, and edited. The footnotes added by
the editors were in most cases retrieved from Wikipedia, The
Free Encyclopedia, in July and August 2006. As the scope of
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the IP-Racine project is the entire “scene to screen” chain, the
topics vary, covering a wide range of themes related to cinema, i.e., technical, economic, political, conceptual, and cultural.
Digital Cinema Perspectives is the result of a collaborative
process that began in April 2005 and ran through to August
2006 in a series of European and American cities. Much appreciation and gratitude to the Consortium and interviewees
for their time, dedication, and participation, and to the European Commission for making this all possible.
Alléne Hébert
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Chapter1
Joe di Gennaro
Director of Photography
Digital Acquisition Specialist

NAB Las Vegas, 18 April 2005
Joe began his Union career as a
camera loader. In 1989, after
receiving much critical acclaim for
a documentary film, Margaret, on
which he served as co-producer
and cinematographer, he earned
the title of director of photography
(DP). In 2002, he worked as the
DP on a dramatic short called
QIK2JDG. This was the first dramatic film ever to use the digital
cinema Viper Filmstream camera,
developed by Thomson Grass
Valley.
Joe also participated as a camera
operator on Radal Kleiser’s Red
Riding Hood. This was a project in
which live-action foreground was
digitally captured in a blue screen
studio, integrating a virtual environment and photographed background plates that would depict
movement matching the physical
orientation of the camera during
principal photography.

Subjects discussed
Transition from Film to Digital Acquisition, Light Correlations in Video &
Film, The Viper Experience, Phase
Cancellation & Sound Recording,
Director’s Friend, Timecode, Visual
Effects, Viper Data Transfer to 35mm,
Digital Pioneers, Metadata, Crosschecking, 2 & 3D Storyboards, Postproduction and Metadata Standardisation, Postproduction
Evolution,
Digital Cinema Archive Management,
Digital Cinema Bottlenecks, Crews
and Digital Cinema Production, DPs
and Postproduction, Workflows &
Standardisation, LUTs, 2K/4K Resolutions & Visual Effects, CGI Characters, Working with Virtual Sets, Future
Tools for Cinema.
Photo by Scott Billups, taken during the
shooting of The Conquerors, a green screen
HD production for the History Channel with
a Panasonic Varicam.
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How did you make the transition from film to digital acquisition?
A lot of my work was in 16mm from 1982 through 1990. I
gained experience in 16mm while, parallel to this, part of my
income came from shooting video tape. No one ever mentioned that back then, because video was considered film’s
poor cousin. You never could put video tape samples on your
demonstration reel. Video was something that everybody did
very quietly, never admitting to.
The way film responds to light as opposed to digital media
responds to light is completely inverted. Back then we were
working with analogue video, which has an even narrower tolerance band. I learned a lot having to light to a very tight discipline in video tape. As video did not have the same luxury of
film exposure, you had to be very mindful. These experiences
helped me to make the transition from film into digital cinema.
Knowing what a waveform monitor and a vectorscope1 were
and how they worked was key in making this transition. These
instruments are used in video production and were outside the
sphere of most film cinematographers. At that time, film DPs
did not have a video background. I learned about video by
watching over the engineer’s shoulder and asking questions. I
realised that a waveform monitor is basically an electronic
rendition of a light meter. It measures the contrast and exposure extremes.
I was one of the few people who was shooting video tape but
carrying my light meter. And most of the engineering types
were mystified. “What is that? Why are you using that?” For
most of the film people, it did not even register in their brains
what a waveform monitor was. I began to make correlations

1 Waveform monitor: A waveform monitor is a special type of oscilloscope used in video
applications to measure the level of a video signal with respect to time. Vectorscope: Another
type of oscilloscope that displays an X-Y plot of two signals, revealing valuable details about
the relationship between these two signals.
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between the ways in which light can be measured in film as
opposed to video. I have realised that it was a valuable skill.
In late 2000 at a Union meeting, the first Sony F900 was presented. I saw a camera that had the profile of an ENG camera2
and the delivery specifications of HD and a progressively
scanned image. I realised there that I was looking at convergence. It was as if I was seeing the future, it made sense to
me. Then I looked around at my contemporaries, slack jawed,
vacant, and pale. They had avoided video throughout the earlier part of the ’80s. They would say, “I don’t need to know anything about video tape, because I make a living in film.”
Suddenly they were gasping, because there was a whole new
generation of technology and young people who knew that
technology. These young people didn’t even want to learn the
old technology – film – first. I felt myself really blessed in that I
had decades of experience in the old school, as well as exposure to the new. I could see how and where the crossovers
were going to happen.
For the first time I could raise my hand and say, “Yes, I know
about video tape!” Suddenly, that embarrassment of the past
was something that you could now hold up as an earmark. I
had that epiphany back in the year 2000, yet certain camera
manufacturers tried to tout what they had as the ultimate, and
it was nowhere close.
What drew you to the Viper camera?
I became involved in a couple of transcontinental chat rooms
on the Internet. One of the buzzes generated was about a
European company called Thomson Multimedia. They had
been in the television broadcast market for years. I remembered Thomson cameras from the ’70s and ’80s, their camera’s unique shutter system and interlaced scanned images. I

2 The electronic news gathering (ENG) video camera replaced 16mm motion-picture film
for television news in the mid-1970s.
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also knew that Thomson, through Phillips, was partners with
Kodak in the development of the data cine machine, which
was the ultimate in terms of telecine transfer. I tried to get as
much lead information as I could.
I was first exposed to the Viper here at the NAB in 2001, when
they first rolled out the Viper Filmstream camera3. I was immediately intrigued. I really understood; I saw what I was looking
at. A lot of people had no clue; they could not understand what
the images in a Filmstream were. But I was looking at the electronic metering and realising this is what I had been anticipating, waiting for all these years.
When I had made my correlation back in the ’80s between
video tape and film, I knew I could correlate the Viper. I knew
that I could take the electronic equivalence, looking at the
slope of the Cineon curve4, understanding the highlights versus shadow versus the graduation of the Filmstream image,
which is a very low contrast, with a very gradual slope. I was
looking at a low contrast interpositive5. I was looking at Ektachrome6 in terms of exposure. I saw the same curve in my
mind as when I used to shoot news film.
I took a light meter and started metering the light with reflective
and incident light meter readings to find the middle grey, to
find the exposure. I looked at the monitor and set the iris. I did
it backwards, the way Ansel Adams came up with his “Zone
System” for exposing the large format negative. I fixed the iris.

3 See page 29 for a Viper FilmStream camera picture.
4 Cineon: a Kodak format from 1993. Although this compositing software itself no longer is
sold, the file format continues to exist and is in common usage in the film visual effects world.
The data is stored in log format, directly corresponding to the density of the original negative.
Since the scanned material is likely a negative, the data can be said to be "log with a
gamma".
5 An interpositive (IP) or master positive is an orange-based motion picture film with a positive image made from the edited camera negative. The orange base provides special color
characteristics that allow for more accurate colour reproduction than if the IP had a clear
base, as in print films.
6 Ektachrome: a Kodak 35mm professional film process.
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I fixed a foot-candle light level7, and then extrapolated from
there when I started to lose highlight detail, which was about
two and a half stops over my mid-tones. Then I monitored
where I started to lose shadow detail, which was about 4 to 5
stops below mid-tones. Traditionally the mid-tones are 4-9
stops, which for any electronic image, this range was unheard
of. I thought, “They’ve done it.” From electronic acquisition,
they were delivering data cine. For all intents and purposes, if
you were going to do 2K effects, this was a camera that could
record the effects, record the foreground imagery, no matter
what you used as your background plate8. It could do green
screen foregrounds in real time and you could view your composite on set.
At that time I had a project that was about to go into production. The director was Nick Spano, an actor from the Disney
stable. He asked me to shoot this project. I knew him from
working as a cameraman on one of his shows. He wanted to
gain directing experience, to grow. We were talking about
shooting it in 35mm film. But after seeing the Viper Filmstream
at NAB, I convinced him that it was a worthy experiment to
shoot this, because the project was contained; it was in a studio and was low budget. I asked Thomson to let me use the
camera for two days. This was going to be the first test of actual production parameters with the camera.
What did you have as a recording device?
The Director’s Friend9, which was in essence an oversized
laptop computer, and a disc array that was capable of recording 45 minutes of full Filmstream data.

7 foot-candle: a unit of illuminance or light intensity widely used in photography, film, television, and the lighting industry. The foot-candle is equal to one lumen per square foot.
8 The background plate is also known as blue screen or green screen (and chroma key in
television) is a term for the filmmaking technique of using an evenly-lit monochromatic background for the purpose of replacing it with a different image or scene.
9 Director’s Friend: a hard disc based recording device from DVS. See www.dvs.de for
details.
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As we were doing something new, it was interesting to come
up with a language that we all understood; what Gerhard from
Director’s Friend was calling files, I was calling footage. We
decided that in homage to film production, we would use film
language. I was calling the disc drives “cans”. The disc array
was a “stack of cans”, and these “shots” were .DPX10 files that
we were recording. For the file management, we realised that
each time we labelled a file, this was the equivalent of slating
on a slate board, which provides the scene and take information for editing.
The importance of data management became evident. We
began to make all of those correlations and realised that
metadata was going to be an extremely important tool in terms
of tracking the footage – I can’t even call it footage anymore! –
of tracking the files, the data. All of these experiences were
new. There were notes being taken by all comers because
everything was changing. The idea of having the computer out
in the field, battery operated, so that disc drives could record
the information was a new concept.
How did the Viper camera hold up during the shoot?
We were shooting in Los Angeles in the summertime outdoors.
We had no troubles in terms of capturing robust, good data.
We also had no shutdowns because of overtemperature and
no humidity problems. We moved into the studio, and you’d
think that is a controlled environment. No. This was a film studio, which means tungsten lighting and no air conditioning. It
was an old-fashioned shooting stage with the padded walls
and an exhaust fan. You couldn’t run the noisy fans between
takes. In no time at all, it was 96°F and sweltering in the studio.

10 DPX is the short form of Digital Picture Exchange, a common file format for digital film
work and is an ANSI/SMPTE standard (268M-2003). The DPX file format is derived from the
output file format of the Kodak CINEON film scanner.
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How did you handle the noise that is created by the camera and
server’s cooling fans?
There were noise issues, but no less than in any other situation with electronics. Because you are being fed by a cable,
you have 100 feet of leash, and you can contain the recording
area away from the actual picture area. You can make a separate room.
One way to cancel noise is through phase cancellation. Any
oscillated noise is a sine wave. You can transmit and equal an
opposite sine wave and phase it out or silence the sine wave.
So, whether you do it in postproduction or whether you do it on
set, you can actually have a noisy fan and have a sensor and
deliver the same noise out of phase and cancel it.
How did you record sound for this Viper project?
The Director’s Friend, although it has some of its own audio
capabilities, I was not convinced that recording directly to the
discs was the smartest idea. I did not want to rely upon that as
our only audio source. We had to do things one step at a time.
We did it the old-fashioned way with a sound mixer who had
wireless microphones and a boom going through his mixing
station, recording to his DAT machine and then from there we
fed a signal out to the Director’s Friend. We kept the channels
discrete and separate so that they could later be mixed at will.
We did use a Denecke timecode slate. The Director’s Friend
could generate timecode, but it could not slave timecode. The
Viper Filmstream camera does not generate anything except
picture – and perhaps metadata at this point – but it does not
have anything to do with sound recording or time code generation, so we were reliant on the Denecke slate. This was our
synchronisation reference to the audio that was being recorded separately.
How did you then take your material into post? What were the challenges?
Joe di Gennaro
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The failings of that little film were some of the visual effects. I
was busy as a DP on other projects and didn’t shepherd the
project all the way through. The director, Nick Spano, had
some friends from the broadcasting industry who helped him
do the postproduction.
The challenge was that they did not know how to handle
2.3 MB per second data flows. Everything we shot was backed
up onto a .DPX server. The .DPX server was taken to Techniques in Burbank, where it was fed to a Spirit Data Cine and
stored there. And then a low resolution transfer was made to
Beta SP11.
When they were producing the visual effects, they were generating them targeting television distribution, so the results are
less than perfect in the film. As this was a new format, they
could not conceive what the end result was going to be. Ultimately what happened is after a few months of postproduction,
when they realised how hard the VFX were going to be, some
visual compromises were made.
What was the reaction to this film?
That little film, QIK2JDG, has done the festival circuit in Europe
and Asia. Except for the visual effects, I was very pleased with
the output. We made our festival debut at the Hampton’s International Film Festival in 2002. We fooled the judges at the
film festival, one of them from Eastman Kodak. The programme guide to the festival said, “Short project photographed
in lush 35mm cinematography.”
I went to the screening and had to make the disclaimer, “This
film was electronically generated with the Viper Filmstream
camera.” I then had a following of people at the festival asking
me all kinds of technical questions about the Viper Filmstream,
but most of the audience did not understand; even the judges’

11 Beta SP : The “Betacam Superior Performance” is a SONY 340 lines video camera and
file format introduced in 1986.
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panel, who assumed that because it was anamorphic12, how
could we possibly shoot it in anything but an anamorphic
35mm?
So, at that moment in 2002, the Viper Filmstream nearly equalled film?
Yes, it fooled judges from Kodak. I saved the programme
guide. To complement the cinematography was enough for me
to be proud, but the fact that it was electronically generated, I
was blown away.
From there, the Viper started to gain in popularity, at least in
terms of the higher echelon understanding of what it was and
its capabilities. Now that the bars of electronic cinematography
are being raised, you also have digital acquisition cameras like
the Dalsa 2K/4K digital camera and the Arriflex D20, which are
fabulous.
I have to say, film is not dead. The capabilities that it has! Film
is unsurpassed by anything electronic. Film is a mature, selfcontained, and compact format.
How have you seen digital cinema technologies improve?
I am not going to complain to Chuck Yeager about the beverage service aboard the X15. We are test pilots taking supersonic data capture to a new level each time we go out. A failed
experiment is a valuable learning experience, so I will take it
out and fail. I don’t mind taking it on the chin, because we are
testing the limits every time we go out.
We would not be able to test if it weren’t for the pioneering
companies that took risks. Bravo to Baytech Cinema. This was
one of the first companies to step up to the digital cinema plate
by producing the CineRAM. Thank God for Director’s Friend,
because I wouldn’t have this proud little five-minute piece had
it not been for them being the first to say, “We can do this.” I
12 Anamorphic lenses became popular with wide screen formats such as Cinemascope. This
lens effectively squeezes the picture horizontally so that a frame twice as wide fills the available film area.
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would hope the Director´s Friend are always going to have
some honour in this business.
It is the economic as well as the electronic limitations that
made every single one of these people brave pioneers that
you have to be proud of. Everybody can look at the D20 and
say, “My God, how positively excellent and simple, thank you
very much.” But would Arriflex have done what they did without everybody that came before them? They wouldn’t have
even bothered to try had it not been for those people experimenting, pushing the envelope.
So, could one say that a lot of digital cinema development is about
being a pioneer?
And honouring the experiment each time.
Let’s move on to metadata. Attending the ASC & AVID Metadata Summit13 and witnessing the complex discussions between the attendees,
it became clear that metadata is a complex subject.
Yes, but I am a simple man. I deal with light and imagery and
composition, and I deliver an image and its data contents
down the pipeline. I have a rudimentary understanding of
metadata.
First of all with digital capture, there is no ramping to speed,
which means you don’t have to roll sound, roll camera, hit the
slate, waste time, etc. All of that protocol in digital can happen
seamlessly and instantaneously. The idea of actually putting a
slate board out in front of the lens is archaic because all that
information – the first frame of data, the first frame of the audio, the scene and take, and other story information like the
director’s comments – could be taken in an instantaneous
manner in the header of a single .DPX frame.

13 The American Society of Cinematographers and AVID co-hosted a Metadata Summit at
the NAB Conference on Saturday, 16 April 2005.
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Why is it that all of those references, including playback audio,
could not fit onto one graphics page? Could the script supervisor Bluetooth14 their comments to the data? Could the camera
assistant, or even the camera, automatically take in all the
data? Could this be used in production cross-checking?
Can you explain more about cross-checking?
Traditionally on a film set, there is a cross-check. There are
three people, the director of photography, the camera assistant, and the script supervisor, who are involved in the generation and recording of nomenclature. The script supervisor is
sometimes looked upon as a nag on the set, because he/she
sits there with their clipboard and they say, “What’s the lens
information? What’s the f stop? What’s the filtration?”, before
each shot. This forces the AC15 to run the checklist of what the
lens settings are supposed to be. This is an important part of
the process, so I honour the questions from the script supervisor because they are, in a way, like pre-flight checks.
A lot of this verbal cross-checking, given the computer age,
can be streamlined so that much of it could happen automatically. This also does not imply that those cross references and
checks are no more very important.
Imagine a scenario: You stand by to record, and you get a red
blinking curser on the screen that reminds you that the f stop
of what you had previously programmed in is not what is actually being set up on the camera. A cross-check could then
happen electronically with a warning call, like a flashing light,
being sent out because the lens parameters are different. The
red light asks you, “Are you sure you want to overexpose this

14 Bluetooth is an industrial specification for wireless personal area networks. Bluetooth
provides a way to connect and exchange information between devices like personal digital
assistants (PDAs), mobile phones, laptops, and PCs via a secure, globally unlicensed short
range radio frequency.
15 AC stands for Assistant Cameraperson
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by 4 stops?” That kind of cross-check could be automatic,
based on lens information from metadata.
What do you see as other possible uses for metadata in production?
Think about this: The camera assistant manually pulls focus.
My assistant is not a technician; they are part of the artistry,
because where the audience is going to draw their eyes is
where you want the focus. It is an integral part of storytelling. It
is very difficult for an electronic device to pull focus with the
sensibility that a human being has.
If tracking the focus could be part of the metadata, then, for
example, if I have an idea in my mind of how the focus should
flow during a piece, this information could be communicated
not only verbally to the AC, but also electronically. If we have
pre-visualised the scenes and designed the way focus will
work in each scene, using metadata there could be an earmark so that when we got to that scene, the AC and myself
could be reminded.
Let the metadata fit with the global positioning with the path of
encoding of the camera, so that whether or not you are doing
VFX, you have a record of where we were, what location we
were on, what date we shot that scene, where the focus was –
all of those things – so that if there was a technical problem
with the imagery, it could be tracked down to that level of minutia.
All of these details are important parts of storytelling. Today
scripts are generated electronically. There are tools for storyboarding and pre-visualisation software that are becoming
more available.
Are you seeing more storyboards in 2D and 3D?
It has become more common for me to see a location scout
who uses a digital camera to record the locations. They then
take the material and use it to build an electronic storyboard
with the director.
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Movie making is becoming electronic from start to finish. From
the conception of the idea, you are on a word processor.
When is the last time you saw a script board or an assistant
director or assistant manager using cardboard sleeves to build
their shooting schedule? A lot of production process is software driven; for example, the shooting schedules.
When I have explained the idea of all production data being taken electronically to some people, a general response has been not to complicate things. If it works on paper, then why change and add more
equipment and training?
Well, yes, I can still ride a horse from Las Vegas to Los Angeles, but I would rather drive a car or fly a plane.
Shifting to the post pipeline, important metadata can be defined and
collected in production. Are a variety of workflows, software and
equipment can be used. Do you have any ideas about how metadata
can be kept protected during the post process?
Standardisation has to happen. Film reached a standard, 24
frames per second, the 35mm film frame, with 4 perfs16 or
maybe 3 perfs. You have a standard that matured, stabilised,
and is today a benchmark. Electronically we have to reach the
same level of standardisation. We are at a point where we
must start embracing standardisation – a future-proofed standardisation – so that we don’t have to keep changing each
time new technology is developed.
As far as exhibition is concerned, they have reached a certain
level with 4K resolution. They have developed and defined a
colour space for the future that now exceeds human vision.
We have reached the epitome of target for digital cinema exhibition. Everything else should be at that level of expectation so
that now electronic acquisition, metadata, workflow, etc.,
should start striving toward standardisation.

16 Perf: number of film perforations that each film frame occupies. The most common values
are 3 or 4 perf.
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The challenge is that when you have companies, in my opinion, the competitive aspects need to be embraced in a different way. Instead of it being a format war, an access challenge,
or a proprietary situation, the technology should be a platform
that everybody works on so that there is a level playing field.
Different manufacturers go to either different zones in the
stream or different end-result venues – home distribution,
theatre distribution, etc. – , so that each company finds their
niche.
Part of the reason that digital cinema is stalled at this point is
because we have reached a firewall that the computer industry
created, like with the Apple versus PC situation. We have all
these different operating systems and platforms. Suddenly,
they have realised that they have to reach a level of convergence. Everyone has to communicate without a delay, without
a proprietary nature, which is why Microsoft is investing in Apple.
This has to do with the fact that we all need to communicate
and work together. Some of it is the swallowing of pride, some
of it is giving up territory, some of it is expanding territory, a lot
of it is just specialisation and finding areas of specialisation
that mean something to all of us.
How have the postproduction pipelines changed over the years?
I have edited, believe it or not, with scissors and tape, cutting
film, with a splicer. The history of filmmaking was revolutionised with the advent, first of all in the late ’70s-early ’80s, of
linear video editing and later non-linear editing. In essence that
whole convergence that took place in postproduction was a
revolution.
A lot of people were frightened and tortured by non-linear editing. There were some people who lost their jobs because
they couldn’t get their heads wrapped around it. Electronic
postproduction made countless choices possible with a drams
worth of electricity. Electronic discs held all the information that
otherwise took yards and miles of work print, mag tape, grease
22
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pens, and the other materials used to edit films. These materials are never used outside the editing room. Once the film is
edited, what happens to all this? The majority ends up in a
landfill.
Electronically, all of that waste is eliminated. In electronic acquisition, you can delete takes that you can’t do in film acquisition. This can also be a double-edged sword, because many
times, your best takes are your missed takes. An accident will
occur in front of the camera that you didn’t even think about in
production, in the editing room suddenly has value, and you
look at that magical moment that you would have deleted if
you hadn’t had some archive.
Archiving is another area that is very important.
Absolutely, archiving is a huge caveat that we have to handle.
One example: The Wizard of Oz was produced in 1939. In
1999 a documentary was made with footage from the archives
that no one had ever seen before.
I shot a film, Red Riding Hood, which features the young actress Morgan Thompson, a beautiful young girl, that I know is
going to have a future in this business. I am sure that 25 years
from now people are going to say, “Let’s look at the outtakes
from the first project she ever did.” And they will have an archive film burn of the finished film, but they will not have an
archive from the outtakes. Because everything in this movie
was captured on D5 tape17, 25 years from now, this format will
not be available. They are just going to keep re-digitising it to
keep it fresh. Nobody is going to go through that kind of meticulous care and expense. So, you are going to have degradation, and substandard archiving.
17 D5 = Digital 5, a 1/2" broadcast-quality component digital videotape format that records
uncompressed frames in the ITU-R BT.601 standard. D5 VTRs use the same cassettes as
D3. Because D5 uses 1/2" media and also conforms to ITU-R BT.601, it provides a less
costly version of the 19mm D1 format and is more widely used. HD D5 provides high definition video up to 1080 lines at a 5:1 compression ratio. HD D5 VTRs also support the SD
format.
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I already see this problem. There is film footage from Teddy
Roosevelt’s inauguration in the United States, at the turn of the
century, in the Library of Congress. Now, there is video footage of Richard Nixon from the Watergate hearings in the
1970s that you cannot watch because it was recorded in 2”
high band tape18. There in no playback capability anymore.
The tape has degraded to the point that it is not watchable.
Unfortunately, American motion picture archives are disappearing. The ultimate vestige is the CBS archive, which was
the last network to switch from film to video tape. Once they
switched to videotape, they rerecorded over their archives to
save money. In general, the news archives in the US are substandard. Visual history is evaporating. To me, it is unconscionable to embrace a new technology like this and lose the
ability for long-term archives. You need an archive that you
can rely upon for a hundred years and that also must be human decipherable. Film can be held up to the light and the
images can be seen. I can pick up a piece of film, look at it,
and identify what it was 75 years ago, “That’s a scene from
Ben Hur.” But with electronic formats, unless you bury the
electronic player in the vault along with the media, you don’t
have a way to view it.
I have some ideas, things that came to me in past NABs. It
was last year that I sketched some notes. I am on to something here, an archive system that is dirt cheap and ultimately
human decipherable.
What do you consider other bottlenecks in digital cinema today?
It is clear that the digital image can be used. Now there are
questions of how to capture, deliver and archive. These are all
somebody else’s daily recreation from my end of things. Obvi-

18 Most Quad machines made later in the ’60s and ’70s by Ampex could playback both low
and high-band 2" Quad tape. Nowadays, 2" Quad is no longer used in TV broadcasting and
video production, having been supplanted by easier-to-use, more practical and less highmaintenance formats like Beta SP, DVCAM, DVCPro, and HDCAM.
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ously I want to work that as much as possible, thus I need to
know as much as possible. But like film, these technologies
must become seamless to me.
It is important to remember the true cinematic process. Most
directors and actors want the on-set procedures to be seamless. For them it does not matter the device that we are capturing on. Their concerns are about, “I need to get into character, to concentrate on my lines and my interactions. I need
the mood of the room to feel right.” The director works with the
aesthetics and is not troubled by the technology.
As a director of photography I am worried about so many other
aspects: personnel morale and management, making sure the
actors are comfortable in front of the lens. If I don’t accept
those responsibilities, I am not paying homage to the spirit of
the story. If you want an audience to appreciate and remember
a film, that story has to have heart, and this originates from the
people who are collaborating to make the movie. In terms of
production workflow, if I am capturing Filmstream, I don’t want
to check my images from a down-converted, colour-corrected
image on set. If I know I am capturing within the range and I
am neither overexposing nor underexposing, then I am not
going to worry about any of that until later.
To play around with the colour image on a set when there are
30 people at 300-500 dollars a day waiting for a decision to be
made; that is not the time to do it. On the other hand, sitting
with a little laptop computer weeks before hand and talking to
the director about a look in pre-visualisation, that is a different
story. During preproduction, we can easily sit and figure out
what kinds of looks we are searching for. I can explain what I
see in my mind and see if that relates to the director’s vision.
We can have these discussions off set, and then earmark that
information so that it is ready for production.
As long as I know I have got a sound image being recorded, I
don’t have to worry. I must have not only a good visual moniJoe di Gennaro
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tor, but I need a waveform or other electronic monitoring device to make sure I am getting a good signal.
Because when you look at an image monitor you can be
fooled by so many things. In this room right now, my colour
perception is tainted by the ambient light of the room.
And then each monitor has its own calibration….
We used to joke and say NTSC, Never Twice Same Colour.
Just looking at a visual reference is not the best judge. In digital acquisition, it is vital to have some sort of electronic marker
and a crew member, a digital imaging technician19, whose
mind and focus is on that.
How do crews change with digital acquisition?
Obviously, the money people always look towards ways of
cutting costs. If you reduce beyond a certain crew size, there
are going to be aesthetic and technical compromises.
There is a line, and depending again on what is happening in
front of the lens, at a certain point I must have an assistant
camera person. If we are then talking about heavy data management, your second assistant cameraperson, now instead of
having dark rooms skills, they need to have computer skills.
Instead of handling cans and gaffer tape, they are handling
files. It is still the same exact job, but instead of labelling the
can with a pencil, they are labelling a data file with a word
processor. The tools change but they are still labelling material, managing it, and delivering to the post production suite.
They are doing the same job, only now they can get a sun tan
while doing it as they do not have to spend their time in the
dark anymore.

19 This title comes from the traditional print industry. In digital cinema, this is an emerging
field, which could also come under the title of visual effects production. Some of the responsibilities include strict guidelines for quality control, the preparation of computer originated files in the case of virtual set integration - for postproduction, colour and other metadata management from a variety of digital sources, as well as the final file preparation and organisation.
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You are not referring to replacing or inventing new crew positions, you
are suggesting acquiring new skill sets…
Think of it this way: The assistant camera person is relieved of
certain mundane duties by computerising his job, which could
then possibly merge with the script supervisor, so some of that
can be automated as well. But if you try and make everything
automated, you also lose the collaboration of crew members.
The collaboration of the crew working together making a movie
is vital. You can have all the continuity cross-checks in the
world, but after a 14-hour day when you are still shooting, mistakes are going to get made. After long hours, my brain synapses are working at half capacity as well as my script supervisor’s. The two of us together make one brain, so that
his/her ability to keep me honest about screen direction, the
storytelling, these are all important things. We depend on each
other throughout the production.
Many DPs have mentioned that with the possibilities of digital acquisition, the look that they envisioned could change in postproduction.
What are your thoughts?
Creative control or photographic control, image control, should
be the domain of the DP and should be there from beginning
to end. This is something that then has to be part of contract
language between a director of photography and the producer.
One of my favorite examples to cite is Allen Daviau20. He will
start a project and stay with it right through to the premiere,
where he actually checks to make sure the lens of the projector is clean and the distance for projection is to the specifications.
I asked him, “How do you assure all of that?” And he replied,
“You stay in communication with production, and, hopefully,
you have been paid enough that it is worth your time. If your
name is on the credits, then your integrity goes on the line. If

20 Allen Daviau is an American cinematographer born in 1942.
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your integrity goes on the line, you are going to be committed
to that image throughout. Hopefully you are going to be able to
negotiate a good enough salary that you don’t mind showing
up at the premiere an hour early and making sure the projector
is running right.”
One DP mentioned that he was now spending the same amount of time
in postproduction as he was behind the camera. Is this true for you?
The domain of the cinematographer has grown. We have to
stake out that territory and keep it for ourselves if we are going
to maintain it. Currently this domain is too flexible; there are so
many choices in postproduction, one cannot just let this topic
go.
Now here is a misconception: Who is to say that if I am shooting 35mm film, that is a 4K resolution image, with a colour
space beyond 4:4:4 21, I am still not cutting the images adrift?
Even if I originate in film, with the technologies available in
postproduction today, you can completely twist and change
everything I conceived of during preproduction and production.
They can still take that 85 filter out of my film photography, or
that diffusion filter by using edge enhancement. Many alterations can be made in postproduction, whether I shot in film or
digital. Postproduction forms a part of the DP’s domain, and
for many of us this continues right up to distribution.
Do you find that more DPs are thinking like this?
I don’t know. Every time I say it, people go slack jawed and
say, “You are right!” It is because of the new postproduction
tool sets that things have changed for the DP. This has nothing to do with acquisition and has everything to do with what
has occurred downstream. So no matter what format we acquire on, DPs have the right to have input on what happens
downstream.

21 4:4:4 is the color subsampling with the less disturbing way to digitally encode color values.
Usually 4:4:4 , whether RGB or Y'CbCr, is considered lossless.
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That is not to take away control from a postproduction supervisor or a visual effects supervisor. It is only to keep communication and everything in concert. I learned this with my experience on the first Viper project. I did not have that kind of contact and communication preset before going downstream.
Speaking of going downstream, does each workflow depend on the
project?
Yes! First of all, what determines everything is end result. If I
am going to make a big screen release, it totally changes the
parameters that I record on. You want to generate as much
income and revenue from what you produce so that you are
obviously aiming at all targets no matter what. You can’t talk
about the beginning of the trail until you are very clear about
your final destination.

The Viper Filmstream digital cinema camera with the Venom recorder pack on top.
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Think about it. It is like hiking in the woods. Unless I have a
goal of where I am going, it will be very easy to get lost. If you
look at distribution, that harks back to the story. What is the
genesis of the idea for the project? What or to whom are you
targeting for? Who was the screenplay written for? You always
must balance the beginning and the end. As you want the
shortest distance between two points, you must determine
where your beginning and ending points are and communicate
those to everyone.
To improve the workflows between acquisition and postproduction,
what would you ask of the manufacturers? What would be your ideal?
What is most important is standardisation. There needs to be
one set of parameters that everybody reads and understands;
you need a Rosetta stone that everybody can equate to, so
that we can all speak the same language and get what we
need, without having to go through gyrations and hoops and
data losses.
So what other tools would be useful? LUTs22?
A colour swatch book of look-up tables would be great. The
Arriflex D20 has preset parameters for tungsten lighting, day
lighting; the same format as film stock choices would be. It
also has look-up tables and various user settings so that one
can actually have a set of predefined parameters that are
stored and then imputed into the camera. Options like these
are fantastic. Beyond LUTs, all of this goes back to the story,
what mood you are trying to convey, the aesthetics, and the
subliminal capabilities of images.
What are your thoughts on 2K and 4K resolution?
I just had a discussion with someone about resolution. They
said, “Well if a 2K resolution is sharp enough, why the push

22 Look-up table, LUT. A table, that is either paper or computer based, that contains colour
mixing information, used especially by graphic designers and printers. A formula indicates a
colour mix by the intensity of red, green, and blue in the colour.
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toward a 4K image?” And I said, “It is because a visual effects
shot in 4K resolution, in the world of pixel size and bandwidth
for dataflow, this resolution is 4 times as much space to work
with”. This means working in finer detail. In terms of image
separation for special effects, the finer the detail, the more
realistic it looks, and thus the audience will accept these images.
Today a 2K effect works. But if you look at Chitty Chitty Bang
Bang as one of the first blue screen movies ever made, you
can see those horrible effects, those fringes. At the time, everybody loved it as state-of-the-art. You look now at a 2K image, and it looks pretty good. But you can still see that it is an
effects shot.
So, in your opinion, 2K/4K VFX shoots are not seamless yet?
I think 4K is approaching that seamlessness. You must remember that anytime you remove the audience, even in a subliminal way, from the story, you are eliminating that suspension
of disbelief. When there is doubt, it breaks the story.
Then there have been a series of films that have come out, like Sky
Captain or Sin City. These films are creating a digital aesthetic that
somehow becomes acceptable; a new look in which the story doesn’t
break.
A whole new dimension of movies is possible with digital technologies, from acquisition, digital intermediate, and 3D. Often,
though, when technology is new, it can be used as a gimmick
effect; thus the audience becomes immediately aware of the
gimmick. Eventually, the gimmick runs its course, then it becomes integrated in incredibly subtle ways that become subliminal in terms of the storytelling.
Take, for instance, sound. When sound hit the silent films of
the ’20s, everyone went to see the gimmick film that was done
in sound. Cinematography took a back seat to the audio recording at that point in time. Today it has gotten to where 6channel stereo in a home system is almost blasé, so much a
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part of our daily experience that people don’t look upon it as,
“Wow, that sound was so realistic, that sound was so appropriate.”
Treating visual effects in an appropriate and subtle way makes
them invisible. Look at Jar Jar Binks in Star Wars. He is obviously a cartoon character imposed onto a real background.
Over time, more refinement has taken place to virtual characters and virtual realities. There will eventually be virtual characters, 3D models, and visual effects shots that one day people will be convinced are real.
How far away do you think we are from having CGI characters seeming
“real”?
We are close. If there is a character, no matter who they are,
whether they are virtually originated or motion-tracked human,
or a real live actor in front of the camera, if they do something
that the audience knows is not humanly possible, then the audience’s belief system in that story is destroyed. On the other
hand, if a paradigm, for instance supernatural powers, has
been set as a part of the story, the audience understands this
base of supernatural powers, then they will be drawn into the
special effects.
All elements are tied together, the story combined with technique and delivery. This is what we try to do as moviemakers.
You can create an incredibly realistic looking virtual character,
but if he does something impossible, something that is beyond
his scope, you are going to destroy the belief capabilities of
your audience.
Moving on to virtual sets, you have worked on a movie that used the
Viper and virtual set integration in real time. Can you tell me about the
Red Riding Hood experience?
We were using a system from a company called VizRT23. I
have nothing but accolades of respect for these guys. Given

23 http://www.vizrt.com
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all of the obstacles in the moment that we were dealing with,
they did something that was just fabulous.
In essence, with just a few foreground props, we had a blue
screen environment and a 360º virtual environment in the
computer, premixed and pre-designed. David Stump24 and I
went out to Griffith Park in Hollywood and shot some background plates of the woods. We made a tile, a camera on a
tripod, pan at 30º, photograph, tilt up, tilt down; we basically
built an inverted globe, the virtual environment. This was then
patched together in virtual realm. We created the virtual woods
where Red Riding Hood was to take her bicycle. This background plate had a randomisation to the background that
looked and felt natural, as “real” as it could be.
Once we were there in the blue screen studio, we placed
some real trees, peat moss and dirt for the actors to walk on.
The virtual image was integrated with this foreground so that
you could “see” what the ultimate composite shot would look
like right on the monitor. This was in real time, or five frames of
real time, because we had to down convert to a standard definition from the high definition image.
This process was amazing for not only myself as the camera
operator, but also to the director, the visualisation team, and
the postproduction team, who were on set with us. We had a
digital metropolis with thirty screens so that all the crew could
watch the fully composited images as we were shooting them.
Everyone could see the images, even the actors.
It is hard enough to work with child actors in a real environment; and to work with children in a blue screen environment,
where all they have is a blue wall to interact with, is challenging. But you take a child and you put them in a virtual environment, where they can actually see where they are going to
be and even interact with it, then all of a sudden they have a
grasp on the reality of what they have to work with, the virtual
24 David Stump, ASC Interview, see page 49.
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reality that they are to portray. In a sterile environment, it is
very hard to make up in your imagination what the expectations are, so when you get any validity to stir the emotions of
the actor, you get a better performance out of them.
What do all these new tools and technologies mean for filmmaking?
They open up a whole new way of looking and thinking about
things. Instead of having to track motion control and then take
that data and recreate it in the green screen studio, all of the
motion tracking becomes spontaneous, instantaneous, and the
feedback is immediate. Any time you add spontaneity to the
filmmaking process, you generate more possibilities because
there is less process and more creativity.
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Chapter 2
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AEC DP/Film Professor &
Author
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How long have you been working as a DP?
I have been working in cinema for over 30 years. One of
my first films, La Orgia, was shot in 16mm. This became
one of the greatest box office hits in Spain, showing one
year in the cinemas. This was due to the fact that the
content, actors, and images were of excellent quality. I
worked with the image to a maximum. I went to the laboratory, studied the systems, and really took advantage of
all I could.
And what about when you are working in video?
If I have to work digitally, I also study everything as extensively as possible, what filters to use, etc. I test the
equipment thoroughly. This is vital. In working with video,
I have had video cameras that come to me completely
uncalibrated or with the focus not working. I have had to
repeat shots before. For example, on one occasion as
the camera controls were not calibrated, we recorded at
low signal, even though on the monitor it looked good.
Today I am much more careful. I always work with a
waveform25 monitor.
If you want to do things well in video, it is not a simple
process. Many devices and cables are required. You
must be aware of the details. Video technologies are
also in constant flux. Formats change In a very short
time span. One day there is HDV, then Super HD. Why?
Because the television market demands this. In film, all
these details have been worked out over a much longer
period of time. Film negative also continues to improve in
quality and colour space. This is important. In video,

25 A monitor used to survey the waveform of a video signal.
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things are ok, I cannot complain, but at the moment I
don’t see things improving. In fact, the quality could get
worse. One of the problems with the video industry is
that there seems to be no hesitation to lower the quality
if market shares improve. This has never happened in
cinema. When a new film negative is released, this is
because it has a better quality, not because it is cheaper.
I have always been open to technology, open and critical
at the same time. I participated in the first high definition
recordings in Spain. I have also done many documentaries, worked with prototype cameras, and worked in a
variety of projects that test technologies. Currently I am
measuring and making light adjustments between film
projection and digital projection on a Barco projector. I
truly like testing and evaluating different technologies. I
am also working on other postproduction tests and
analyses; my last project was working with twelve lighting technicians from a television station teaching a class
in Super 16mm.
And why were you teaching Super 16mm for a television station?
Because there is an interest in making television series
with higher image quality. In our last workshop, you
should have seen how impressed people were. We entered an extremely bright corridor with Super16mm. The
cameramen/crew were saying that the shot would be a
disaster with such bright light. When they saw the results
in film, they were impressed. In video, with such strong
lighting the scene would be difficult to capture. With film
negative, you are able to capture brutal amounts of information. We even exposed the negative at three stops
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over and put it through the telecine26. They were amazed
that you could still see the images. In video if you overexpose two stops, the image breaks. Film and video simply come from completely different concepts.
What are some of the misconceptions surrounding certain digital technologies?
Digital has been dominated by a commercialisation that
is above its true technical capabilities. This is something
that truly bothers me. There are certain companies that
are investing in this area without actually having a competitive technology. They are being competitive through
money, paying whatever it costs, giving away things,
convincing people without truly explaining. For example,
just the other day a producer and a young director came
to me. The director’s first movie was in video. We had
planned to make his second movie in film. Upon leaving,
the producer said to me, “Speaking of money, I currently
have the majority of money for production and postproduction, but in case there are any problems over the next
few months, could we do this in HD?” I almost stopped
breathing when I heard that. Fortunately we have a close
relationship, so I could say, “Don’t be foolish! If you
shoot this in HD, the production will be more expensive
than in 35mm.”
How could shooting in HD be more expensive than film?
In Spain, if you shoot negative, for a mid- to high-range
film, on average you shoot about 22,000 metres of negative. There are few films that shoot more than 25,000
metres. I have never in my life shot more than this for a
feature film. And these days, there is constant pressure

26 Telecine is the process of transferring film negative to a digital format. It is also
the name of the machine used to complete this process.
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to film in less time. What does this then mean? Let’s say
a production decides to shoot instead with a video camera, which is a relatively cheap piece of equipment. I say
relatively because the HD tapes are not given away, they
also have their cost. With HD, I have a capture method
that is relatively inexpensive. That then means that the
producer and director can have the camera recording as
much as they want. This is not true on a quantitative
level. In a feature film, you shoot the first shot and when
that shot goes well, you move on to the next. Although
you have an inexpensive camera, you will not be able to
record more because there is no time to.
When people say they are going to shoot in video, they
assume this means spending less. Today a good HD
camera is more expensive than a 35mm. In Spanish
cinema production, if it were truly cheaper to record in
HD than to shoot in film, today the majority of films would
be made in HD. If you look at the numbers, this is not the
reality. First, if you look at the rental rates of film camera
accessories, they are much cheaper than HD. Most film
and video rental houses calculate the electronic equipment depreciation on average in about a year and a half.
This then means that after a year and a half this equipment is obsolete and will need to be sold or given away.
Thus, the costs are very high. A good, well-equipped HD
camera can cost you four times more than a marvellous
film camera. A normal HD camera, say a Sony, will cost
you double that of a Vericam. The Vericam is called HD,
but it is really 720p27. This camera can be called HD,
when it is actually less, but what can we do?

27 720p means progressive image with 720 lines of resolution in a 16:9 frame
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What are some of the differences in the video and other digital
cameras that you have used? How do these compare to film
negative?
For me, the Sony has the best relative quality. I like their
resolution, but I do not like the colours. As for the Vericam, I don’t like the resolution but I like the look. Regarding the Thompson Viper, I like the resolution but not
the philosophy. I cannot be recording and only taking in
data. The director is not asking me to capture data; he
does not want to see a horrible green image. He wants
to see a precise image. Thus, in this situation, I have
double the work: I have to record the data and I must
make adjustments that do not really have a purpose. As
a DP, this data can then be taken into postproduction,
and they can do with it what they please.
Personally, I will continue to work with negative for as
long as possible. This is due to the tranquillity it gives
me. I have my camera. I can move into any space. I
open my aperture and simply film. I do not need any cables, data flows, back-up systems, or an enormous disc
drive that must be emptied each evening at the laboratory.
Currently, there are a series of challenges in working
with digital data cameras. In this business, solving a
problem can be quite expensive, and this is not offset by
digital’s advantages. Moreover, if you look at many of
these cameras, they look the same as the news cameras
from twenty years ago. This is because the philosophy
around the camera has not changed. They are uncomfortable and many of the viewfinders are horrible.
What would you desire for these viewfinders?
To begin with, I cannot frame a shot with black and white
when the image I am capturing is in colour. The compo-
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sition of colours is just as important as the forms in a
frame. Panavision has made colour viewfinders in their
cameras, and to actually get a Panavision lens, I am
sure that you must be on a waiting list, and in a year or
so it will be available. I am sure that the viewfinder that
now comes with the Genesis is much more expensive
than Sony’s or a Viper’s. I don’t even want to know the
price of renting a Genesis. I am sure that the camera
rental alone is more expensive than the entire negative
we could shoot with in a Spanish film.
Can you talk about the importance of image quantification?
Video is a technology that has advanced without quantifications. With film, I can call the laboratory after the first
day of shooting and ask them about the quality of the
image. From three simple figures that they are able to
give me, I know about my negative. In telecine28, this
does not exist. If they put my negative on the telecine
and I call the operators to ask them how my negative
was, they would not know what to tell me. They do not
quantify. In telecine, you load the film and press a button
to record the images.
What are your thoughts on the broad subject of metadata?
The subject of metadata29 today is practically zero. Although in terms of image data there is the Kodak Look
Management System, which could become a great tool.
Currently it is uncharted territory and there are not yet
standards for saving this metadata.
And what kinds of standards would be most necessary?

28 Telecine is the process of transferring motion picture film into electronic form.
29 Data about data. Metadata describes how and when and by whom a particular set
of data was collected and how the data is formatted. Metadata helps understand
stored or archived information.
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Metadata must be saved in a form that can be sent. The
Kodak Look Management System30 works well. First,
though, it must become an internationally used system.
Next, the prices must come down. I cannot make such
an investment at this time. I would not be able to get my
money’s worth as there are not many people here currently using this system.
Why are there not more people using this system?
Because this system is not yet a standard. Many production companies, when they are told that they must
pay a minimum fee per week so that the files that I have
elaborated with the system can be sent to the laboratory
as a reference, do not want to pay that extra amount.
With responses like this, if I were to make an initial investment, it would not serve me. But if there is standardization, there will be a great future for this system.
It is complicated. I can apply this situation to film as well
as video. If I make an image data workflow based on
what I have done during the shoot, that metadata can be
saved only if one day there exists a standard. At the
moment there is not even a standard for video, and the
standards that are here today will not exist ten years
from now. This is problematic.
My metadata begins with my contract. When I start a
film, there is a stipulation that says that I will control the
entire image processing, photochemical as well as digital, in the present as well as in the future. Thus, I am
responsible for preparing the film negative and digital
master, which is what will be used to make DVDs, for

30 KODAK Look Manager System allows a director of photography to pre-visualise
and create a scene's look through to postproduction. The system can be used to
emulate the look of various film stocks.
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television or another format. My metadata is also what
comes out of the camera, the negative. It is difficult to
surpass that. The day that more numerical data can be
linked to the image will definitely provide opportunities
for better control. But then one day someone could ignore this contract or not advise me. This could also happen in any metadata system; although there is metadata,
people can ignore it and do whatever they want. For this
reason, even though metadata systems are set in place,
if someone does not want to use it, they will not.
This is the idea, that the data is linked to the image and sound
files…
What worries me in this process is that quality falls or
there are companies that are looking not to support the
cinema process, but for profit. For example, there are
electronics companies that are manufacturing plastic
cameras so that they are cheaper. As a consequence,
during production you have to take extra care that nothing breaks as you are working with a delicate camera.
The same goes for the sensors31. Today they are manufacturing sensors that are smaller than those used in
Super 16 when they could be as big as those used in
35mm. Why are companies doing this? Because it is
cheaper!
As a professional, this mentality goes against my work. I
continue to encounter tools that are cheaper and meet a
much lower standard of quality. I continue to use negative and a large number of the films that I work on do not
count on big budgets. I want the best quality image possible. The negative I use is always the best; it is never

31 A digital camera uses a sensor with an array of millions of tiny pixels to then
produce the final image.
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out of date or at a lower price. I also make sure to use
good lenses. This is key.
What are the differences between film and HD lenses?
In my opinion, HD lenses are of low quality. For example, a Digi Prime Lens with a good Engineer zoom are
more expensive than the camera rental. Why? Because
the sensor is so small, the zoom must be of great quality,
more so than a zoom for cine. So the lens for video is
more expensive than the lens for film. These lenses are
also made in less quantity. For a weekly lens rental, this
equates to almost 3,000 euros. Such a cost is impossible
for the majority of Spanish films.
Speaking of digital technology tools in production, what is your
opinion regarding digital dailies32?
It is great, a true advance, but it is so expensive. At this
point, I am not sure we will ever use this.
How has your role as a DP changed with the expansion of digital
technologies and tools that are available in postproduction?
I now spend more time on preparing and postproducing
than on shooting.
What are your thoughts on digital exhibition?
This is not strictly a technological question. We know
that there are marvellous digital projectors. What has
occurred is a combination of circumstances. A friend of
mine who has launched many high-level cinemas in
Spain and Europe told me something quite clear. He

32 Dailies describe the raw unedited footage shot during the day. They are so called
because usually, at the end of each day, that day's footage is developed, synced to
sound, and printed on film in a batch for viewing by the director very early the next
day.
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said, “They have just taken the Concorde off the market.
This was supposedly the best and fastest plane in the
world, but it is not functional.” A similar situation is happening in cinema exhibition. Traditional film projection
continues to function without any problem.
Cinema projection today functions under the Cineon33
standard. It is something that is the same around the
world. I can sign off for my film at the laboratory, and
they can make 50 or 1000 copies, and they will more or
less be the same. I can then go anywhere in the world
and it can be seen more or less the same. It is true not
all cinemas have the same film projector calibration. But
in general there is a high tolerance for the image projected, so that when you sit in the audience you can see
the bright and dark areas.
Another thing: A film print today can be paid for in one
showing. And the cost of prints is continually lowering.
But many proponents of digital projection explain that digital
copies will eventually be much cheaper than film prints…
A film projector will last for 20 years. If you change the
lens and lamp, then it will continue for many more years.
The same projectors that were working 20 years ago
with experienced technologies are low cost and above all
function wonderfully. I have with me, written in my
agenda, all the films I have seen in my life. And you must
also understand that I am “digital”. I have had 14 computers. I am not at all frightened or intimidated by digital
technologies; on the contrary, I see that they are constantly improving. However, I am speaking to you as a
user. If I have equipment that is working well, that is all I
need. I can travel the world in a traditional plane. I do not
33 Cineon: See the note on page 12.
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need to go in a Concorde, especially if it is more expensive and can break down. A traditional plane continues
to work for me. In cinema the same situation is occurring. With digital cinemas, there have been cases where
they have had to return the ticket price to the customer. I
have been to the cinema over six thousand times, and
on only one occasion in my entire life did the cinema
have to give me back my money. It was because the
projector broke down. On the other hand, I know for a
fact that a digital cinema that was in Barcelona often had
to return money to audiences. They eventually had to
close it.
There is a 2K digital projection system in Barcelona, but the
theatre does not advertise that they have a digital system….
The technology is complicated, and it will be a challenge
for exhibitors to accept this. At the end of the day, the
distribution companies will have to pay for this conversion. Today film copies prices continue to fall, and piracy
is more or less controlled. High quality digital is not
cheap, and if it is then transmitted via satellite, it will also
have high costs associated with it. The projector is no
longer sufficient; there must be hardware to store all this
information. In terms of security, copies can still be made
and people can break encryptions. These are all extra
problems that could delay the conversion process.
It doesn’t really matter to me personally; exhibition does
not worry me. If I go to the cinema and you tell me that it
is a digital projection, that would be fantastic. What concerns me more is production. This is what I know and
have a command of.
In terms of distribution and exhibition, how do you see Spanish
cinema today? In Barcelona it is easier to see a North American
film than Spanish, Catalan or other European film…
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Yes, of all the films, on average only one or two Spanish
films are released. It is sad, but that is simply how it is.
We are always complaining in production that cinema
has never been defended as a national industry. On the
other hand, the Americans defend liberty and a free
market. If cinema is seen as culture, it should be something that is not subject to the concept of a free market.
The problem is that there has been consistently a great
fostering of North American cinema and of the voiceover/dubbing industry. This has a tremendous effect on
national cinema. This situation has never been of concern to the majority of politicians.
There truly have not been long-term political plans for
cinema. The first amount of money for the cinema industry that was sent to Catalonia from Madrid was principally so that North American movies could be dubbed
in Catalan. Today this situation continues. If you take a
look at theatre here, it is much more pampered than cinema. It is considered to be more cultural. If you walk the
streets of Barcelona, you will see many posters and advertising for theatre. You will never see a Catalan film
promoted like that. Even if a good Spanish or Catalan
film is made and the film is released, at the same time,
there will also be a major North American release [that
will overshadow the local product]. People want to see
films like Lord of the Rings.
The audiences must then enjoy the blockbusters. They make the
decision to go to the cinema, pay their tickets, and thus the box
office sales increase…
Yes, and there is a marketing mechanism that captures
the public. This could be comparable to what happens
with video. I get so upset reading the magazines for the
last twenty years that claim that film is dead. Please,
how can they claim such things! How can someone who
Tomàs Pladevall
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knows this medium even minimally claim that HD or
other formats have more quality than film? But as these
magazines and their advertising are supported by major
manufacturers, they can claim many things.
Do you have any final thoughts?
I am a user, not an engineer. As a user, just as I am
concerned about digital technologies, I am also concerned with the photochemical. There comes a point
where I refuse to know more. Results are what I value. I
am sure that the future will one day be all digital, but for
now, simply due to operative problems, analogue, the
film look, obviously has better quality for acquisition. I
believe this will continue for quite some time.
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How did you begin as a cinematographer?
I originally began as a member of the camera department. I
was assisting and loading and I came up through the ranks.
Increasingly over time in my career I started finding myself
attracted to the more difficult things that we were trying to do.
If there was rear projection involved in a show, I participated in
that. If there were effects to be done, I found myself working in
that. I felt attracted to the challenges of cinematography, more
than just the challenges of lighting a set and lighting actors. I
then found myself doing an increased amount of effects-based
work.
I did shows like The Day After, which was a big nuclear bomb
movie. That led me to becoming the head stage cameraman
for Apogee Productions, John Dykstra’s production company. I
stayed several years there. That was a great “sand box” to be
in, a truly creative place. You could be faced with a problem
making a commercial or film and dream up some notion of
how to accomplish a shot and explain it to the people around
you and they would say, “Yeah, that will work!” Then we would
all set off on building something, however elaborate or however clever. This really challenged me and allowed me to become a creative thinker and problem solver. I then formed my
own motion control company, called Motion Control Rental
Services.
Along the way, I acquired a lot of experience: recording data,
reverse engineering camera movements, shot movements and
lenses. Over the course of several big effects productions I
managed to build myself a little recording system in which I
could strap encoders to lenses and to f stops. I could plug into
the cameras and derive sync from them. I could slice up the
data coming from pan tilt heads and from dollies and from
cranes in order to take a snapshot continually of what was
happening to the camera on any set.
It took a very long time for the world of CGI to begin to understand the value of that, but now that they have, a lot of people
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are building business models based on the ideas that we explored fifteen or more years ago.

The Viper Filmstream digital cinema camera with the Venom recorder pack behind.

When did you start working with digital cinema cameras, such as the
Viper? How did you begin to make the transition from film to data capture?
I had been dabbling in the digital world for a very long time.
Before visual effects professionals truly had really viable digital
cameras in the HD realm, we were already working on
scanned film, in 10 bit log34, and compositing, doing blue
screens and green screens, and placing 3D inside of film images. By the time digital cinema cameras were launched and
34 “10 bit log” is a way of storing pixel colour with 10 bits (values 0 to 1023) per colour channel, each step representing a logarithmic increase of luminosity. In log space, each f-stop is
given by the same number of values: 32, 64, 96, 128, 160, 192, 224, 256. This provides
better response in the dark end and doesn't waste the response on the high end.
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became viable for cinema use, I was quite familiar with the
technology that was coming out the back end of them.
When you couple that knowledge with that of how to shoot and
light using any camera, I realised that digital was the perfect
application for all of my skills.
Has there been resistance to going digital?
Yes, at first. There was a backlash. When the Sony 900 came
out, and next when Panavision bought a pile of them, they
started showing up everywhere claiming to be digital cinema
cameras.
This was one side of the story. But the bigger issue became
reaction against the kinds of things that the L.A. Times was
reporting about those cameras, which was vastly exaggerated
and inflammatory.
Early on I could see that at that time digital cameras were not
nearly what the L.A. Times was reporting their capabilities to
be. There were statements like one didn’t need to light with
them, one could shoot endlessly, they didn’t cost anything, and
you could save nine-tenths of your production budget.
These exaggerations were just wildly out of control. We cinematographers were expected to live with the outgrowth of what
was claimed and reported. Over time, though, the quality of
cameras has continued to improve. Now people are starting to
realise these are viable tools for making films.
I believe that our Technical Committee at the ASC35 helped
drive part of that improvement and we helped push the elevation of those standards.
There is a Swedish DP, Peravan Sevensen, who stated, “I just realised
that at the end of this production, I will have spent as much time in the
digital post house as I did behind the camera on the set.”

35 The ASC Technical Committee. See http://www.asctech.org/
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That’s the world I live in. For me, it has always been like that
because… don’t tell anyone my nasty little secret, but some
people think I am a visual effects supervisor and some people
think I am a cameraman, and some people think I am a technician. I don’t let them all meet each other to compare notes.
Do you think this is the future of cinematographers?
Yes.
How have you been working with CGI36 integration?
Part of my job on Stuart Little was to be on set and to stand
next to the camera and ensure that what we filmed with the
First Unit A camera could be integrated in computer graphics
to include a realistic mouse named Stuart Little. That meant
that I couldn’t encumber the camera. The camera operator
needed to be able to pan, tilt, dolly, and focus, be able to do all
the things that one needs to do with a camera during the
course of making a movie like that. Parallel to this, I had to
allow for the ability to add Stuart Little in a realistic way so that
he wouldn’t slide on the table as the camera panned, dollied,
or tilted. He had to appear to have the same amount of focus
and depth of field, so that he could be later integrated into the
scene believably. The audience must forget that he is a computer-generated mouse.
This type of artistry involves developing a skill set that one has
to invent from scratch. One must have an understanding of the
photographic problems of making a film, the logistical problems, and, in fact, even the social problems of doing a film. Not
just anyone can walk into a set and say, “Move that 10K37 over
there and put a double in it or put some scrims38 in front of it.”

36 CGI stands for “Computer-Generated Image”, a picture created in the computer. CGI
describes also the creation of animated sequences within the computer.
37 Tungsten 10K light.
38 Scrims are stainless steel wire nets - mounted in a round metal frame - used to reduce
light intensity. They neither diffuse nor soften highlights and shadows.
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There is a specific hierarchy for that and protocol that has to
happen.
Those things are among my skill set but in addition, I also understand the general problems of the CGI pipeline: working in
3D, creating computer-generated images and integrating those
images in the form of a composite, the challenges of pulling
that from green screens or blue screens, etc.
Can you share some examples of challenges that one can encounter in
the CGI pipeline?
Yes. For example, Stuart Little has fur. When you begin the
day, you must start with the proper coloured fur in computer
graphics. Then, CGI lights are required to light that fur. In this
situation, we had to find a way to judge what the lighting in the
set would have done to that fur, as if it were really there. We
developed a technique in which we would do a take and then
at the end of that I would film a number of small reference
balls to record what was happening on the set.
When a chrome ball is photographed from the same position
that Stuart was meant to be in with the camera, that ball reflects a 360º hemispherical view of the lights around it. One
can then see those lights reflected in the ball, every movie light
that is on the set. By replacing that real silver ball with a CGI
ball and projecting from them to the virtual set area, one can
recreate those light sources, in colour, size, shape and quality.
Next, by using a neutral grey ball, one can see what are the
effects in the intensity of those lights. Later, through using a
Stuart-coloured white ball, one can see what the colouration
effects were supposed to be on his fur. Those three processes
would then enable the CGI animator or lighting artist to light
Stuart and recreate mechanically the lighting that existed in
set. This formed an important part of being able to integrate
Stewart into composites.
We also had the challenge of how to quantify the lenses. One
of the first things that you learn as a photographer doing CGI
is computer lenses, theoretical lenses, don’t do the same thing
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that real photographic lenses do. Computer lenses see the
world perfectly square or diagonally undistorted because they
are of infinitely small dimension.
In order to walk Stuart Little through a scene shot on an
aspherically ground wide-angle lens, we had to reverse engineer what was done in the aspheric grinding of that lens. For
example, a 14.5 Panavision lens has 9 changes in grinding
formula over the course of the lens, so it is concentrically
changed in focal length 9 times across the diagonal. We have
to make sure that we can plot those lines.
Thus, this kind of information is crucial in CGI work…
In those days, we had to completely reverse engineer all of our
camera and motion data because there was no one who could
tell us how to quantify what this means to us doing CGI. They
could show us plots of how they ground the lenses to achieve
it but they couldn’t tell us anything about the effect it was going
to have when we applied CGI to it.
A lot of what was mentioned last night in the discussions at the ASC &
AVID Metadata Summit39 was regarding how metadata gets stripped in
various systems. How does metadata get lost from production to postproduction?
For example, I am creating a creature in Softimage to go into a
live action shot. I start off with a scanned plate40, which has
been shipped out to a vendor and automatically begins its life
with no metadata attached. E-film does the scan for me and I
take that on a hard drive over to a 3D house and say, “Here’s
the shot.”
The first thing they will ask is, “What lens is this done with?”
Then I must take out a giant stack of paper from the set with

39 The American Society of Cinematographers and AVID co-hosted a Metadata Summit at
the NAB 2005 Conference. The Summit took place on Saturday, 16 April 2005, at the Alexis
Park Hotel in Las Vegas.
40 A plate is a single frame extracted from a shot.
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the various crew notes. We will all go through it and make sure
that the script supervisor’s notes agree with my notes, and that
these match the first assistant’s notes; it must indicate that this
shot was done with a 50mm lens.
How do we then quantify what that 50mm lens is doing to the
image? OK, now I must go back and scan the piece of negative that shows a chart shot with the 50mm so that you can
quantify how distorted or not distorted that lens is so that you
can remap it to linear41. Now, let’s just pretend that we’re going
to attach all of this data to the header42 of that Cineon scan,
and then we will send it over to have the tracking information
for Softimage to generate the CGI character that is going into
the shot.
The compositors begin by opening a file and starting to animate a character that fits with that particular image, applying
the information that I had given them about the lens. We now
shift all of that data over to a compositing house and take it
into an Inferno, which immediately strips off both sets of metadata, and throws them in the trash. Then I get a phone call
from the Inferno artist asking, “What kind of lens did you shoot
this on?”
Does metadata get lost often?
Over and over and over and over…
Could there be a way to record metadata separately and have a
backup?
Yes, and we do that now. But having it separated and segregated from the image itself means that now, instead of calling

41 Linear refers here to a linear spread of the pixels across the image, so a square in the
digital world corresponds to a square in the real world.
42 The header is the lead part of the computer data coming out of the Cineon scanner machine. It may carry information (metadata) such as title, location of the shot, type of lens, etc.,
but that data has to be provided by somebody…
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you up and asking. “What lens was that shot on?”, they say,
“Do you have the file that says what lens that was shot on?”
Is there a way to sync metadata with picture?
Absolutely. If you look at the structure of the SMPTE43 paper
on the definition of Cineon or .DPX44, there is specific information in the header of each frame that says you can put your
focal length here, you can put what the serial number of the
lens is here, you can put the date and then time it was taken
here. There are places to record all of that.
Do many productions use this method?
Some people do.
But obviously there is fragmentation; metadata get stripped or lost
between each post house…
Or even inside the same house, because as soon as you import into a package that doesn’t support it, it’s gone.
Is there a call for standards?
It’s not even a call for having a standard for everyone; it is
simply agreeing not to take off the standard that we are using,
that would be helpful.
Would this then require massive re-education?
Hence yesterday’s event, The ASC & AVID Metadata Technical Meeting. I don’t consider myself a person who can write
standards. I think I am better served as just being someone
who makes demands.
You were asked at the NAB Digital Cinema Summit panel about your
hopes with regard to metadata for the next years. What are they?

43 SMPTE: Society of Motion Picture engineers
44 DPX is the short form of Digital Picture Exchange, a common file format for digital film
work and is an ANSI/SMPTE standard (268M-2003). The DPX file format is derived from the
output file format of the Kodak CINEON film scanner.
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What I could really hope for in the realm of metadata is that
people get so excited about making it work that they shove me
out of the way and say, “Here, we’ll fix that.”
How long do you think it will take? It does seem like it will be a process…
I sort of keep hoping that enough studios will realise the value
of this, that they will take it on, the same way that they took on
DCI, which is to empower a panel: “Here is some money,
solve the problem”. Somehow I don’t think that is quite going
to happen, but that is what I am going to keep grandstanding
for.
This is going to require, not only from the manufacturers and the software developers but also from the people who are in the whole chain,
acquiring knowledge about what this all means…
And awareness. This is not about fixing the problem today, this
is about elevating consciousness and awareness. We are at a
crossroads and right now if we don’t meet at the crossroads,
everyone is just going to pass each other by.
What would you say to those who are teaching the future filmmakers?
I would say ask to have these things built and included in your
toolbox.
Could this reply also apply to manufactures?
Yes. The manufacturers at large are represented by the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, so SMPTE is
therefore by nature a logically self-interested group of private
industry vendors, none of whom want to give the other guy a
leg up by solving his problem for him on our nickel.
We are entering politics and money, but in the end, if metadata and
workflows were even more defined, it could save a lot of money…
It would absolutely save fortunes and it would generate other
fortunes. There are acres and acres of warehouses all across
San Fernando Valley in Los Angeles that are full of film that
can’t be used for anything else, mostly because no one knows
David Stump
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what it is. They can’t repurpose their own assets because they
can’t find them, but they dare not throw them away.
Have you also seen film thrown away?
Yes I have! If one can’t manage their own assets, then they
have given away part of the pie by default. “I am here, I am
willing to help you find ways to mine the money out of your
own assets, if you will just wake up and listen.” That is what I
tell the studios. Now they are starting to listen.
How was the Red Riding Hood experience? This was the first time that
there was virtual set integration with the Viper camera for a feature
film?
Yes, and not only was it virtual, it was virtual in real time on
set. No one had really tried to do anything like that for an entire feature length film until a couple of years ago.
One day I got a call from a dear friend and producer, Brian
Frankish, who said, “You are the only guy I could think of who
might have a shot at this, could you come in and talk to our
director?” And I went in and talked to Randal Kleiser. He explained his idea and said, “I know it is wacky but this is what I
want to do. Can you do it?” And I said, “Yes, I know exactly
how to do what you want to do.”
We set about having meeting after meeting to explain it to everyone who actually had to execute their little part of it. Just by
the skin of our teeth we managed to pull it all together in time
to do the entire show. But during preproduction, people would
often come to me with these puzzled looks on their faces like,
“Now, tell me again… how am I going to do such and such?”
There were so many widely varied skills that on the set; none
of us had ever tried to do anything like this together before. I
don’t think anybody really realised what it was meant to be
until about the second or third day of production. You could
just see it click together for everyone. It then turned into a very
well oiled machine.
In how many days was this film shot?
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About twenty-one. We had backgrounds running in real time
on set. Their movement was synced to the camera movements so that I could have a little piece of foreground forest
and a blue screen behind it. The VizRT guys could then bring
up a forest and proxy it out there in the distance. We were able
to pan, tilt, dolly, crane, boom, and swing the camera. You
could see the forest that was out there, the CGI and 3D moving in sync with the real objects, and the actors completely
able to understand where they were. It was very gratifying.
With new production techniques like this, did the “traditional” film
crew change drastically?
I picked and chose from different professional realms. I knew
people that had all the different skills. There was one big hole
in the production when we started, which as the motion interpretation engine, because I had thought we were going to use
Joe Lewis’s45 company to do our motion interpretation, but it
was at the same time that Joe had just gotten I Robot to do
pre-visualisation.
I had to scramble to get someone else. Then I found VizRT in
Europe. We had them flown over with their equipment flight
pack. They walked onto the stage. I introduced them to three
guys that I had hired only for the cables and connections that
are required in a production such as this. Finding three guys
who know how to wire was key. The producer asked, “Why are
you hiring these guys?” And I said, “Trust me, we are going to
need them.”
The VizRT guys walked onto the stage, still sleepy from flying
all night, and were introduced to the three guys, and they
looked at me like, “Who is this nut?” They started wiring and
the night before we were supposed to start shooting we got it
to all work for the first time.

45 For details about Joe Lewis, see chapter 7 on page 99.
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One of the many objectives of this project is to have training in digital
cinema. What would you say to those who are starting out? What
would your advice be?
Aside from get a real job?! Learn about the new technologies
and broaden your horizons. I don’t know how it works in
Europe, but my sense of film schools here is that to a degree
film schools, especially the private ones that prey on the glamorous aspects of the career, and to a smaller degree the organized film schools, don’t broaden your horizons enough but
rather they pander to what film students think they are going to
be getting out of film school. To expect to be able to turn that
into a career only impedes a film student in accordance to his
or her own ability. Some of them are just going to get there
somehow, someway, no matter what the job is and no matter
what their perception of it is.
Let me tell you what I tell all the students I teach. If you want to
be a filmmaker, the first thing you should do is go out and
make a film and come back and show it. It all starts by being.
From being, you generate doing and from doing, you generate
having. So by being the filmmaker, you do what it takes to
make a film, and then by doing what it takes to make a film,
you have a film and thus one is a filmmaker. You can’t reverse
that order with any success.
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Jesús, how did you begin your career?
JH: I began working professionally fifteen years ago as a television camera operator, at a time when many private TV channels were being launched in Spain. It was a great period to be
learning, but you had to teach yourself. I worked in series,
game shows, news programmes, musical entertainment,
drama, and more. I have constantly been exposed to and
working with various acquisition formats and technologies.
I reached the point that, professionally, I wanted more experience, and decided to become a director of photography. Before joining Kodak I worked in shooting commercials in 35mm.
As I have an understanding of both video and film formats, I
must say that film offers an unsurpassed level of quality.
What are the differences you notice in working with HD and film?
JH: First, let me say that HD is a result of a consumer market.
It has entered the professional markets with quite aggressive
marketing strategies. This has created some confusing messages, mainly in production, regarding HD’s possible uses. For
example, there are marketing campaigns that say HD is much
faster in production, needs less light, or will make a production
much cheaper. They make a series of claims that influence
producers. The film companies’, and particularly Kodak’s, reactions to these campaigns have been quite relaxed. Most film
companies’ marketing strategies have not been as aggressive;
there have not been direct responses to the HD campaigns.
This then allows users and producers to believe that the
claims made by many HD manufacturers are true, when in fact
many of them are false. This later creates confusion and problems.
I have worked with a wide variety of HD formats. When you
talk about HD, you should specify what level, what format you
are referring to. The name “high definition” itself is quite confusing, for within HD, there are many different formats and
ways of working. It is similar to what happened about fifteen
years ago when people first started using the word “broad64
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cast”. At the time people spoke about “consumer video technology”, and then suddenly someone said, “Ok, from this point
on, it shall be called broadcast technology.”
After working as a DP in many formats, I must say that film is
infinitely the best capturing format available today. As an acquisition medium, it has no limits when it comes to resolution,
colour space, etc.
Film negative also continues to be the best image archive format available…
JH: Indeed. One could argue that it’s a medium that occupies
a lot of space and requires a special preservation system;
negative can’t just be kept on a shelf. This is the legacy of
treating film with discipline. Today we are still able to see films
that were made over 100 years ago. Film has consistently
demonstrated its strength and durability.
We are only just beginning to test the durability of other video
and digital formats. Every video format is hardware dependent.
To be able to view the material, you are completely reliant on
the specific machine that plays that format. We see this in TV
stations where they have old machines and archives that cannot be recovered. They’re constantly changing from one format to another to try to maintain what they have.
And regarding the logistics of working in HD compared with film?
I have a friend who has just finished making a movie in high
definition. At some points during production they were using
two to three cameras at a time. To begin with, they had problems with the availability of the high definition equipment they
needed. They then also had problems with the software that
accompanied the cameras in order to record the sequences
when they were shooting with multiple cameras.
That doesn’t happen with film. You can go to India with your
negative. You can rent cameras that work with your standardised film. You can then begin to shoot with two, three, four
cameras without such difficulties.
Jesus Haro Tapias - Hugo Ramos Garza
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Film as an acquisition format is unrivalled in terms of quality
and filming logistics. We are constantly investing in new emulsions and improving upon them. You can rent any model of
film camera and the technology works without complications.
Film camera technology is also continuing to make progress.
For postproduction, the process of scanning film and working
in a digital pipeline is also becoming more efficient over time.
The film industry continues to function and advance.
In terms of working with digital technologies, hybrid technologies that combine traditional filming and digital postproduction can and will continue to yield extraordinary results.
What do you think of digital cinema raw data46 acquisition formats?
JH: We can see many great technological achievements and
possibilities in the data capture cameras such as the Viper,
Dalsa, and Genesis. But to date, these cameras are neither
logistically nor financially viable for the majority of cinema productions. Unless there is a major increase in cinema budgets,
which probably won’t happen in this country, these options will
probably not be financially feasible for a long time.
In Spain, generally, feature film budgets are limited. This is a
completely different market compared with the United States.
In the U.S., the average budget of an independent film might
be considered limited. But in Spain, if a production were able
to work with that kind of budget, it would be considered very
fortunate.
Speaking of the Spanish audiovisual industry, there has been a tendency to shoot Spanish TV series and feature films in 16mm…
JH: We are offering packs to encourage producers to dispel
preconceived notions and to see the viable possibilities of
shooting television drama on film. The advances made in
16mm emulsion technology are allowing the film grain to be-

46 Raw data refers to images as produced by the original source, without any transformation,
compression, or colour correction.
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come finer. The format has not been appreciated for all its
value. For the television market, 16mm can be tremendously
valid.
From a logistic point of view, 16mm is fantastic. The logistics
are simple: You can shoot with a camera connected by a cable to a monitor. If you shoot with two cameras, then you have
two cameras, two cables, and two monitors. It is wonderful for
a DP to be able to look through an eyepiece to see the true
image, to evaluate the contrast, and to be able to move
quickly. Also knowing that after filming you have the telecine47
process, which allows you to modify the image afterwards,
make adjustments, and work with full depth of colour, is absolutely wonderful. You can see the difference: What we are
doing in film is of much better quality without huge budgets.
We have made many series, a lot of fiction, and also many
productions using digital video. In shooting with several cameras in television, the problem is not usually the format, but
rather that you’re tied by the light that you have to apply. Film
is much more permissive with light than video. With film, you
can work in a much broader range of light and with lighting that
has a slightly more realistic effect. The problem with video is
that if you work keeping many cameras in mind, in the end,
everything looks flat. You have to fill the whole space with light
so that the character is in focus close up when looking one
way and close up when looking another way, too. This is not
the best way to work to obtain optimum photogenic qualities.
But it is the way they work in television.
There also seems to be crossover, a fusion between the television and
cinema worlds…
JH: Yes, this is happening as well with the professionals who
work in both areas. People who worked in cinema are moving
to TV and vice-versa. You could say a kind of fusion is taking
place.
47 A machine that transfers motion picture film into a video or digital format.
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This is a hybrid world. We can’t be sure what’s strictly cinema
and what’s strictly television. Movies are released in the cinema, then on DVD, then on the television screen. Televisions
are constantly growing, as are their requirements for better
quality. These requirements may have to be satisfied with a
format that offers the best quality on all fronts.
What about other lower level acquisition formats that have been used
occasionally in cinema production?
There are people who have worked in Mini DV, or similar formats. For example, take Lars von Trier and Dancer in the
Dark. It was filmed in Mini DV. The acquisition format was an
artistic choice. Von Trier also had a 12 million dollar budget to
work with.
Using formats like these is taking the technology to its limits.
Unless that is the artistic intention, one shouldn’t capture images with formats that lack information. Many companies are
promoting formats that cannot live up to their claims.
(Hugo Ramos Garza now enters the conversation)
HR: With formats such as HD, there is a compromise, a sacrifice in image capture. In cinema, the general concept is that
reality is captured at the highest resolution possible. That information must then pass through the entire pipeline48. A relevant important topic is the approach of the latest digital cameras, such as the Viper. These cameras are based on a ‘cinema concept’. The idea with this type of digital acquisition
camera is to capture as much information as possible and then
to postproduce it digitally, achieving the greatest amount of
visual information possible from the content, which later moves
on to postproduction, distribution, and finally exhibition.
JH: HD is a format that is at the limit of what can be sold professionally and be seen with some level of quality. Some

48 The cinematic pipeline comprises acquisition, production, postproduction, distribution and
exhibition.
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manufacturers explain that other technical possibilities for image capture exist, then sell an affordable format quality, explaining that the public will accept the end product. They understand what the limits of what can be sold, used, and later
thrown away are. It’s an audiovisual fast food chain: The consumer buys it, uses it, and soon thereafter the format and
technology are obsolete.
Do you think that digital media49 should be designed to emulate film in
the sense that these formats should be consistent and robust?
HR: That would be difficult. The electronics business model is
based on creating new systems that replace the previous
ones, which adds up to constant equipment renewal. The
business model for cinema is based on buying the hardware
once, on having robust cameras and lenses. Other improved
models will obviously surpass these in the future, but the core
investigation, development, and technological advances are
founded primarily on the film emulsion, followed by the postproduction equipment, where improvements are also being
made.
Gone with the Wind (1939) and Lord of the Rings (2001)
were filmed using the same 35mm format. Obvious technological leaps have occurred over the years, yet the same
system and format was used for both films. In comparison,
the electronic business models entail replacing and creating
new systems and formats.
JH: Electronics companies have many different consumer
targets, for example, selling PAL and NTSC television sets.
The market focus has since shifted, and today companies
have begun selling HDTVs. This is not how the cinema market
works. The business objectives of Kodak and others in the
cinematographic and postproduction industries are ultimately

49 Digital acquisition may refer to digital cinema, HD or standard definition TV formats. Digital
cinema is always high resolution, high quality with little or no compression of data. TV and
HDTV formats are always compressed and thus far less suitable for cinema production.
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to improve the cinematic process. The intention is to
strengthen the workflow, not to take short cuts or try to sell
more.
HR: Kodak’s first priority is the best quality possible. So far,
many of the digital technologies that are used in acquisition
are a visual compromise compared with film; they do not offer improvements. In postproduction, though, digital technologies have definitely made incredible progress.
Regarding exhibition, how do you see digital projection?
HR: I think digital projection technology will be marvellous.
There are two basic factors here: The projection must be
technically equal to or better than film and the systems must
be financially feasible for the exhibitors. The possibilities for
exhibition are exciting. 2K projection is clearly an improvement. But then I ask, when we have very powerful 4K projectors on the market, how will an HD or other video format look
in comparison?
I believe in open models for digital cinema exhibition systems.
Exhibition today is based on an open system. The 35mm format is a global standard that has remained stable over a considerable amount of time. I hope that one day the electronic
world will find a way to design such an open, universal, and
stable system. Again, this can be a challenge due to the nature of electronics business models. I do believe, though, that
if intelligent and robust standards are created, future digital
cinema exhibition systems can be built to last.
Today’s exhibitors must deal with complex business models. It
is now technically possible to accomplish a good 2K projection, and it would be magnificent to reach a consistent 4K projection. The ideal situation would be the creation of an international standard and open system, without property right battles.
If you were to ask me, “What will things be like in 30 years’
time?” , I’d answer that everything will be digital. We’ll see. I do
70
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know that whatever is captured on film today will be viewable
in 30 years’ time. Whatever is filmed on video or digitally today
most likely will not be viewable, unless time and money are
invested in transferring the content to readable formats.
Any last comments?
HR: There’s a lot of digital militancy in the marketplace. In my
humble opinion, this is due to lack of knowledge of what’s
really behind it all. We must allow digital technology to improve
the cinematic process, taking advantage of the many positive
aspects that digital technology brings. It is also very important
not to generalise, not simply to assume that from this moment
on, digital is better. The digital paradigm is that sometimes
ideas are marketed that are not true to the actual technology
that is being sold.
Video formats are important and magnificent. It would be militant if I were to say that the daily news should be captured on
film. What we are discussing here is cinema, a format that is
made to be projected in theatres and for made-for-television
films. At the moment, film acquisition allows for a higher image
quality than digital recording. If the original material is captured
on film, one has immense possibilities to work with. Parallel to
this, there are the great benefits in working with postproduction
digital technologies. This sounds like a contradiction, but it is
not. Film has been functioning for over 100 years. The legacy
of cinema gives an image quality standard, and digital technology should only improve upon it. It should not, in any circumstances, lower this quality.
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How did your career begin?
I started out working at a postproduction company that a friend
of mine created called the San Francisco Production Group.
This was in the early 1980s and the standard technology for
creating graphics was the Quantel Paint Box. We decided to
look for new computer graphics tools. The New York Institute
of Technology created a 2D/3D graphics beta box50. NYIT was
interested in having a San Francisco company to begin testing. At that point, the software was still being written.
The owners decided to become a beta test site for their box.
Personally, I didn't want to go that route. If you're trying to
market a new service to clients, it is not always ideal to be
beta testing. Furthermore, NYIT had only one experienced
person who could operate the box, and that person was available to us for only two months. In two months somebody else
had to be trained to use this system, and then the challenge
became how to market this technology. It just was not possible.
We spent a year offering these services to clients who were
reluctant use them. The only way we could sell this service
was with a discount. In the end, we ended up losing money on
that box. After a couple of years, we gave up and ended up
getting a new version of the Quantel. But this was my beginning as a 3D graphics producer.
What were your next steps?
I later was hired at Industrial Light and Magic. At that time,
they had a visual effects supervisor and a coordinator working
as a team. The company was growing and there were areas
that were losing money, so it became clear that producers
were needed. I was one of the first to be hired. They were
working in the old-fashioned way, using the optical method of
visual effects compositing, and were just beginning to research

50 BETA BOX : a test version of a new hardware or software development.
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and investigate 3D graphics. There was no CG Department
back then, though they did have what later became Pixar.
Lucas had originally funded Pixar as a think-tank and research
centre. At that time, Pixar was made up of R&D programmers
and a few animators. They were writing code for everything.
That is one of the reasons why it was challenging to generate
work. About a year later, George decided to sell Pixar to Steve
Jobs, and concurrently a CG department was created at ILM.
This was 1985.
It was clear that the ILM CG Department needed several programmers, and there was also a clear emphasis on hiring
other people to generate work. New professional profiles, such
as animators, lighters and compositors, were born during this
time. Getting a basic “star field” background for Star Trek was
very difficult.
How was the transition from optical effects to digital effects at ILM?
George saw very early on that this was the future, that digital
technology was the way to go. He predicted very early on that
we were seeing the end of film and the beginning of digital
technology, and of course he was correct.
By the time I left ILM in 1992, the CG Department had advanced so tremendously that they were retraining the traditional optical people and motion-control camera crews, who
were doing all the compositing and the match moves, etc., to
become digital technicians.
Unfortunately, many of the traditional film technicians lost their
jobs or had to be retrained. ILM handled that transitional process quite well. They did give people the option, and they did
train them while continuing to pay them throughout that process. Many of them are still at the company. On Star Wars ILM
shot most of the plates on HD cameras, but continues to shoot
some plates and specific elements on film, but that is pretty
much it. Everything else is digital.
Peter Takeuchi
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When did you begin to work in a more complete CG51 environment?
From ILM I went to Digital Domain and worked on a couple of
movies there. DD was a model of ILM CG departments. We
still had MC cameras and shot plates on 35mm. After Digital
Domain I went back to ILM for a year to work in LucasArts
commercials. At this point we were not generating a lot of 3D
elements; most of the work was in 2D compositing, done on a
Flame or Inferno.
Later, I moved to Rhythm & Hues and stayed there for about
five years. Rhythm & Hues was different from ILM. R&H did
not have motion control camera systems. They did not have a
model shop to build miniatures. They didn’t shoot practical
elements like fire or smoke. They were working almost completely in CG. Everything was done digitally in terms of looking
at how to create an effect. They used proprietary software,
which most companies don't use anymore. They were excellent in this craft.
R&H became famous with the Babe movies, which became a
benchmark for talking animal visual effects. Unfortunately, the
studios wanted R&H to do all the talking animal movies; and
the workers got tired of it. It was quite difficult and tedious work
because you had to lip sync, syncing up animation to a voice
track, and replace areas of the animal’s face with fur. The artists wanted to do other things: explosions, spaceships, and
other effects. We did not get much opportunity to do that.
What were the principal bottlenecks in your workload over the years?
Scanning plates was always tricky because we were dealing
with outside vendors. The next step was picking the scans and
putting them online so the artists could actually start working
on them. That at times was a bottleneck. Editors and I-O people had to be trained. This was a new technology, so people
were slow to understand the complexities and efficiencies of a

51 CG : Computer Generated
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digital pipeline. This process later became very specialised;
each step of the way people were assigned to do specific
work, as well as having people that could coordinate this. Everything had to flow out in a timely fashion. Gradually, the workflow was clearly divided, coordinated, and scheduled.
At R&H and Digital Domain, we learned from ILM. Most of the
large visual effects studios copied or adapted the ILM pipeline.
People learned or watched their way of doing things. Most
facilities tended to use off-the-shelf software. However, R&H
believed in being self-sufficient, so they created and wrote
their own software. Artists needed to learn the software. They
knew Maya, but had to learn Voodoo. This took from 3 to 6
months of training. Writing your own code was good if you
wanted to modify it, but it was not always the most efficient
way of working. The programmers could not constantly upgrade the code. They had about six programmers at the time,
so we often just asked them to fix specific things at the moment as we never knew when they would have the new code
ready.
Eventually, we had to hire a producer for the programmers,
because they usually underestimated how long the new code
would take. Writing code is just like creating a piece of art. It's
hard to say one will have so much done in one day or frame of
time. It really depends on how the brain is working and what
you’re trying to write.
A huge infrastructure had to be established for the digital pipeline. It all came down to how much volume (elements, shots)
had to be pushed through the pipeline at any given time. More
and more resources had to be allocated. ILM was kind of unusual:. It grew to over a thousand people, and probably 80
percent of them were digital artists. That required a lot of data
to be moving around, a lot of coordinators and I-O people to
monitor and schedule the flow.
I am not sure if the hardware manufacturers take that into consideration. They are often looking at how much data you can
Peter Takeuchi
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push through this box, but they do not always consider the
coordination and resources it takes to do this in an efficient
and timely manner.
Speaking of moving large amounts of data, how do 2K and 4K52 affect
postproduction workflows?
The current standard is 2K. In the late 1990s I was approached by certain visual effects supervisors with the idea of
doing our effects work at 4K resolution. Their justification was
that they wanted close-ups to look great, sharp and clean. But,
of course, doing work at 4K more than doubles the amount of
time and resources you have to allocate for rendering and
storage.
Simply moving around that increased amount of data takes
time and machines, but the studios were often unwilling to pay
for the price difference. We did a series of tests that showed
the same shot at 2K versus 4K. We looped those shots and
asked the producers or the visual effects supervisors to tell us
the difference. These were shots that had been scanned at the
same level as the original formats, one at 2K, one at 4K, and
then output to film. They were all done on the same equipment, so everything was constant except the resolution.
The majority of the people could not see the difference after
one or two passes. Very often, that proved to them that they
simply didn't want to pay the extra cost anyway; the 2K was
good enough. But there were times when we did work in 4K. A
case in point was when we were working on the first Nutty Professor movie with Eddy Murphy. The supervisor wanted some
of the effects at 4K. He felt that due to some of the images
being fairly close-up shots on Eddie Murphy transforming, 4K
would give the best result. But again, the studio was unwilling
to pay for the difference. We wanted the shots to look great, so
we did them at 4K. So, for us the experience was considered
an R&D project.
52 2K pictures are 2048 pixels across ; 4K pictures are 4096 pixels across.
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Is it true that 4K gives special effects artists more room to work with?
Often the scans are done at 4K. That does not have such a
great impact in terms of labour or cost. It’s once you enter the
digital domain that the labour costs increase. You are moving
around these immense files. It simply takes more time and
more of your pipeline away. Resources need to be scheduled
appropriately, including overtime.
What are your thoughts on the topic of metadata53 and how information from production can be carried into postproduction?
If you are talking about recording onto HD or another digital
acquisition format, as opposed to shooting on film, I do not
know the answer to that question.

In a completely digital cinema chain metadata should be provided, transferred and used
without disruptions. Image by courtesy of Franz Höller, composition by JOANNEUM
RESEARCH.

In the film process, you have a camera assistant who is writing
down everything: all camera data, f-stop, lenses, the meas-

53 Metadata are data about data. For example, film exposure or zoom value are data about
the image itself.
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urement between the lens and the subject, the height of the
lens, as well as if the dolly moves, etc.
All this is written down in a camera report, and that accompanies every shot that we are working on. Therefore, we always
know what the shooting environment was like. We even draw
the lights where they were located on each shot, which later
helps the lighting people in postproduction. If all this could be
incorporated by the camera or recorder at the time of the
shoot, that would be great.
Did you ever have problems with this handwritten information getting
lost or not making it into the postproduction pipeline?
Once we understood what the methodology was going be for
each scene, the camera assistants specifically knew what data
we needed, and things went smoothly. I cannot remember
anyone ever messing up in this area, other than a few lost
camera reports, but we had copies. There were some wideangle camera shots where it was not possible to take accurate
measurements; we could only make estimates. But even with
our estimates, all that information was very helpful to the CG
artists. Today there are measuring systems that can be used
where absolutely everything can be measured – the sets,
props, etc. – and be recorded quite easily with lasers.
I do not think, though, that building these measuring technologies into cameras or recorders solves all the problems. It
makes more sense to use these technologies separately, and
make sure that the visual effects crew is responsible for that
area. This is the typical way it is done today. There is usually a
small crew that goes out on the set or location when the plates
are being shot. If a visual effects shot comes up, it is slated as
such, it is shot, and all the needed measurements are taken by
the visual effects crew.
This VFX information then gets passed on to postproduction?
Yes, part of this information is on the camera record, and another part is taken by the visual effects crew. They know ex80
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actly what has to be done for the complete shot. It is also good
for them to be on location; because as the shot is being filmed
they can help to avoid certain problems in post simply by sharing knowledge on how to do things on set to save money later.
New technology requires a change in the process as well as
the types of skills that the crews have today. The concept of
introducing a new technology has to be connected to education that goes along with it. You have to help people to understand, “This is the way the process works best.” We do a good
job of creating new boxes and code, but we lack proper training.
There are some people who are continuing to learn the traditional filmmaking methods, and sometimes there are ways of
working that may not be the most efficient. And, as a consequence, costs can go up because people later on are fixing
things; and it is often said, “Oh well, next time we'll remember
to do it this way.” This is a transition.
What are some of the lessons you learned working in production?
We took the position that we did a shot that cost so much
money and that estimate was based on us being there to supervise the filming of that shot. You usually ran into problems
when the first or second unit decided to shoot plates without
any of the VFX crew being there. They at times shot plates in
the way that worked the easiest for them but later made our
work more difficult. After a few discussions with people, one
could finally convince the first assistant director or the production manager that it made more sense to notify the visual effects crew when an effects shot was going to be filmed. This is
usually stipulated in the contracts today. I think both parties
have finally learned that it makes sense. You spend a little
extra money having the people on set, but it is helpful in terms
of later keeping the post costs down; because they are doing
the actual work on the shot in production, they are not fixing
things later in post.
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This is also really positive because, very often when you are
setting up a shot, the director will often say, “Can I do this?”
Having an expert there who can say, “Yes, you can”. or “No, if
you do that, we have to do this and this is additional” is extremely worthwhile. All of this can be worked out before you
actually shoot it, as opposed to just seeing later the shot and
saying, “Because you shot it that way, it is going to cost you
this much.” In those circumstances, everybody gets upset.
What are the key important areas in your work?
My perspective is not to look at the actual technology but look
more at the process. As a producer, your job is to observe the
process, to make sure that it is as efficient as possible, and
that the director gets what he wants. That is the trickiest part,
because you have different perspectives to accommodate:
from the crew versus the director, from the postproduction
people versus everybody else. Even though a director may
explain what he wants in a shot, his explanations are merely
words. It is really helpful to have a visual reference. But even
with all that, as a shot develops there are always changes.
Sometimes when the director actually sees what you are doing, he decides he wants something different.
Communication is important. Interaction and proper planning
are also vital. Without all of these, you are going to have miscommunication. You cannot invent software or a hardware box
to fix that. And of course, once a shot gets into post, the communication has to continue.
How does technology support this communication?
Technology can help in many situations. For example, many
times the director is still involved in shooting by the time the
visual effects company starts working on actual shots. Very
often, they are shooting on one continent and talking to a visual effects person who is in a different time zone. It is extremely useful to able to look at digital files while you are talking on the phone. Having technical people on the editing side
who are familiar with visual effects is a great support. Most of
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the visual effects movies now have one of the editorial assistants just coordinating visual effects: talking directly to the
visual effects house, transmitting files for their review. Files
from the VFX studio are sent and the visual effects editor cuts
them into the sequence. The director looks at them and then
there is a phone conversation as both sides continue working.
This review process was critical for the Babe movies, where
the director was in Sydney, Australia, and we were at R&H in
Los Angeles.
This is a major development in terms of workflow. How long would this
process take before?
At least a week; this is such an advancement. This also opens
up options to the directors. In the optical days54, many directors tended to feel left out since it took so long for changes to
occur and for them to look at a new print. Now, the very next
day they can look at a shot, see the progress on it, and make
changes early in the process as opposed to at the end. This
saves time and money and overall, the work looks better.
In your last films, was pre-visualisation used?
Oh yes. That is a vital part. Any film that is heavy in digital effects should be pre-visualised. This needs to begin with the
storyboarding process. The visual effects need to be storyboarded out. There is a technique to drawing out digital effects. The storyboard artists are starting to learn that process.
You have to draw a series of panels, similar to a comic book,
to really show a visual effect. You can't just have one shot with
an arrow. Concept art is also still very critical, especially for
visual effects, because there are matte paintings involved or

In optical effects film images are manipulated through optical processes using film, light,
shadow, lenses and chemical processes. Examples are film titles, fades, dissolves, and
double exposures. The effects were usually done in post-production with an optical printer,
although some, such as fades and double exposures, can be done. The term optical effects
has largely been replaced by visual effects as almost all of the effects are now done digitally
on computer with editing software or computer generated imagery.
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set extensions. These need to be drawn out; you must be able
to see them in order to communicate what is wanted.
So, traditional storyboarding artists must learn new skills for visual
effects work…
Yes, very often they will have one lead storyboard artist and
one or two people who are doing the extra panels for the visual effects people. There is again more expense at the front
end of production, but it usually pays off down the line in terms
of better communication, so that all groups involved understand what is required.
Both of the last Matrix movies were heavily pre-visualised.
There was an entire crew of pre-digitalisation artists, Pixel Liberation Front, hired to work with the directors for months before shooting ever started. The Wachowski brothers valued it
so much they brought the crew with them down to Sydney.
They were there throughout 50 percent of the shoot, making
changes and adding shots. Entire sequences of movies are
now done with digital actors, sets, props and environments.
They should be approached in the same way as animated
films are.
Was this pre-visualisation crew on set?
They were off in a separate building. It worked out really well,
because the VFX crew was in that same office space with
them. As they pre-visualised a shot for the brothers, we could
all participate in a discussion about the execution of that shot.
It was a great benefit to the overall production. We also had a
team of animators in Sydney working with the brothers.
This process will definitely catch on. I think that any director
who uses it will see the benefits. Lucas used it on Star Wars
and Spielberg used it on War of the Worlds. It is a clear visual
reference for all people. This is no longer a situation of a director looking at a script and trying to describe what he wants.
That vision is changing. And once you get onto the set,
changes always occur.
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On the last two Matrix movies, the directors were passionate
about pre-visualisation. They loved collaborating on the visual
effects side. They actually moved the cutting room up from LA
to Alameda so they could be working with us there. The
schedule was very tight. They realised that just the delay between LA and Alameda, California, to screen the dailies could
cost them half a day to a day. So in order to save that, they
moved the cutting room. We saw them every day for the last
three months of postproduction. They were practically living
with us. They did not work 100 hours a week like us, but they
came close. This was an ideal situation for the VFX studio,
having the directors there to give immediate feedback.
Thinking back over your career, are you amazed by what is technologically possible in visual effects today?
I always knew that anything was possible. I actually studied art
and, metaphorically, this is just like a blank canvas. The
painter stares at the canvas, gets inspired, and then creates
anything they want. This is the same situation with CG now.
This takes more people, hardware, and software. Every year
we are seeing progression in software that does more and is
easier to use. In some ways, visual effects work can be done
by someone in their room. It’s become quite competitive and
costs are dropping to a point where it’s difficult for the VFX
studios to make a profit. That is why I am transitioning into the
computer game world. I see the same steps of development
are needed in that media form.
I think that games are where movies were back in the 1930s.
Each year software and hardware are generated to assist
game development. Some of the knowledge and technology
from movies is finding its way into games and the games
themselves are becoming more sophisticated, far more interactive than a film could ever be.
Will games ever be a part of cinema?
In terms of experience, I believe games will surpass the cinema, but game developers must learn the art of story, charPeter Takeuchi
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acter, conflict, and drama. What we see now are the early
stages; World of Warcraft is a significant milestone in online
gaming. I also like to play Tiger Woods Golf. What you see
now is a room with groups of people playing the same game.
You go there with your friends and everyone participates, and
that particular group of people can be wired into a group of
people in another country playing the same game to compete
against each other.
They have actually just started now the Olympic Games for
video games. Different countries are hosting it. For a specific
game, you have qualifying rounds and teams participate in a
certain country. The winners of that championship then go to
another foreign city where all the winning teams from different
countries come in and they have eliminations. Eventually one
team becomes the champion of that particular game.
Is the video game industry generating more income than
cinema?
If you just counted up dollars and cents, and added the retail
sales, they are probably close. The video game industry includes console games as well as online gaming subscriptions,
so it’s huge. I bet if there was a true analysis of what studios
spend on marketing, prints, etc., which have to be deducted
from the box office, that games are more profitable. Games
certainly cost less to make than a movie. In the United States,
an average movie now costs between 40 and 50 million dollars. Most games do not cost anywhere close to that. Over
time, games – especially online gaming – could become more
expensive, but also develop as the predominant media form
worldwide.
Part of this project covers digital cinema training. What are your
thoughts on this?
The idea of training programmes has to change. Unfortunately,
what I see in education is that universities are starting computer science programmes; and there are some that offer
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courses in game development. I'm not sure that academic institutions are the right area for game development to be occurring. It would be far better if there were small studios launched
to work on a game and there were training programmes within
those studios: internships, apprentice programmes, etc. I think
that's a more productive work environment and a better way to
learn about game development. Here the students are actually
doing it as opposed to studying.
In Asia, many universities and technical schools offer a variety
of computer courses. Game development started several
years ago there; the graduates are just beginning to come out
and are working in the game studios, so we’ll have to wait and
see the outcome. There are institutions that have a great approach. First, they hired teachers who actually work in the industry to teach the courses. Secondly, they made deals with
manufacturers and software developers to bring the tools into
the institution. That is also vital, because software is constantly
being updated. The third positive area is that if a company
hires a student from one of these technical schools, the government subsidizes part of their salary. This creates an incentive to hire the young students. Indeed, the worker and tax
incentives offered by governments in China, Taiwan and Singapore have lured several game developers like Electronic
Arts, LucasArts and UbiSoft to their countries. It will be interesting to see if these studios can produce more than current
hit titles done at a lower cost and actually create their own intellectual property.
Some students have experienced the disillusionment of taking a degree programme in one of these computer or digital arts programmes
and finding that there is no work available when they graduate…
Then you wind up being a waitress, right? That happens to a
lot of people who go through schools like that. Just as you are
looking at this digital pipeline, universities need to think of a
pipeline for people, for their students. They need to ensure
that their courses are relevant and lead to a job in the industry.
It’s irresponsible to do otherwise. It’s not easy or simple. Is
Peter Takeuchi
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finding a good job preferable to a well-rounded education? Are
technical skills better than intellectual ones? Who decides? I
think it should be the students’ choice and the option should
be available to everyone, not just the ones who can afford it.
What advice can you give to those who would like to work in cinema?
I have been through the trenches. When hiring workers, I look
for technical and artistic skills. I want both because that person
is going to do better work. It is very important to be very good
at something. Specialists are desired by the big studios,
whereas generalists are preferred by the smaller ones. At ILM,
you may do only the animation or lighting of a character or
shot. At a small boutique studio, you’ll do the entire shot.
Whatever you want to be, you have to work really hard on that
one area. However, it certainly does not hurt to have other
skills and influences. Let’s say you’re a code writer. If you
wanted only to write codes, you could become very good at it;
but many are not going to be as happy as they would if that
could also combine some art or music or other interest with
that programming. In the long run, you’ll be a much happier,
interesting person with multiple talents. There are some people who are so specialised in their profession that they tend to
be isolated. They operate within a certain small sphere. Eventually people get tired, and it can be challenging to branch out
into something else later. Make sure that whatever you are
doing, you really care and are passionate about it. That way,
things will turn out just fine.
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Chapter 6
Craig Mumma
Visual Effects Supervisor,
DI Specialist.

Los Angeles, 24 August
2005
Craig Mumma, co-owner of The Digital
Production Company, began his entertainment industry career in 1992 in Newport Beach, California. Working as a production manager for Iwerks, Mumma
developed client relations for ride films
such as Flight of the Blue Angels, Afterburn, Peter Gabriel’s Mindbender, Escape
from Space, Robocop, Mario Andretti’s
Race and Days of Thunder.
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Most recently, Mumma completed visual
effects work on the upcoming Peter
Hyams-helmed A Sound of Thunder
through his company with Marc Kolbe,
The VFX Production Company. He supervised the successful digital conform of A
Sound of Thunder and the technologically
groundbreaking sci-fi thriller Sky Captain
and the World of Tomorrow.
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What were your motivations for starting the Digital Production Company (formally the DI Group)?
The Digital Production Company was created by my partner
Marc Kolbe and me to focus on the possibilities of digital filmmaking from acquisition to mastering.
What acquisition formats are you working with?
All formats, from 16mm and 35mm to digital; the digital cinema
camera we're focusing on right now is the Dalsa. This camera
allows for a film look and resolution recording to a hard drive,
not to tape. It's a true 4K file55. It's not interpolated56 like the
other cameras. This is a great tool; the challenge currently is
to get this to the same price as shooting film. Today it's more
expensive to shoot. The studios, the money-makers, don't care
if it's digital or film; it always comes down to the dollar. We've
got to make it attractive and smart to shoot digital.
Have you noticed an increase in clients choosing to use HD or other
video formats?
Definitely. With some of the tools that we have in the DI bay,
we can take that HD footage, even high-end DV formats, and
manipulate them to represent film. These formats are not going to replace film, but with the DI bay we can allow them to
look film-like. We are now seeing a lot of independent filmmakers with the ability to take their HD camera or even a highend DV camera and shoot a movie. And if they're able to afford the DI process, they really come up with a quality-looking
picture.
How has working in special effects changed over the years?
The first visual effects movie that I worked in was Mortal Kombat. We did the first-ever full CG shot in Mortal Kombat back in

55 A 4K file is a file where pictures are stored in true 4096 pixels wide size.
56 An interpolated 4K file is a file where pictures are shot in a lower resolution (typically 2K 2048 pixels across or even video) and after that the missing pixels are mathematically calculated to reach 4096 pixels across the image.
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1993. I next managed a couple of movies; and, later, I got put
on the digital effects staff for Independence Day and managed
all the visual effects. From there, my career took off.
When we started, maybe five percent of the movies used this
creative tool. Today, ninety to ninety-five percent of the big
release movies go through some kind of digital manipulation,
whether this is seamless or directly noticeable.
What are your biggest technical challenges currently?
CG human characters. They are going to elude us for a while.
We have the technology to render a realistic human. Personally, I find that CG humans lack soul. We're so trained on how
humans move, how they look and how they respond, that
when you see a CG human, you just know it is not real. To be
honest, I think putting soul into a CG human is going to be
close to impossible. If you look into a CG human’s eyes, you
can tell they're not real.
What kinds of metadata have been most important to you in your visual effects and your work? How did you keep track of information in
the post pipeline?
For Independence Day, I wrote a digital production management tool based in Filemaker. I received many acclaims for the
management of the entire film. Nobody had undertaken so
much at that time. That management database has evolved
over the years. I use it proprietarily in my companies to manage the metadata.
The amount of metadata has obviously compounded over the
last three or four years. I break it down by scene and by sequence. There is no single, unique metadata set; every show
is different. The way each production handles their naming
conventions – and everything else – varies. There is no standard. I rewrite the database for almost every show.
Wouldn't it be better to have an open metadata standard for this, something that's flexible?
Craig Mumma
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If you ask everybody in the industry, they're going to say,
“Yes!” But can they agree on one standard? They've been
trying for fifteen years to come up with the standard. We've
talked about it. Everybody talks about it in their own little circles. There are groups that have been able to come up with
some answers. There are basic principles, but the fine detail
isn't yet there to design a true system. We've successfully
made movies for 100 years with film and are able to use its
key codes. We can track key codes all the way back from
years ago. With digital filmmaking, there are no key codes. To
be honest, I don't see standards happening for years to come,
because now with the digital evolution in filmmaking, it's even
more complex.
The other important piece of this is retraining all your production staff, your script supervisor, your DP and everybody else.
They're going to have to change their method on each film
depending on what camera they're using.
But, for example, if there were a system that could take required information from the set and somehow have it linked with each frame or
file...
These systems are a part of Dalsa digital cinema equipment.
Each frame will have all the information embedded in it, the
focus and f-stop, the file name, etc. It will automatically collect
and hold all that information.
Will this metadata be useful in visual effects' compositing and conforming?
It will be of use, but the problem is keeping that data attached
to that frame all the time, because once we take it in post systems and we start manipulating it, that data in the header file
gets stripped unless we figure out a way to put it back in every
time.
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Moving down the pipeline, how does the DI 57 process support moviemaking?
DI gives support in the way a film is shot. The most expensive
part of filmmaking is on the set. It's not the preproduction or
postproduction. When we were editing film on Steinbeck and
Movieola58 and made the transition to Avid, everybody said,
“It's going to save you money. Sitting at an Avid, you can cut
quicker.” That did not happen. What it did is it gave you four
versions of a film instead of one.
DI enhances the quality, the look, and feel of films. You can
completely change the mood of a film in a DI bay. You can
make it look dark and evil. You can set the mood with colours,
make it look happy. You can put a key light on the actors so
that they are noticed more in the frame. Once more DPs are
comfortable with DI – which will happen over the years – they
will learn how to shoot on the set for a DI-finished film. With DI
knowledge and experience, they can light the set faster. When
a DP is shooting a traditional (non-DI film), the DP has to think
of how they are going to light it before it goes to the lab for
processing. In the laboratory, there is only RGB control (red,
green and blue light control), and it is an overall colour correction to make sure that the scenes that are shot match. In DI,
we can start with the RGB to match it back-to-back. Next we
can work with even more areas. If you want the outside to be a
tint of blue on a certain corner or more detail in just the clouds,
we can do that.

57 Digital intermediate (often abbreviated as DI) describes the process of digitising a motion
picture and manipulating color and other image characteristics to change the look, and is
usually the final creative adjustment to a movie before distribution in theaters. A digital intermediate is customarily done at higher resolution and with greater color fidelity than telecine
transfers and utilises only digital tools.
58 The Steinbeck and Movieola are brands of editing flatbeds used for analogue film editing.
They are used for viewing and comparing several reels of film at a time while selecting segments to splice into an edited master film.
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Are you working with DPs and directors in preproduction to make sure
that the DI process and colours match their intended vision?
One of the things that we do is we try to get them in the DI bay
before they shoot something. If they can shoot some tests on
the film they're going to use, then we'll put those tests in the
bay and they can see what they can do. If they can’t make it in
for some tests, we'll show them what's possible in the DI bay
through films that we've already done.
The last thing I want to do is stifle their creativity by putting too
much technical information in their heads. I can only suggest
how to shoot things or ways to shoot them technically and then
let them run with it. I try to tread lightly in that area.
How are you working with colour management, moving between so
many colour spaces?
It is a challenge and then again, it is not. The first most important aspect is that the DP is doing his job. The next step is
when you scan the negative. It is important to make sure that
the scanner finds the middle of the negative for each and
every frame. It is about assuring that anything you process,
digital files or anything else, that the colour spectrum or bit
depth does not change.
If the DP shot a good negative, it will have a wide range of
black and white. If he didn't shoot a good negative, then the
negative is going have limits. That's the biggest difference between a 10-bit log format and an 8-bit video59. In a 10-bit log,
you have a range to change your red channel. This means you
can make a full turn on the knob to change the red channel. In
the video world, in 8-bit log, it might look the same, but you're
only going to have a quarter turn of the knob to change your
red. The steps are different before your red falls apart.

59 Linear format stores luminance values codes linearly. ‘Log’ or logarithmic store more
luminance values for the dark parts of the image, giving far more information about shadows,
night scenes and dark objects.
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The monitors must represent the film stock and the lab you're
going to use. If you have those processes in place, you're
pretty well off. You always have to make sure that the people
that you have managing the colour are film people, not video
people. Film and video are two different worlds. I've seen a lot
of DI companies popping up that were post-video houses.
Many don't understand film yet.
What systems are you using these days?
We have two main systems, the Autodesk Luster and the Nucoda Film Master.
Have you been able to finish entire films using these?
Yes. We did our first feature DI film, The Sound of Thunder, on
a Nucoda system. We conformed this film but did not do the
colour timing. We also did all the conforming and assembling
for Sky Captain and The World of Tomorrow.
Are you finding that digital acquisition is a more economical solution
for films that require many special effects than film?
No. I don't see a true digital camera that can handle digital
effects yet. We started to look at the Dalsa and possibilities for
visual effects. It can do basics. At this point in time, I don't
know of any digital camera that can handle explosions. There
is not a camera that has the different frame ranges and frame
speeds that we need to shoot with for effects work. I don't see
digital cameras replacing film cameras for the visual effects
area yet. I would imagine it's going to be a couple years. Today movie making is hybrid, a mixture of film and digital technologies. If it's a heavy visual effects film, it's going to be a
hybrid.
To get down to the technical aspects of it, each digital camera
handles their RGB channels differently. When you go to pull
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keys60 and do different things in post with the images, you introduce all kinds of strange artefacts. I think that was one of
the challenges with Sky Captain. In pulling keys and other
things across screens, you could see the HD artefacts61.
The final result of Sky Captain was of excellent quality…
Oh, yes, it is. And it's fixed. Most of the times the audience
won't see that kind of stuff. But these are the challenges that
come up as you're moving along in the digital realm.
We came in to assemble the digital picture. In terms of digital
asset management, they did not have anything truly in place.
They didn’t know where all their data was and how it was
rigged. That was how we came in. It took us a couple of
months to find all the assets. I’m sad the movie didn't do as
well as I think it should have in the theatres. But I was very
impressed with the undertaking of that film. It broke the mould
for digital filmmaking.
What are some important areas and techniques that you consider important for this kind of filmmaking?
In taking on projects such as Sky Captain, the most important
area is making sure you have a digital management team in
place. There must be digital management that precisely details
the assets and colour, because with this kind of digital cinema,
that’s where you're going to encounter the most challenges.
The rest is the creative aspects and the technical pipeline.
There are so many new facets of digital filmmaking today. I
can tell you what it takes in a visual effects facility. On the set
of a digital film, there is a person to manage the colour and the
colour management of the monitors, making sure they're all
calibrated. There's another person to manage the liaison be-

60 Chroma key pull is a technique used to select part of an image based on a colour range.
A simple example of this is the ‘magic wand’ in Photoshop.
61 An artefact in image production is a part of an image that is usually accidental or unwanted, resulting from the editing, compression or manipulation of the original image.
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tween the editorial and the set. There's another person to
manage the digital files from the camera to the disc recorders.
From there, the material goes to post. This is the birth of a new
industry.
If you had a digital cinema wish for the next years, what would it be?
One area that plagues the industry is digital asset management. It's quite a massive undertaking. And now with the future
of digital filmmaking, robust storage is going to be needed.
Just on the digital production side, the storage capacity that
will be required is going to be astronomical. It's hard enough to
manage visual effects shots. Let's say you have 500 shots in a
big visual effects film (in a feature movie, there are approximately a total of 3,000 shots). It's hard enough to manage 500
shots. With digital acquisition, we're going to be managing
3,000 shots, and that's just counting the frames included in the
final edited version. That number does not include the outtakes, or any of the other material that makes up a movie. The
hardware companies are not yet up to par to meet the needs
for managing all digital content and archiving that material.
During the last year I've read every paper from every professor
and every company on this subject, and there is no answer
yet. If you read about the United States government and its
archiving problems, they are just worrying about 350 terabytes
of storage. If we shoot a digital film in a 4K environment, we're
looking at 750 terabytes just to shoot the film alone. That is
with outtakes and everything, 750 terabytes. And the United
States government is worried about its 350 terabytes over the
next five years! My biggest wish, and probably my only wish, is
a true digital archiving system that's going to be guaranteed. If
there were a way to come up with a standard and say, “For the
next twenty years, this is going to be the digital archiving solution!” We need archiving systems that will not fail, so that you
don't have to worry about bits and data disappearing.
And finally, what are your thoughts on digital cinema distribution/ exhibition? Will this change what kinds of movies are available?
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I think so. It will do what the Internet has done for independent
musicians and artists. It will allow a bigger forum for filmmakers and others that can't afford a 3,000 cinema release. It
takes millions today to release in 3,000 theatres. If we are able
to achieve that all the theatres are digital and they're able to
stream digital, it will give a broader spectrum for independents
and different people to get their films out there, because all
they have to do is have a digital copy and then they can distribute it, which is great. Digital cinema distribution will broaden
the horizons for filmmaking, not only in the U.S., but around
the world.
This opens the doors for a lot of people. I think it could take
away the big studio model, which is “You have to release
through us or your film's not going to get out there.” There are
so many good films out there that we don't get to see because
the only thing they lack is the money and somebody willing to
distribute them!
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Joe Lewis has a BFA in sculpture from
the University of Florida (1973) and an
MFA in sculpture from the California Institute of the Arts (1976). In 1981, he
created General Lift. This motion control
company has provided motion control
systems for over 24 years. The search for
innovative filming solutions led to General
Lift and Spain’s Brainstorm Multimedia’s
creation of EncodaCam, an on-set realtime virtual set service that lets film crews
see everything that they will be filming,
both fore- and background, on a blue or
green screen stage using the same dollies, cranes, and heads used when shooting standard shots. This ground-breaking
system was used on I, Robot, Adventures
of Sharkboy and Lava Girl, and Stealth
and is being used in several major motion
pictures’ pre-production.
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Photo: Joe Lewis in 1980. He was
then Project Manager at The Blimp
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construction and flight operations of
the then world’s largest airship.
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What were the steps in your process of becoming a pioneer in motion
capture, pre-visualisation and virtual sets?
I never thought I would end up in filmmaking at all. I enjoyed
movies, the Harryhausen pictures, the original King Kong, and
always wondered how they did that. I was enthralled and enchanted by the fact they could make this and I couldn’t figure
out how they did it.
I decided to study the arts and eventually came out to California as a graduate student in sculpture at the California Institute
of the Arts. I then stayed on as technical faculty there, teaching sculpture skills, proper table saw usage, safety, material
use – what materials to use and how to make things.
Cal Arts was one of the most interesting schools to have been
formed during that time. In reaction to the things that were going on in the world, like the Vietnam war and other events,
here was a school formed by Walt Disney that wanted to bring
many artistic disciplines – art, theatre, design, film, dance, and
music – together to support a dynamic art career experience. I
got a lot out of it.
How did you then begin working in motion capture62?
I first got hired to work on the first Star Trek motion picture in
1979. At that time, motion control was a very fertile area; there
were no standards and all the different “effects houses” were
working differently. In the beginning, I had no idea what was
going on. The language was very arcane, words like 4 perf.63 ,

Motion tracking or motion capture started as an analysis tool in biomechanics research. A
performer wears markers to identify the motion. Acoustic, inertial, LED, magnetic or reflective
markers are tracked, optimally at least two times the rate of the desired motion. The motion
capture computer software records the positions providing an accurate digital representation
of the motion.
63 Negative pulldown refers to the number of film perforations that each film frame occupies.
The most common values are 3 or 4 perf.
62
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Vista Vision64, all these expressions they would say, I did not
know what it all meant. But there were certain things they were
trying to do that I could understand and thus learn. Once I understood the jargon and the application of the technology, I felt
comfortable being there. There were people on this crew who
had worked on Kubrik´s 2001. It was very interesting and felt
like an artistic process. A lot of experimentation was going on
there. The rules were, “Let’s try and make something that no
one has ever seen before.” Today, every director says, “Show
me something I have never seen before.” All you can do is
smile when they ask that.
What has been the role of digital technologies – the transition from
optical to digital - in effects work?
Computer graphics and CGI production have opened up a lot
of possibilities. This world does not have any rules. In our
world, we have gravity, inertia, all of the things physically that
would keep a camera from being in two places at the same
time. A lot of directors will ask, “Well, why can’t it do that? Why
can’t I have it stop instantly?” A friend of mine once said it perfectly, “Only atoms can do that, this is something only electrons can do.” From a physical standpoint, with a motion control camera system, we can do things accurately, under control, in very specific places. For example, in Panic Room,
David Fincher wanted the camera to dolly up to the key hole,
move back around, a lot of precise motion chorography, hitting
positions at exact frame counts.
In motion control, we are still talking in key frames65, there are
few people who understand what that is because ultimately it
is an animation format. We must be very accurate because
everything we do has to line up; it is very methodical, intensive

VistaVision is a variant of the 35mm film format created by Paramount in 1954 for widescreen systems.
65 In animation, a key frame is a frame that was drawn or otherwise constructed directly by
the user. In computer animation, the animator creates only the first and last frames of simple
sequences; the computer fills in the gaps.
64
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technology. With motion control filmmaking, once you start
down the path, you cannot deviate from it because nothing will
match up later. You must understand the routine going into it.
Of course this does not lend itself to a kind of shooting spontaneity – which a lot of Directors and film crews like. It’s this
“control” that we must have to make the shot work – but in
some ways it kills the creativity of the moment.
Today a lot of crews understand this. Maybe they don’t like it,
but when there are very specific shots, we will be brought in.
What is the difference between special and visual effects?
What is in front of the camera is considered a physical or special effect, the things that are shot within the camera or behind
it are visual effects. We work with the special effects teams
often. In fact, a lot of physical effects are controlled by motion
control. For example, if you are working on green- or bluescreen set66 with the actors who are in a “moving” car. This is
where you can find visual effects camera motion controlled
platforms that will sync the foreground with the background
motion.
How has the technology developed over the years? Are the creative
possibilities broader?
When people call me, whether it is a producer, supervisor, or
even a director, it is almost like I’m a legal counsel. I tell them,
“Here is what we can do, and here is what we can’t do.” I try
and emphasise the positive aspects because motion control
has this kind of chequered, dubious past.
This has always been a technology that has not been embraced because it comes in to do something that normally a

A chroma key is the removal of a color (or small color range) from one image to reveal
another image "behind" it. The removed color becomes transparent. This technique is also
referred to as "color keying", "greenscreen" or "bluescreen". It is typically used for weather
forecasts: The presenter appears to be standing in front of a large map, but in the studio it is
actually a large blue or green background.
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film crew would do. Today, our systems are fast, they act a lot
like camera systems typically do, but still different from “real
live action”67. The crew can now drive all of this process by
their performance. The camera operator, who is panning and
tilting, has these little wheels that they use for panning and
tilting, and we give them a set of sensors for our system as
well. We give the dolly grip, who pushes the dolly, another little
wheel for his back-and-forth movements. In essence, we embed the same information that the crew would be shooting with
their other gear or with our gear. It’s their performance that we
are recording to move the camera around and then we play it
back.
You are recording the crew’s artistry then, not adding to their process.
We have never replaced anybody on set. We enhance and
enrich what they do.
You later began Encodacam, combining motion capture, and pre-visualisation and virtual set technology. What were the steps that led you
to this?
Over the years, I began talking with many people who were
working with virtual set technologies in broadcast television
and film. That was the seed that was planted and I always
wanted to do it. I knew that we had the information called
metadata – or whatever you want to call it – that was always
there and it seemed to me that we could use it to drive something in real time to help people know what was going on.
When working on a blue or green screen68 shot, a lot of times
they are framing up the shot and everybody wants to know

In film, live action refers to works that are acted out by real actors, as opposed to
animation. It is an important distinction in situations where one might normally expect animation, as when the work is adapted from an animated cartoon, such as the Flintstones. The
term is also used in animation to refer to non-cartoon characters. For example, in a movie
such as Who Framed Roger Rabbit where humans and cartoons co-exist, "live action" characters are the "real" actors as opposed to the animated ones, such as Roger Rabbit himself.
68 See “chroma key” on page 102.
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what we are looking at. And it is as though everyone’s IQ
drops by 50 points, “Duhhh, we don’t know what we are seeing, where to aim. What is going on here?!” If they are without
the visual reference, it’s hard to say what they are looking at.
They can make their own impression about what they think it is
supposed to be.
Filmmaking is a very rich tradition that has its hierarchy. I was
going to say this is a business, but sometimes it is not a business, it is this process that happens. We wanted to embrace
everybody and add to the experience with the technology, and
that is what Encodacam was founded on.
This requires a lot of research and development and a team of knowledgeable professionals. How did you find partners to bring this technology onto the market?
Paul Landcome and I became partners in Encodacam, focusing on film production, as well as developing the broadcast
market for Virtual Sets. About four years ago at NAB Paul introduced me to Ricardo Montesa Andrés and Hector Viguer
from Brainstorm Multimedia. Paul at the time was working with
Doug Trumbell and Mitchell Kriegman on a Disney virtual set
puppet show. We had been searching for software and were
told there was a company in Spain that made excellent software. I was looking for a partnership and understanding. I explained to Ricardo what I wanted to do and he understood it.
Their position was, “What do you want to do? We can support
each other.” We both saw that this was a fertile area that deserved development and that we could do something different.
Brainstorm was then working in broadcast for television. There
was little development in virtual sets that was being done for
film at this time. We were very clear about who was going to
do what and how to go about it. I began to learn more about
the nuts and bolts of doing virtual sets. It has it own technical
mumbo jumbo, completely different from film. Marrying these
worlds together was interesting. What do you do on a film set
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that is different from video, they are very different shooting
styles.
One of our starting points was the fact that there were no official standards for this kind of work. I thought that by virtue of
the combination of what we do with motion control and what
we are doing with our virtual set with the Encodacam we could
help define that standard by taming the chaos. One of the
things that we are developing with Brainstorm are possible
solutions for this. If everything in film went through the equivalent of a digital valve, which oriented and rectified it and made
it be one way, you could pass that information down the pipeline. This is still fairly frontier like, a bit wild and woolly to decide what happens.
Have you seen progress from equipment manufacturers in this area?
Many manufacturers are working towards solutions. There are
lenses now that are encoded, cameras that are able to embed
information, and there is a lot of interest on behalf of the crane
and boom manufacturers and dollies to add encoded information into their rigs. That could all be collected and codified and
made into something meaningful for downstream. It’s not there
yet. All that information and more, this odd nut called metadata, has to be passed along and everybody adds their layer
of data onto that nut that goes down the pipeline, and then you
have to be able to pull the layers back and find out what that
all means.
We do a lot of work around the world so I do have a sense of
what is going on. I think there is a desire for more development. If you did say here is this “metadata” and it had all those
assets buried in it, then that would work. I see it as a golden
stream of elixir moving through all these productions that you
can dip into with you cup and say, “Aahhhhhh!”
What are the keys to this “golden” metadata stream? A lot of organisations are working towards and looking for standards in digital cinema
across the chain.
Joe Lewis
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There has to be a body that establishes the standards. For
example, timecode is a coded, standardised time reference.
Therefore it is this stream of information that you can refer to
and everyone in the production will know what you are talking
about. If you say go to a specific frame, they all go to that exact frame. As simple as this sounds, it took a while to establish
this as something usable and standardised. There are people
who still call it SMPTE timecode69 because that is the body
that created it.
I always thought that there would be a 3D code, which would
be a “three-dimensional spatial code”. Having worked with
cameras and their movement, as a subset of all that timecode,
you could marry what the camera is doing in terms of movement and position into the “enhanced timecode”, which is
metadata, to be able to say, “Here is what this camera is doing”. It is tied, linked with timecode, and thus you know where
the camera is. In essence, that is what we do with motion control. With Encodacam, we export this information and do the
same thing as motion control, but we never call it motion control for fear of it being thought of as needing motors and such.
So at the end of the shooting, we give the client this information with timecode as a reference. They now have very accurate information of where and when the camera is moving –
frame by frame – plus the virtual background visual, too.
What are some examples of how you are working?
We were recently working on the latest Mel Gibson picture,
Apocalypto, in Mexico. There was a lot of green jungle, not
many straight lines for postproduction to have as tracking

SMPTE timecode is a set of standards to label individual frames of film with a time stamp
defined by the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers. They provide a time
reference for editing, synchronisation and identification. Timecode is a form of metadata. The
invention of timecode made modern videotape editing possible, and led eventually to the
creation of non-linear editing systems.
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points. The Supervisor realised that it was just as cheap or
cheaper to have us down there recording what the camera
was doing than to come back later and spend thousands of
dollars to hire somebody to track things. Our encoded camera
tracking information will be dropped right into postproduction
and allow them to add these elements later on. For specific
things, camera motion capture, encoding is still a useful technology, but where it used to be used all the time, today it is not
as much. Still, we are ok with that.
Filmmaking is storytelling. Our goal is to advance the use of all
these different tools to make them more readily available to
anybody who wants to have this. It truly was not that long ago,
four or five years ago, that these fields were rarefied air. Years
ago on film sets, video taps70 didn’t exist and there were no
monitors on set for the longest time. Now they are everywhere.
There were no computers or walkie-talkies. All these technologies have gradually been layered on to the process so that it
becomes, “Well, we can’t make a movie without these technologies.” As time goes on, these tools have become ubiquitous to the process.
How have you worked to communicate these technologies to the film
crews clearly?
Coming from my art background, I wanted to have a tool that
didn’t get in the way of creative thinking. Motion control typically does that. It tends to make the process stop and people
don’t understand why they have to do another take again, they
don’t understand the procedure. In contrast, if you are in the
Encodacam world, they are using their equipment, their crew
and everything is the same except we are supplying them with
the background. It is almost as if you are going to get hugs all

A video tap is a camera accessory used to provide a video feed from the camera lens.
Video taps are used to allow the crew to see what is in the camera's frame without having to
look through the viewfinder, as well as allowing video to be captured that can be used to
create an immediate rough cut. Sometimes the tap will include frame lines and timecode.
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the time because they are going, “Yeah! Look what Joe and
these guys did! We can see, we can see!”
The trickiest part of what we do is making the real world line
up precisely with the virtual world on a film set. Having done
broadcast television for quite a while, I know the way you get
the virtual images working on the video side of things is pretty
straight forward, it is not that difficult. On a film set, everything
changes constantly. In the morning you will be shooting in one
place, then you change, then three days later you leave for
another place. It has to be about being prepared that anything
can and will change.
This is what is key about Encodacam. Productions would often
ask me what equipment they will have to use. I explain that in
essence they can use any equipment they normally use, they
just need to tell us in advance so that we can put encoders on
and calibrate their equipment to make a computer version of
that so that when the real crane or other equipment moves,
the computer version mimics it exactly. All the geometry, the
length and other information are synchronised so that when
you boom up and look down, the virtual world is doing the
same thing, so it looks like it all goes together.
Once everybody sees that, it is magic. It still makes me quiver
a little bit thinking about how once it is all in place, everybody
understands it, even the person emptying the trash says, “Oh
look!” It is not a special thing that is reserved for a certain
group of people, everyone can understand immediately what is
happening and how it should look. Wherever you point the
camera, you see the background. The directors and DPs that
have used this recognise it as a creative tool.
How have special and visual effects and CGI technologies affected the
kinds of cinema made?
Some of the best movies have no visual effects whatsoever.
Some very compelling things can happen with very sparse
sets when there are really defined characters and an interesting story; how it is all put together is still some of the most
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powerful cinema around. Now, if you can bring virtual characters that can add to this…
The latest King Kong movie is probably one of the best examples right now. This guy can’t even talk, but through his eyes
and gestures they really created a character that you could
feel some compassion for. That is an example of the power of
what can be done.
What kinds of work would you like to be doing in the coming years?
I like what I do very much. Everyday I enjoy coming in here
and figuring out what we are going to do, and I am always
hoping that every film we work on is going to be a good story.
When we worked on I Robot, it was almost like making a great
painting, there was a feeling that you were creating something
so much more than you ever wanted it to be when you started.
My dream project would be to work on a challenging movie
that would push back the limits, physical actions taking place
on set in front of the camera, bringing in motion capture,
shooting in real time with a background, and also having it be
a really great story. It would be wonderful to work in a film project and or the advancement of the technology with a group of
people. If you know anyone that has an interest in this, I would
be happy to participate to further these technologies so that
things are not such a big mystery.
And a final message to future filmmakers?
My sage advice would be to tell people not to be seduced by
the technology. Let the story and the characters guide what
you want to do. Granted, there are people who specialise in
technology. I explain to the people working for me that our
goal is to remember what is going to be on screen, what people see. The audience doesn’t care about ray tracing71 or how

71

Ray tracing is a specific rendering algorithmic approach in 3D computer graphics, where
mathematically-modelled visualisations of programmed scenes are produced using a technique which follows rays from the eyepoint outward, rather than originating at the light
sources.
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many zillions of polygons you can render in a minute or two;
that is of no consequence to the final piece. Don’ t let the tools
overwhelm what it is you really want to do. Cinema has become too technically driven. It is also important to learn how to
write stories, to learn to edit, to do make up. You have to keep
the bar high about what it is you want to do. Don’t just get
knocked out by the underlying technology, but think about the
artistic storytelling part of it. Keep that goal higher than anything else.
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Chapter 8
Pepe Salcedo
Editor

Madrid, 18 July 2005
Pepe Salcedo is one of Spain’s most
prolific editors. Beginning in the 1970s,
his name began to appear in Spanish
film credits and then as an editor associated with many award-winning directors.
Pepe has been the editor of all of
Pedro Almodóvar’s films, as well as the
editor of films such as Nobody Will
Speak of Us When We’re Dead
(Agustin Diaz Yañez), Rowing With the
Wind and The Detective and Death
(Gonzalo Suarez), The Fencing Master
(Pedro Olea) and El Desencanto
(Jaime Chavarri), among others.

Subjects discussed
Career Beginnings, Movieola, Avid,
Technological
Changes,
Pedro
Almodóvar, Editing Techniques,
Metadata in Post, Digital Acquisition,
Digital Effects, Audio, Ideal Postproduction Workflow Improvement,
Scanning Bottlenecks, American
and Spanish Cinema, Digital Projection, Transition to Digital Cinema
Systems’ Rollout, Message to Future Filmmakers and Editors.
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How did you begin?
The very first time I entered an editing room was around thirtysix years ago. I have been working in cinema ever since. I
learned the craft starting from the very beginning as an apprentice. After that first experience, which I so loved, I personally asked the editor of the movie if I could continue coming in
every day and help them in some way.
He said I could, because they needed people to apply labels
and arrange the film bins72. I was so happy to do it that I went
there every day until the movie was completed. I continued
working and there was eventually an assistant who actually
gave me the opportunity to edit an entire movie.
I have edited more than a hundred movies. It’s something I still
love doing. I put a lot of effort into it: I stop at every shot, try to
make the best, make everything beautiful, more agile. The
truth is, an editor’s life is almost like the life of the movies.
Every time you do a new film, you are renewed in some way.
With a new project, you begin to work again, you complete the
movie, you move on to another, and every story is as if you
were transported to another place, another life.
I never tire of working on movies, and because I like it, established directors such as Manolo Gutiérrez or Pedro Almodóvar
continue calling me. Emerging directors who are working on
their first films also contact me.
They see me as an experienced editor, someone who has
edited many renowned films, but not as if I were someone sacred, inaccessible, and “too important” to approach. I am an
editor who will work collaboratively to create their story.

72 Film bins are bins that can be opened only under safe light conditions in dark rooms,
making accidental exposure virtually impossible.
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Since you began your career, editing technology has changed radically. I see that you continue working with Movieolas73. How have digital technologies changed your way of working?
When I began, we were working on Movieolas. Over the years,
little by little, this system of working is gradually being eliminated. There are almost no Movieolas left. Non-linear editing is
quite deep-rooted, but it is not completely established yet. We
have had Avid74 for at least ten years now. I have been lucky,
though, to continue using the Movieola because there are
some directors who like working this way.
There is something about the experience of being able to
touch film, actually handle it. This appeals to some directors.
They want to see the material they give me every day the way
it will look projected in a cinema. No matter how much technology there is, what you see in the Avid does not look like the
same quality that you see in a 35mm analogue projection. In
the future, when there are digital cinema standards, I am sure
that this will change. But for the moment, this is why we have
continued to use the Movieola.
One of the first films I edited in the Avid was about ten years
ago. It was a film by Gonzalo Suárez called Mi nombre es
sombra. Back then, you could be editing and all of a sudden
something would happen and you would lose what you had
just edited, or we would look for something that we had just
done and were not able to find it. It got lost. Technology has
advanced and these things no longer happen, or at least not
very often. I have always thought about the fact that with film,
this never occurs. You know for sure when you’ve changed
sequences. If something doesn’t look right visually, it is normally about simply changing the lamp. If something is broken,
you simply change the part, nothing more.

73 Movieola is an editing flatbed used for film editing. This is used for viewing and comparing
several reels of film at a time while selecting segments to splice into an edited master film.
74 Avid is a brand of computer editing system that works with digitised images.
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Personally, I don’t mind editing in an Avid, or Movieola, or by
hand. It doesn’t matter what editing tool is used. I don’t edit by
placing one shot after the next.
How do you begin the process of editing?
I first see the sequence that the director has given me in my
mind. When I begin putting the shots in order, I have already
planned the sequence, pre-visualised it in my mind. The most
important concept in this process is for the editor to understand the script, the story that is waiting to be told. The story’s
development must be understood. Above all, the editor must
have a good memory to remember the shots they’ve already
seen, the shots that need to be cut. All these things depend
not on the apparatus, be it digital or analogue, but on the mind.
The only difference between these editing tools is speed, is
the fact that one goes much quicker than the other. I remember when they first started editing movies with Avid. I could
see it had been done on a computer because the cuts were
cold, very noticeable, almost mechanical. Today I do not find
this so much, as people are using the technology more frequently.
Which directors ask you to continue to work with the Movieola?
One of the most renowned Spanish directors is Pedro
Almodóvar. I have edited many of his films. I’ve known him
since he began co-producing. Pedro doesn’t continue working
with 35mm for the sake of idealism. It is because he wants to
be sure that what he sees on a screen will be what people
later experience in the cinema. The video image is much flatter
than film negative. When you watch video at home, you don’t
notice those depths either. The magic of cinema is not present
in video. This magic projected in theatres can’t be found in a
television set. In the cinema, you arrive, sit down, the lights
start dimming, there’s a light before you calling for your attention, you’re drawn into the movie.
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On average, how much time does an Almodóvar film take from the first
day of shooting until the final edition?
In Pedro’s case, for production, we are looking at about three
months, between ten to twelve weeks. And for postproduction,
I can say, easily, 24-28 weeks. Pedro is a director who absorbs me. It is a luxury to work with him. I am never limited by
money or time. He begins shooting and wants me there giving
him input on how things are going. I edit the footage, refine it,
we look at it, everything is good, then I continue. I then go to
mixing the audio. With Pedro, I work on everything: digital
effects, the standard copies. I go to the cinema to see the first
screenings.
I can tell him that I need two more weeks to perfect something,
and there’ll be no discussion over the fact that the movie
needs two more weeks. He allows me to try different things
with editing and perhaps do something that I think can improve
it. I also admire Pedro’s films. When someone gives you this
kind of opportunity, it is appreciated. This is how it’s been
since the first movie I made with him.
What do you think about the broad concept of metadata for production
and post? The possibilities that everything that is done in production –
script information, assistants notes, etc. – could be joined in one single format so that no information is lost when moving into post?
The possibility of opening the files of a sequence and having
all the information at hand would be great; information like the
director said that the third take was good, but the fourth take
was better at the part of the actress’s expression, and that the
camera was a bit shaky at the end of the take; sound notes
that tell you that the second sentence of the first take was better, and that it should replace the third. It is important to have
all this information along with the sequence. Otherwise, you
have to do it the old-fashioned way, which means having a
whole stack of paper files that include the cameraman’s
sheets, the script supervisor’s, the director’s notes, the laboratory comments. At some point you might need to go through
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these notes; and you might find that in Take 28, from Day 6,
there is a scene that is a little strange, but the script supervisor
doesn’t say anything about that, the cameraman’s sheet says
nothing, and the director says he likes this take better than the
previous one. In the sound notes, they say they could hear an
airplane passing by. You have several sources of information
that you must piece together efficiently, all in different files,
and you do the best with what you have got.
How much time is “lost” in managing all this information?
Editing is [such] that it’s always been very strictly organized
from its very origins; all of the notes, the cuts, etc., are kept
track of so that no photogram is lost. One needs to keep all the
sheets of paper; everything must be in order. More than simply
saving time, the advantage would be that the information
would pop up instantly. The more information you’d have
handy then, the better. Sometimes what I do is enter the information for every shot straight into the computer. It would
definitely be of great use to see all that information at the
same time as the sequence of images. This information could
have a barcode, just like a film negative does, which would
include numbers as well as all vital information about that shot,
which then could be seen by anyone who needs to refer to or
use the shot.
I think this concept will be most useful when filming digitally. If
the content is digitally acquired, this information could accompany the image files from the recording process. And if it is not
digitally acquired, the information could be added during the
telecine75 process.
Regarding digital acquisition, do you see more use of HD and other
acquisition formats?
Film negative is still the most trustworthy, as it is able to capture a lot more information than video and offers a wider colour

75 Telecine is the process of transferring film negative to a digital format.
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spectrum, which gives greater image quality. The majority of
cinema is made in film, but a gradual change in formats is taking place. With Lucía y el sexo, five years ago, Julio Medem
shot entirely on HD. I would estimate that about ten to fifteen
percent of Spanish cinema is currently made in HD.
I’m quite in favour of working with digital. There are those who
claim digital has reached a point where it almost equals the
negative, or even surpasses it. But it actually isn’t so, it still
hasn’t gone that far and we have to admit that. It’s wonderful
to work with new technologies, but let’s not exaggerate and
say, “It’s the best!” Digital is great for special effects, things
like filling in Fifth Avenue in New York with digitally-created
people.
This is wonderful, but you can still notice that it is digitally created and not acquired with film negative. We continue with
special effects because it’s good for cinema. Otherwise, it
would be impossible today to shoot movies like The Ten
Commandments or Ben Hur. These are epic movies in which
thousands of extras are in movement and enormous sets were
a part of the production. Nowadays, with digital technologies,
you don’t need thousands to reconstruct the Nile. For that reason, we make a compromise, knowing that much of the audience can see it’s digital. Once we assume this, we do the best
we can so that it is the least noticeable as possible so that the
story can be believable.
A lot of time is spent on digital effects, changing hair, taking
out wrinkles, or hiding things; it is as if they take something
into plastic surgery. There is a tendency…somehow they feel
obliged to have something digital in their movies. They want
that sea to be blue, while I think I’d prefer it a little greenish, as
it usually is. A container can look too dirty, so you have to
clean it. Nowadays all movies have something digital in them.
You have also worked extensively with sound effects and dubbing.
How have digital technologies changed the way you are working with
audio?
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Sound had reached a point where it could not advance. And
then, when digital audio technologies arrived, in less than two
years sound was the very cutting edge of cinema, having actually surpassed image in its capabilities.
I have always enjoyed detailed sound editing, shot by shot,
impact by impact, door sounds, etc. I’ve mixed up to sixty
tracks of special effects plus the music tracks. I like to have a
film complete with many rich sounds, without leaving anything
behind.
The challenge of mixing analogically in the Movieola was that
you would end up with a shortage of background sound and
would have to send it to be copied again. This process required a lot of waiting time. Very complicated indeed. Once
you’d finished something like this by hand, you’d feel uplifted,
as if you had achieved something truly amazing. In working
with digital audio, you no longer have to copy the music and
other audio over and over again. You have ensured equality.
You can see graphically where you are putting the sounds and
you can change positions easily. This has revolutionised
sound production. If I had to go back right now to editing
sound effects, music and everything else on the Movieola, it
would be very difficult. I probably wouldn’t do it.
What is your ideal postproduction workflow?
That is a question of financial capacity. It’s a question of
money, nothing more. The ideal would be to scan all the negatives straight after developing them. I think that for the postproduction of a movie to run smoother and for it never to come
to a halt, the first necessary thing is to have people involved
who truly understand postproduction, which is how it used to
be in Spain. This is not always the case these days.
Is this because there’s been a change in technology?
The technology has changed but also the production companies’ ways of working. Many times once a production is finished, the company goes on to the next project and leaves the
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editors practically on their own, having to do things like call up
the producer and ask how something should be done. I remember that some time ago in movie production I would ask
them to give me the dialogue script, and I’d get it. They knew
what a dialogue script was. If you ask a producer for a dialogue script nowadays, some don’t know what it is! It is key to
have somebody who has been working in production on the
movie being able to pass that information to postproduction.
A second area that could be improved: The postproduction
house, laboratory, and special effects studios need to have
better communication and understanding with one another.
Better coordination amongst these three entities should somehow be achieved. If all of these areas were under the same
house, this would be extremely useful. Currently, things are
quite separated, and there is rarely one person coordinating it
all. People then waste time coming and going to the various
locations. This is where the chain breaks. The key for me
would be to have everything done in the same house: digitisation, laboratory, edition, mixing, and mastering.
There are some productions that are beginning their postproduction
processes on location. Have you seen this occurring?
Yes. The truth is, this is happening because digital postproduction is extremely slow. Knowing how things are going to
work and how people are going to be working together is crucial. I must edit the film between approximate dates. I will be
editing the movie from the day a shoot begins, so that when
the shoot is over and the director comes along, I already have
a draft of the movie, which we then begin to retouch.
Let me share some of my experience in cinema. A movie is
shot on film negative. This footage must now be digitised. The
movie is then edited on video. I begin to work on the initial editing on video. I begin to test, try out sequences; all of this is a
slow process, as there are decisions that the editor and director must take previously while working with the video edits. I
next send off the reels for the negative to be scanned at 2K,
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because the truth is, there are not many people working in 4K
yet. The negative must be edited and scanned at full resolution
for the final version, which will eventually be put back out to
film. In the meantime I prepare the sound or other pieces. But
from that point, until I get to work with a 35mm copy, it could
take a minimum of three months.
Scanning is extremely expensive. They’re not going to scan
the whole movie at once. If you then wanted to remove a sequence of, let’s say, forty shots, after scanning, that would be
a waste of a lot of money. You want to be sure that what you
are scanning will be used. On an average Spanish film, they
are shooting approximately 150 to 200,000 metres of negative,
and all this footage has to be carefully selected and then
scanned. This is a challenge when you are working with a limited budget.
In America, I think that they almost never cut the original negative. I suppose they would send a copy of the images to the
laboratory, where an internegative or positive of the others
would be made and then this is what they would cut. They did
this so that the original negative would always be in its entirety, so they could make another edition of the movie twenty
or fifty years later. That’s an alternative system that I don’t
think will ever be implemented here.
The budgets between Hollywood and Spain are also totally different…
Of course! If we had the same number of inhabitants as the
United States, we would probably be able to make movies like
they do! But Spain would need some 10 to12 million more cinema-going inhabitants to be able to survive on its own in this
regard.
What do you think about the current exhibition situation of Spanish
and European cinema? In Spain, American cinema holds about 70% of
the exhibition market, while Spanish cinema holds a mere 16-20%.
American cinema has always had an important stake in our
market. America invades territories, but anyway, that’s beside
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the point. Spain has been under their influence since the very
beginning of cinema. I don’t think I could exist without seeing
American movies any more. I would probably live better, but I
grew up with American cinema. And I will continue to see
American cinema.
Spanish cinema has evolved. People are going to see Spanish
films. Nowadays through cultural events, press, and TV, people are getting to know and follow great directors such as
Almodóvar, Amenábar, and Trueba. Spanish cinema is also
shown in America; they do follow Almodóvar there. This has
allowed Spanish cinema to be more or less successful at
times. It always depends on the films’ production. But it is true
that American cinema invades us. You just need to go to any
movie complex of ten theatres to prove it, because seven of
those will be American and two of them will be European and
only one will be Spanish. Nevertheless, the same happens in
Paris, even though they have an advantage over us.
They hold their cinema up first, then comes American cinema,
and then European. But first comes French cinema; and they
defend it, which I think is very good. The French go to see
French movies, whether they’re good, bad, or regular; and
then they go to see American or European movies. That
doesn’t happen in Spain. Here we go and see an American
movie, then a European film, then the African productions that
they’ve told us are good, then the Indian, and then Spanish.
We can do nothing about that, except try to make the best
possible cinema in order to attract audiences.
Do you think that digital distribution could change this situation?
No. I don’t think digital influences this part of distribution as
much as in the rest of the world. Americans will continue making movies and will continue releasing them. And as far as
Spanish cinema is concerned, Almodóvar, Amenábar and
company will still continue to make their films. But then, how is
one single famous Spanish director in North America going to
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compete with 800 famous North American directors in Spain?
It’s absolutely impossible.
Moving along to digital cinema exhibition, have you seen any digital
projections that have impressed you? What are your thoughts on this?
I have seen some digital projections. When the original format
is video or computer generated, it looks marvellous. But when
negative is transferred to video and projected digitally, you can
tell it is not the same as when film is projected analogically.
The quality of the image is different.
Digital projection really needs to be seen in a big cinema, like
a Kinepolis, to see how the image looks on a big screen, if the
pixels are big or small, etc. I think that digital projection will be
the norm one day; all that is needed really is to change the
systems. But this is not simple, this means changing cinema
systems all over the world!
If you look at Spain and study the consequences of having to
make 180, 200, or 350 release prints per movie and then send
those out to theatres each time a film is released, going digital
definitely has great advantages. When distribution and exhibition eventually go digital, a digital version of that movie could
be sent from a terminal where it could be projected simultaneously in theatres in Spain, the rest of Europe, and America.
This could even be broadcast on television.
All this could be done from a single digital master. Once it is
clear that costs will be lowered in distribution, a true digital
cinema rollout will occur. Anyway, what could it cost to make
this change, 300 million euros?! I think this whole change will
depend on whether or not third parties, distributors or others,
put the money down. Major film manufacturers will eventually
begin to eliminate negatives if they see that their investment in
digital technologies works for them. Once these companies
begin to make comparisons and can clearly see that the costs
are significantly lower, then this will also have an effect on the
conversion of cinemas.
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How about a message for future filmmakers...
I think the best message is, and it may sound a bit ridiculous to
tell you this, is that cinema is love. This means that we should
treat it with care and love; fall in love with cinema, which really
is a cultural form. It is a form of invasion and formula that may
trigger your feelings inside. And to the editors, it is you who
hold the true keys to cinema.
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How did you begin your career?
I graduated with a degree in electrical engineering, and my
first job was teaching in a film school called Cooper Union in
New York City. I was the engineer putting the cameras back
together and building rigs, and they offered me a job teaching.
If you want to learn something, teach it. It is amazing.
What are some of your reflections on teaching cinema?
I was teaching artists. We were making art films with a lot of
animation; working with film like plastic art. It was very interesting because it was very practical and hands on. This was
quite opposed to that of a girlfriend at the time who was attending NYU Film School. She was learning about crews.
When asked about negative cutting, she would say, “Well, that
is what a negative cutter does.” Meanwhile, my poor art students had to cut their own negative. In the advanced classes,
they would actually mix their own sound. So, here was the
poor fine artist who had to know about lenses and film stocks,
and that was great because they learned the whole process. I
really do appreciate that and always try to keep that big perspective.
How did you make the shift back into the film world?
I decided it was time for me to make a change. I had two resumes. One was my math, engineering, and science resume
and the other was as a freelance editor. It was hard then to get
a job; because if it was a creative film position, they would say,
“Well… you are really more of a technical guy”, and for a technical position, like with these geeks walking around the floor
here at the NAB, people would say, “You are really more of a
creative guy.” It was a strange situation. Then one day I happened to walk into a company called Madge Eye where one of
my old students was working. I was in the interview and the
guy was starting to say, “We don’t know what you are…” when
one of my former students comes walking into the room. And
this guy who was interviewing me looked back, “You know
him?” “He taught me my first programming course”, replied the
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student, who was now their programmer. This company did
about half of the computer graphic work on a really miserable
movie called Tron. I hope you have never seen it.
I have seen it, sorry.
Those are two hours of your life you will never get back. I just
want you to remember that. But Tron was quite a visionary
project for its time. Except that the script stinks. Other than
that, you have to realise that in that same month Blade Runner
opened. That was a good movie, another visionary project.
The world today is much more like Blade Runner than the
world is like Tron. Except that the scripts today are as bad as
Tron. Still, working on Tron was a great experience. It was this
new pulse of computer graphics. Finally, I had found an area
where my knowledge came together; there was the technical
side, digital, engineering, programming, numbers, and also
combined everything I knew about film and emulsions.
After that, I went to New York City and started the Computer
Graphics Department at a company called R. Greenburg Associates. At that point, they were still doing optical effects76,
and then slowly there was the transition to digital posting for
commercials. I got really tired of working on commercials, and
I finally said, “I would rather work on the worst movies in the
world, than the best commercials.” Well, I got my wish.
When George Lucas calls, you follow. I moved to the West
Coast. I started the scanning and recording computer graphics
department that was gearing up for Terminator 2. Before that,
they had done some of the effects for The Abyss, and even
though those were digitally made, they were optically composited. At this point in time the scanning and recording procIn optical effects film images are manipulated through optical processes using film, light,
shadow, lenses and chemical processes. Examples are film titles, fades, dissolves, and
double exposures. The effects were usually done in post-production with an optical printer,
although some, such as fades and double exposures, can be done. The term optical effects
has largely been replaced by visual effects as almost all of the effects are now done digitally
on computer with editing software or computer generated imagery.
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esses were not completely worked out. Even Terminator 2 was
planned on being an optical composite as a fallback. But we
managed to get it done, scanning the film and actually getting
the whole transfer between the densities and digital numbers,
before Cineon came up with their digital film system77.
For the eleven years that I was at ILM, I worked on eighty plus
movies. The whole point there was not to make digital images
that were spectacular; it was to make digital images that were
very photorealistic. If a cinematographer on set had photographs of a special effect, all we had was the film shot without
the effects on it. We had to take the film, figure out how to put
it back to the intensities that were on the set, add the computer
graphics in a real-world space, and then put this all back out to
film. The film and other inner channel grain had to be emulated. There was a lot of analysis of what was really going on
in film. This information then spread to a lot of the high-end
visual effects houses and the smart people at all of those
places. There were films that were really amazing to work on.
After ILM, I was hired by Technicolor in their start-up division,
known as Technique, which is now Technicolor Digital Intermediates. This is sort of a marriage of two worlds, the video
post world with its fabulous palate of colour correction tools
and the visual effects world. Here we are concerned with high
dynamic range and resolution. These images must be of the
highest quality; we cannot cut corners with this. We have a
visual effects legacy that is really about emulating the photochemical process and figuring out how that works. Then, all of
a sudden, we have another significant influence, which is
video postproduction. Acquisition material still tends to be on
film and it is then transferred to digital via a telecine. Here they
can make many colour corrections very quickly.
Why does the majority of cinema acquisition continue to be shot on
film?

77 See note on page 12 about Cineon
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The reason they shoot everything on film is that film has a
huge dynamic range78. Video’s dynamic range is just not very
well endowed, let’s put it that way.
But isn’t digital acquisition getting closer?
One has to get away from the idea of a video camera – which
George bought into completely with Star Wars, saying, “This
HD camera is all I need.” Maybe that is all he needs because
he has a 1,400 person company meticulously working on
every single shot and those people are very knowledgeable
about how to make synthetic images look like film. This does
not mean you can pick up an HD camera, walk out and shoot
it, and wind up with images that look like some of that incredible art-directed material. Hats off to the art directors and the
people in the trenches who achieved such imagery! They were
using the same tools, software, and legacy of knowledge
about how to make this look really like a convincingly filmed
reality.
How did digital intermediate 79 come into place?
With the advance of video post tools for commercials and the
amazing colour correctors, directors began to see that when
their films were transferred to video, they had a whole extra
set of tools available for colour correction. Thus the world of DI
was created.
There are several facilities worldwide doing digital intermediate. The first DIs were done in Europe. They were actually the
real pioneers in this. They realised that they could marry these
two worlds very early on. Duboi in Paris was very influential,
as well as the Digital Film Lab in Copenhagen.

78 Dynamic range : Today, the best digital cameras covers a range of 9 exposure stops. The
human eye range is around 20 stops. Chemical films capabilities are somewhere in between.
79 DI or Digital intermediate describes the process of digitising a film and manipulating color
and other image characteristics to change the look, and is usually the final creative adjustment to a movie before distribution in theaters.
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There are two categories of DI facilities today, the small boutique labs and then the large industrial-strength ones. It does
make sense that companies like Technicolor and Deluxe
would enter this business, as they have been doing colour
correction on films for years.
Currently, the DI process is creative-driven. There are some
directors and DPs who can afford it in their postproduction
budget to come and to have the extended creative power, but
timewise it is very difficult. The first DIs made in America - hats
off to the folks at Cinesite! - were Pleasantville and Oh Brother
where are Thou? For these projects, they had months to scan.
We only have weeks. If a production decides to use the traditional colour correction methods at the lab, the entire movie
can be graded in a week. Today in DI, we have to scan the
entire film, colour correct it digitally, and then render that out
back to film in a very limited amount of time. This is a process
that should take months. We can do it in two to three weeks.
We are also working on multiple films at one time.
We have to work at this rhythm. The throughput that is required is really astronomical. From a visual effects data management point of view, it is insane. Two six-reel movies at 2K
is going to be about two terabytes80, and that is just for the
scan; so that when you colour correct it, you don’t want to pull
the scans away. All this data has to be managed and turned
around really, really quickly.
Every company does things differently in DI; there is no “one way”.
The problem is, this is a new territory, so no committees are
going to get together and say, “Here’s the pipeline.” It has not
been done yet. So the facilities independently come up with
their ways of doing it, just like visual effects. ILM has a different pipeline than Sony Image Works, who has a different pipeline than Digital Domain, who has a different pipeline than the

80 A terabyte is a measurement term for data storage capacity equal to 1024 gigabytes. It is
commonly abbreviated TB.
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Asylum, who has a different pipeline than the three guys in the
garage with their G5s doing twenty shots on a movie. Pipelines have evolved over the years; and, in turn, any facility has
to be more efficient because they want to continue. Each facility approaches these kinds of things differently.
What are the major bottlenecks in DI?
Conforming81 can be a big problem in the pipeline. Many
wanted the vendors to solve the problem: “I want to conform,
give me some conforming software.” There was no software
available to do that. Now we have a system but there is no
standard for it. The clients think that it works magically. A
negative cutter can sit there and cut the negative together in a
few days. We next have to scan all this footage and then put it
together as thousands of feet of film, and it is difficult. The
scanning itself is a bottleneck if you want to do pin registered
scans, which a lot of people want to do.
For the colour correction process, the meter is on. You are in a
very costly room with this interactive set-up with expensive
projection and a highly paid, very talented colourist, we hope.
This can be done for a long period of time, or in most cases a
shorter amount of time. This depends on the budget available.
I will not call this a bottleneck, but it can be a problematic area.
Most of our platforms are hardware-based colour correction
platforms. Software-based colour correction platforms are perhaps more versatile, but most of the ones out there have fixed
type lines, and it is very difficult to add your own plug-ins in so
you are still using what the beggar hands you. And they are
slow.
We are grading 2K files. When we see something like a fringe,
we can zoom right in. We can work a little faster. What we give

81 Conforming is the film assembly process done with final images and similar to the cut
done with the working copies.
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up is that we can’t sit there and easily rotoscope82, hand trace,
articulate maps, etc. I am sure that there are a lot of DPs that
would like to be able to do that, but not at $1,000 an hour or
whatever the going hourly rate is.
What about DI, independent filmmakers, and other acquisition formats?
I think that the DI process right now is great for independents
who want to shoot on Super 16mm. The problem with electronic acquisition is, believe me, you are stuck with what you
get today. There is nowhere to go. People pick up these DV or
even HD cams, but it is not there. And although one shoots
with the broadest range possible, it doesn’t look like it appears
in the monitor. That idea has not come across to the video
post people. It will get there.
I still think that if even one movie gets made in digital because
of the ease of use or availability, this is wonderful. We have to
keep pushing the vendors and manufacturers and everyone
involved in it to raise the bar so that it comes to be within even
some comparable comparison to what you can do with film.
And then there are others who say, “No, it is great and it is
fine." All I can say to that is, “No, it isn’t.” I have charted the
graphs. But you can still cheat in the end and do a lot with the
images.
What does metadata mean to you?
There is a joke: “I never met a data I didn’t like.” The problem
is, one man’s metadata is another man’s garbage. There is all
this information that comes with any shot that’s taken on a set
in a movie. All of it is important, but different pieces are important to different people across the chain. When you begin
to pass it along, the amount of information becomes enormous. Now, does this data have to be passed along attached
82 Rotoscoping is a technique where animators trace live action movement, frame by frame,
for use in animated films. Originally, pre-recorded live images were projected onto a matte
windowpane and redrawn by an animator. This projection equipment is called a Rotoscope.
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to the physical image acquisition? Can it be part of a database
from which other programmes or people will take what they
need? These are really interesting questions. The vendors are
a little confused because they want to come in and say,
“Here’s the limited list metadata and that is it.”
And the users want to be able to say, “We want some sort of
magic bullet that is a metadata structure. As the list changes
and as our needs change, we want to be able to hang more
and more things on to that list. Oh, and please make it so that
it is transparent to the vendors, so that they can adapt it with
out having to spend millions on R&D.” Good luck! It is going to
be a lose-lose situation for a while.
Luckily, there were a lot of vendors represented at this last
event, the ASC Metadata Panel here at NAB. That was very
useful. There is a whole subcommittee, the ASC Technology
Committee, that is addressing metadata. They really want to
avoid the idea of “Here is the list”. They want to try and come
up with a more generic approach. This is something that really
has to be done throughout the industry. Suggestions were
made at that meeting to maybe look outside our industry for
other ideas. I would be really surprised, though.
The broadcast television industry has been using metadata for some
time, but one cannot assume that television requirements are the same
as cinema’s. What are your thoughts?
Well, you could add in metadata with a telecine. As I said earlier, metadata can take on a different significance depending
on the person. If I had my say, I would want to be able to put
colour decision lists as metadata during acquisition. This
would be so that in the final digital intermediate post environment that look could be used as a starting point for the final
colour correction, but without having done any destructive colour correction to the acquisition material. Here is something
that a DP would also love, but a camera vendor would ask,
“What is that?”
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We can look at the broadcast industry and it is going to be
difficult for all the data required for cinema to be captured and
saved. For example, Photoshop is notorious; it will strip out all
the header information and replace it with its own. When you
save something in Photoshop, all your original input stuff is
gone. This is not Photoshop’s fault; there just never was this
concept of carrying the stuff through. So we have to make sure
manufactures understand this. Photoshop is not even a motion
picture programme…
But Photoshop is used quite a lot, for various kinds of look-up tables83
and ways for the DPs to express their look without words.
Absolutely, and the amount of metadata can begin to grow
astronomically. If you want this sort of applying special looks
like the stuff we did for Aviator, the two strip and three strip
look, you could say “two strip look”, but that will not actually
convey what it really is. It can only be conveyed through very
sophisticated image processing, 3D look-up tables. But that
then starts to get very verbose. All of a sudden you want to
drag that around and put that in every frame? You can’t.
Then there is the idea of having a separate database, but everyone has to be able to get at it. That is very difficult. In desktop publishing, the publishing industry is now using embedded
ICC84 profiles for colour space manipulation. I am actually also
a member of the ICC Motion Picture working group. The ICC
previously dealt only with paper publishing, print and computers, desktop publishing, and some still cameras. With the
motion picture world, although it is not directly applicable, they
are looking into expanding their territory.

83 Lookup tables (often called LUTs) link index numbers to output values. One common LUT,
called the colormap, is used to determine the colors and intensity values with which a particular image will be displayed. Using a LUT is an easy way to make a one-to-one non-linear
transformation.
84 The ICC (International Color Consortium) was established in 1993 by industry vendors for
promoting the standardisation of an open color management system architecture. The outcome of this co-operation was the development of the ICC profile specification.
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Some have said a true digital cinema rollout could take place in 2010.
What would you say is realistic?
I am not going to be realistic. I am going to say during the
transition period movies will be released to two formats and
they better look the same. These are also the concerns of the
ASC, the American Society of Cinematographers Technology
Committee. They want to ensure that digital projection standards are high.
And what are your views on digital projection?
You can do a side-by-side projection test today with a really
good film print and a digital projector. I must say that film continues to have amazing quality. The black levels on the film
print are astounding, especially because there is a choice and
continued improvement of release print stocks. Fuji has a print
stock with great black D mats and the Kodak Premiere stock is
absolutely astounding.
So film is here for a while. It is not dead.
Yes, but I say vinyl records are still here because I still buy
them. I don’t know if other people would say that. I think it is
here for a while. I love it. It is my job right now to keep some of
the people in the industry – those who are shoving the digital
pipeline down the throats of everyone – honest about what the
level of quality is today and what has to be done in order to
improve.
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How did you begin working with digital cinema?
I have been working on various digital cinema projects since
1992. Back then, our hopes were that we could someday
achieve something really good in HD. Now, of course, we're
looking at technology like 4K data. And that's going to continue
to evolve, as long as we have the ability to deliver lots of data
to a theatre.
The world started to get involved – and more specifically
through George Lucas and Rick McCallum – in 1997 when
they re-released the Star Wars Trilogy Special Edition. This
was an evolving process. I think both Rick and George did a
phenomenal job about keeping the community excited about
developing technologies to make it work.
In 1999 Lucasfilm had the first public demonstration of digital
cinema – which was just prior to my joining THX – in six markets when they released Episode I digitally in cinemas. This
was done with both the Hughes JVC technology and the TI
technology85. At that time separate colour timing was required
for each master. Some of the sites used to direct playback off
a D5 deck86. Others used a Pluto DVR hard drive. Both used
compression that was typical of the Panasonic D5 machine.
The exhibition community was also concerned about the reliability factor. During those first digital projections, we actually
had 35mm film projectors and prints running at the same time
to back up the digital version. In addition to backing up the
digital presentation, this was also done for another important
reason: The theatrical automation systems were connected to
the house lights, curtains, etc., at the time; they were not supported by the servers.

85 TI stands for Texas Instrument. The TI technology for D-Cinema projection is also known
as DLP-Cinema.
86 D5 is a professional digital video format introduced by Panasonic in 1994. It is an uncompressed 10 bits component system using half-inch tapes.
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During these first experiences, we had minor issues with lamp
houses, and sound systems, but overall the reliability from the
digital equipment was extremely good. I saw that as being very
positive and also something that would help future digital cinema adoption.
The exit polls that were taken at this time were particularly
exciting because people walked away with a very enthusiastic
feel about what the digital experience was like. Since then we
know that many people prefer a digital presentation over and
above film; 35mm still has a legacy of having accumulated dirt
and scratches, but digital does not.
Is digital acquisition supporting the creative vision of the cinema industry?
I think we're there with 4K images, but 2K already looks pretty
good these days. Episode III was only 1920 x108087. That is a
huge statement in regard to ILM’s ability to produce motion
picture images. And still, with MPEG88 compression, the digital
image looked phenomenal. Now, would that be the same on a
true epic like Gone with the Wind? Or Sound of Music? I think
digital imaging is rapidly getting to the point where it can replace film. We have seen great examples of digital capture,
but everything still depends on the person whose eye is behind the camera. The cinematographer is still the most important person.
I am an old film guy at heart. I have seen film produce some of
the best images I have ever seen. But film looks most realistic
and most dynamic when a little bit more time is taken. That is
simply not possible for today’s film distribution models. The
digital image needs to at least replicate what the best film can
offer. If you can't achieve that in a digital cinema presentation,

1920 x1080 pixels is one of the formats used by the high definition television. The future DCinema standard will be based on the 4K and 2K format (4096x2160 and 2048x1080).
88 MPEG: A moving images compression method used in broadcast transmission. The
variant used for D-Cinema today is MPEG-2 HP@HL.
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we're not supporting the creative nature of cinema the way we
should. In the digital conversion that is taking place, my goal is
to not see motion pictures drop below the quality level we have
worked so hard to achieve.
Can digital cinema better support the director’s vision?
This is an artistic community, when it comes to both the creator's vision and the audience’s expectations. I apologise if I am
constantly referring to Star Wars, but these are some of the
most passionate of fans. It makes a big difference if a theatre
is able to say, “Come and see George Lucas's true vision” as
opposed to “Come watch the movie.” That plays the same for
any Steven Spielberg or Jim Cameron film. They are all very
passionate about what their movies are going to look like, not
just in the mastering world, but also what the public sees. They
put a lot of effort into making sure that a particular scene is
rendered correctly, because that's part of the emotion and impact of the storytelling process
The creatives spend hours on the set, mix stages and mastering stages to make sure these things are done correctly.
They spend hours in postproduction to make sure they have
the right colour corrections and sounds, then mixing it all together to make this very delicate balance we call a movie. It's
disappointing to them and to the fans that are paying for the
tickets when they're not receiving that full impact.
Do you think digital will have an impact on how audiences see cinema?
Absolutely! With digital, the creative process is much more
exact and can support the creative vision far better than the
film workflow. We don't have to work with film stock and release prints; there are colour differences in the photochemical
process. With digital, there will be a way to guarantee that you
have the same image showing time after time after time, without the variation.
Entering a more conceptual area, what are ways to ensure the quality
and integrity of image and audio throughout the entire chain?
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I have written a paper called “Quality”. For over twenty years,
quality has been a moving target. Even today, quality is a hard
area to judge in a postproduction environment, where during
every stage of production and postproduction you're constantly
changing the image, be it through colour correction or adding
special effects. It's hard to define exactly what quality is, except that it meets the artistic desire of director and cinematographer. That being said, we can't drag these poor people
through every single stage of postproduction.
Working in analogue environments, we never could really rely
on anything except for human eyes and ears to make the
qualitative measurements and adjustments. There are waveform monitors and vectorscopes89, but those don’t really guarantee that the artistic nature of the picture has been maintained. That really is where quality lives. It's not about the
technology alone. The director’s creative vision should be
supported by the technology, plain and simple. In the digital
environment, however, there are some interesting aspects that
can come into play.
At THX, we are continually developing concepts and technologies for digital environments. This is a whole new world we're
entering. Once we have a quality mark established by the director and cinematographer, we can take information from
picture and sound and make comparative measurements
based on whatever format conversions or compression technology is applied, to make sure that the technology replicates
the artistic invention, not just a technical specification. We
know that when we apply compression, you cannot eliminate
data without losing something. That something cannot be data
that is important to the eye or ear. The digital environment that
we're working in will support these new types of quality meas-

89 Waveform monitor: A waveform monitor is a special type of oscilloscope used in video
applications to measure the level of a video signal with respect to time. Vectorscope: Another
type of oscilloscope that displays an X-Y plot of two signals, revealing valuable details about
the relationship between these two signals.
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urements. We're certainly very excited to be pursuing avenues
for this right now.
Archiving for digital cinema is an area that needs to be further explored…
It's a huge problem. I carry a five-and-a-quarter inch floppy
disc in my briefcase all the time. When people say that an archiving solution could be just simply archiving content on hard
drives, I pull this floppy disc out and say, “You know what?
There are documents on here that I made in 1995. Where can
I play this back? What computer is sold today that has a drive
that can read this now?” In the early 1980s we mastered Star
Wars on 1” B video tape90 because that was going to be the
master format that was going to live for a hundred years. Well,
technology advances. That videotape doesn't exist anymore. I
thank God there was film. And even though we spent almost
eight months in cleanup with the Trilogy to take away the artifacts that were a result of the film format, at least we had that
to start with. If it had been digital, or if it had been on a 20year-old videotape, we wouldn't have had the ability to retrieve
that much information, and produce such an amazing restoration.
There's still a lot of work to be done. The good news is that the
digital environment today is responsible for giving the storytellers – the directors and DPs – much more control over what
they do. The photochemical world never really supported creative intent well. There were always tradeoffs. That's the story
behind film. These tradeoffs, however, lasted for a hundred
years. Today we can pull film out that's a hundred years old
and still get an image off of it. I just don't believe we'll be telling
the same story about digital formats 100 years from now.

90 The huge 1” video tapes were seen in the 1970s as the best quality media for TV images
mastering, with features such as shuttling and still framing.
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Connected to archiving – and something that exists throughout the
entire chain – is another important subject: metadata. What is the importance of keeping track of information?
One of the things that we have comfort in with the use of film is
that you always have the ability to shine light through it to see
an image, or you can capture an image from it. The ratio of a
shadow compared with sunlight coming through the window,
or the full colours from flesh tones that were captured on skin
against a red dress are all images that were contained in that
film cell because of the photochemical dyes. We know that we
can enhance that when we restore film images. At least we
have a better gauge of knowing what the intention was without
the director sitting there with us. Along with the film, notebooks, production logs, and memories from crew are often
sought out to gather more information. In the digital environments we have today, metadata can help tell the same
story, but only if it is managed properly.
Digital is a great format because it's easy to assume that we'll
always be able to render out ones and zeros. However, the
rendering engines from one manufacturer to the next often can
give us different-looking images in the digital realm. We don't
always know what those ratios are. I think metadata could give
solutions to this. That said, metadata is the most painfully
overused term that exists today because metadata can have
many meanings; a whole collection of different forms and definitions. But the metadata concept of keeping track of how
postproduction takes place and the storage of the data that
represent picture and sound is vital. It would be ideal to be
able to store metadata, which describes what happened to the
content, so that those ones and zeros of picture and sound are
guaranteed to produce the final, intended result.
For the Episode III release, prior movies shown in digital cinema theatres had different colour spaces, white points and
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active lines91. Metadata contained in the delivered file was responsible for making sure that the projectors and other equipment would be placed in the right rendering mode for that particular movie. This was a great feature, but these systems are
still not as mature as we would like them to be, we still had to
have people at each site make sure the rendering modes were
correct.
What further roles do you think that metadata will eventually play in
exhibition?
Equipment configuration is a major concern. Maybe the server
has to do some scaling92, because it has a 1.3K projector on it
instead of a 2K projector. A description of the content is important because in addition to movies, alternative content will be
presented. Different flavours of content will be problematic
unless we have ways of communicating playback configurations.
What are your thoughts in regard to digital cinema standards for postproduction?
The specifications for mastering are an interesting area.
SMPTE starts standardisation at the Digital Cinema Distribution Master93. Processes upstream from the master, normally
called the Digital Intermediate (DI), can happen in a variety of
ways. Each particular post facility can decide on their flavour.
This requires content to be converted to one particular format
of master with a colour space, white point reference, video
level reference, audio level reference; everything that is written
in the specification. This makes a workflow for digital cinema

91 The number of active lines is the vertical size of the image used by the picture. Often
several lines are left black depending on the image aspect ratio.
92 Image scaling is the process of changing the size of a digital image.
93 DCDM (Digital Cinema Distribution Master): When all of the sound, picture, and data
elements of a production have been completed, they may be assembled into a DCDM which
contains all of the elements needed for a show. The images and sound are then compressed,
encrypted, and packaged to form the Digital Cinema Package (DCP).
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fairly easy to understand, but it doesn't place any guarantees
that the studio will be able to exchange one DI master format
for the other by going from one post facility to the next. In other
words, the post facilities could have their own internal processes.
At one time, everybody mastered on 1” tape, then to D194.
Well, I could take that D1 tape and go to any post facility and
put that into a machine, do the work, and be happy with it. In
the world of DI, I cannot take files from one post facility, with a
different DI creation philosophy, to another. You can’t take
those files to a competing facility and use them without anticipating going through uncomfortable conversions and processes.
I would like to see more postproduction facilities equip themselves to handle packaging. I would like to see more of a
common standard in the preparation of a DI. Work is underway
in various Hollywood technical committees possibly to create a
standardised approach for the DI.
Now that the DCI95 Specs have been released, what do you think are
the next steps in the creation of standards for digital cinema?
I think DCI has done a good job at identifying a wish list. The
SMPTE groups right now – which I participate in – have
worked hard on adding detail to that wish list, as far as how
the technology is going to work in a standardisation form. For
example, how will the encryption work? What is necessary for
at least a baseline performance expectation from a digital projector? We already have a spec that describes the mastering
projector as well as the playback projector and their environments, which is really critical. While we can’t expect every
theatre to perform at the same level as the mastering stage,
we try to set performance levels to a high level. You will

94 D1: This format was the first major professional digital video format (by SMPTE and
SONY). It was introduced in 1986.
95 Digital Cinema Initiatives, see Chapter 18 and the Walt Ordway interview for details.
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probably see some future THX-certified environments reach
for the higher bar.
I think that digital theatre equipment designs available today
are quite well done. You're going to start seeing some big rollouts happening after the 1st of the year. Now how quick is
adoption going to be? This is simply a matter of money.
One of the big challenges of digital cinema is for the broken
business model to be addressed. That broken business model
says that the studios save a huge amount of money by not
producing the prints, and the theatre owners have to invest in
order to play back the digital files. That, of course, doesn't
work. A lot has been done between the studios and theatres to
create financial models that may help make the investment
worthwhile. DCI’s efforts, working along with the theatres and
standardisation bodies, provide some solutions to this problem.
How does this affect the European cinema industries?
I understand how important it is for the European Community
to decide what is best for the European Community. THX is
such an interesting company because we play equally as well
in Europe as we do in the U.S. I think that one of the most important things that we've been able to do is actually bring forth
a lot of the problems and discussions to a technology resolve,
which has long been our core programme of better theatrical
environments.
The European Community needs to make decisions to best
serve their market, and Hollywood content needs to be considered. I think THX can have an interesting position to play a
role there. The task is to have somebody on neutral ground
between the two entities. Solutions can be discussed without
hard lines being drawn, but you will not get around certain
critical issues, such as content protection. I think European
cinema will evolve to best serve its own markets, but certainly
some day we will see 4K, 6K, and 8K Images projected. Overall standardisation is a real key here. The success of the
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worldwide digital cinema market will depend heavily on future
decisions, and it will work well only when technology is stable
worldwide.
After the last Episode III releases, what would you like to see happen
next?
I would like to see more theatres equipped digitally. Releasing
a motion picture is getting more challenging all the time. We
used to have several weeks before a major release to make
the proper amount of film prints. The film printer in the labs
runs faster today, which is good, because that time frame is
being narrowed down, especially if you get a very creative director like a George Lucas, who has been known to tweak on
things and change this and that. At the end of the day, it is all
about the technology supporting the director’s creative vision,
and digital distribution supports that very well.
What are some key areas for a future rollout?
If you look at just digital by itself, it has been about the most
unstable technology in our world. I say that only because
every year it keeps on getting better! I don't see this progression stopping.
In my view, what DCI have achieved in their Specification is to
narrow down the threat of obsolescence in the equipment by
creating the specification wisely. This equipment is pretty expensive. The last thing anybody wants to do in adopting digital
cinema is to go out and spend the dollars for a projector and
server and then realise that they have to do it again two years
later. This is replacing a 35mm projector that can normally be
kept healthy and running for twenty years.
I certainly expect we will see upgrades and further improvement in digital cinema for the next few years, but the progression will allow for legacy formats to continue to be supported.
This could be a barrier to success if the equipment is not upgradable. Texas Instruments have provided upgrade paths for
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their products already. The 1.3K projectors96 that they had set
out there in the days of Episode II have been exchanged for
2K technology. I think there are some sites that still run the
1.3K, but those optical blocks can be replaced. There is a legacy of being able to update the equipment for a reasonable
cost.
We can't allow the digital cinema equipment to have the same
reputation as the PC. As soon as you buy a PC, you have to
look at buying the next generation, because of more memory,
higher speeds, etc. Next the software requires the higher
speed and more memory in order to be efficiently run. This
must not repeat itself in digital cinema. We must have the ability for any equipment purchased today to be able to show
movies and show them very well and efficiently five years from
now. I think this is a key issue and I know that the manufacturers are very keenly aware of this.
THX has implemented a successful cinema certification programme.
Do you see that model as something that could be applicable to digital
cinema systems certification?
I’ll start by saying that it's been a mistaken fact that the THX
certification process is only about audio when, actually, we've
been about picture quality all along. Frankly, we just haven't
done a very good job on the promotional side of this fact. For
years, our cinema trailers said “the audience is listening” and
“THX Sound System.” However, we've always worked on the
visual side of the house, too. This includes maintaining the
proper projector location in the booth. Beyond this, we focused
on making sure that the picture is in focus, up to the edges as
best as it can be, that the right lens is used with the right
screen environment around it; that red lights from exit signs do
not hit the screen itself and audience viewing angles are never

96 1.3K projector: a projector with 1280x1024 pixels, a format coming from a computer
monitor usual size.
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obstructed. These are all details that have always been very
important.
Improving the quality of 35mm prints is an ongoing task in our
industry. The labs work hard to keep the highest degree of
quality in today’s product. THX for many years was relied upon
to work within the industry to help maintain a quality product,
which made sense to provide those prints to high-quality THXcertified theatres. Now, with digital cinema, there are a lot of
new opportunities for us to play a very meaningful role in furthering this high performance bar.
We can do this by ensuring that the conversion from a film
based theatre to the digital theatre is done correctly. This
means analysing projector placement, making sure the right
optics adjustments are used, focusing on everything in the
theatre that is in the projector’s optical path and audio system.
Speaking about audio, sound is considered by many to be
50% of cinema. What about sound in future theatre systems?
As far as the sound systems being upgraded at this point in
time, I think it would scare everybody to death to think that we
were going to add a bunch more channels, but eventually, I
think that's probably where it's going to go.
We were limited to 5.1 audio channels in film. We did work to
release the EX format97, which added a rear channel to the
screens for Episode I. Sound Designer Gary Rydstrom wanted
a way to expand the sound field, adding the ability to fly objects overhead of the audience. This required more channels.
He was able to achieve that to a certain degree, yet there is
always a desire for more.
The film delivery format supports only 5.1. Digital cinema supports 16 channels. Every server will be able to have 16 chan-

97 The THX EX sound format is similar to the ubiquitous 5.1 format with an added central
rear channel giving a more realistic 360° sound field.
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nels. Now, that's already mapped out as being a collection of
the 5.1. It will eventually be 7.1, including the EX channel as a
discrete channel. Then you have two channels reserved for
stereo because some theatres are still stereo.
You have channels reserved for the hearing impaired and
channels reserved for descriptive video, for sight impaired
people. Having 16 channels allows all these things to be packaged in there. I think if some of the audio guys had their way,
they would certainly like to use more channels. I think it's going
to take some time, but I think that's probably where it's going
to go, especially with 3D.
And 3D digital cinema?
I'm someone who has always had a problem with 3D because
it was difficult for me to sit there and enjoy the movie with
glasses on. The problems we faced with 3D on film are legacy
issues that I previously mentioned, like from reel to reel you
can have slightly different image densities, slightly different
colour shifts. In digital, you don't have that. If you look at the
projector technology that we have today, you have a digital
image that represents a stable, repeatable picture. You're going to be able to replicate that equally from projector to projector, seeing that the bulb is maintained, of course. These are
all very critical elements to a proper 3D image, especially if the
glasses that the viewer wears are totally dependent on contrast ratios and colour.
This really has reinvigorated the guys that are doing 3D. I
know Jim Cameron and George Lucas both have made announcements that they're going to be supporting it. I've seen
work from both and it looks really good.
Do you think that digital cinema will open new frontiers to audiences
and the content creators?
Absolutely! And if you can do it for cinema, you can also do it
for live events and other alternative content shown in that
theatre. With any technology shift, there are always some
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growing pains, too. Everything has a learning curve. Our team
learned a lot with Episode I. When we did Episode II, there
was a lot of technology that had to be developed right then
and there, like how to do subtitles. We had to come up with
that in a very short time frame because the episode’s release
date was already set. One way or the other, you find a way to
do it. And we did. Episode III was a little bit easier. The infrastructure existed, allowing us to plan a workflow and work with
parties to get the job done.
The technology for digital cinema has clearly arrived, now is a future
rollout more about surpassing the financial challenges?
Exactly. If you talk to the projector and server companies,
they're ready to roll. I think everything now is based on the
theatres and studios working together to convert more
screens. It's a daunting task, especially since a lot of them
don't want to get rid of their film projectors completely. The old
question was, “Will Hollywood produce enough digital content
to keep the new digital screens busy?” There is that commitment, and therefore we are seeing progress.
What would be your wish for this year for digital cinema exhibition?
I would like to see a way to get as many digital screens out
there as we can so it can really happen. Once we get 500
plus, it opens up a whole new discussion point on how content
is actually delivered to the theatre. I think satellite is a great
concept. I don't think it's a stand-alone, end-all solution,
though. I think you still have to have physical means as well,
not to mention networks.
And is this for security reasons?
Not just security, efficiency reasons also. For example, in one
of the big projects that we just launched, they did a site survey
in New York, overlooking the fact that the roofline of that theatre was lower than the surrounding buildings. So when they
put the antenna up, they couldn't see the satellite. We wound
up sending hard drives, so I think there's going to be some
issues like this in the future. I think combinations of satellite,
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maybe even fiber, as long as you get the last-minute questions
resolved.
Some people in the exhibition communities are concerned about having the same flexibility with digital movies as with film prints. What
could Digital Rights Management and digital cinema distribution look
like?
No one has the time to have a piece of content delivered that
doesn't work. The confidence has to be built up and both content and devices must function well. DRM98 is something that
should not be noticed but uses technologies like watermarking99 so that there are seamless ways of tracking illegally duplicated content.
Physical media will continue to be a part of distribution to
some degree. I don't think there's any reason why we should
not exclude physical media from being used – physical media
are always a good back up; it’s just how efficient can other
delivery methods be. I think a lot more development is needed
in the distribution area, but that's likely to happen only once we
get beyond a 500 digital screen count.
Do you think that a true digital cinema rollout is closer?
There's so much talk out there. And there's been talk ever
since Episode I days. I'm glad we're seeing more and more of
that talk turning into reality. However I also think the more we
talk about things, the more confusing things get. What we
really need to do is get the market robust enough so that we
can start developing total solutions that consider both film – for
a time - and digital cinema.

98 Digital Rights Management (often abbreviated to DRM) is any of several technologies
used by publishers to control access to digital data (such as software, music, and movies),
handling usage restrictions associated with a specific instance of a digital work. The term is
often confused with copy protection and technical protection measures (TPM). These two
terms refer to technologies that control or restrict the use and access of digital media content
on electronic devices with such technologies installed.
99 Digital watermarking is a technique which allows an individual to add hidden copyright
notices or other verification messages to digital sound or image signals.
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UNIC (Union Internationale des Cinémas) is the union of national associations of independent cinema owners. It was created in 1964 at the
initiative of the presidents of the Federations of Germany, Belgium,
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Italy. Later members from Austria,
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followed by Scandinavian countries
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What is your role in UNIC today?
I have been very active within the international aspect from
UNIC over the last years. UNIC is the theatre owners’ organisation within northern Europe, made up of 15 countries,
27,000 screens, and more than 900 million in audience. As
Europe continues to grow, theatre owners from the new member countries are interested in becoming members. Our sister
organisation is the National Association of Theatre Owners.
This organisation unites 34,000 of the 37,000 screens in the
United States. NATO has taken an active role over the last
years to allow for dialogue to continue regarding digital cinema
deployment. As a theatre owner, I am a long-time member of
NATO International and vice-president on the international
committee.
What are your thoughts about digital cinema deployment?
I believe that digital cinema systems will absolutely be a reality
one day. There has been no question in my mind about this for
a long time now. When discussions about digital cinema exhibition deployment began internationally, I decided to gather all
the feelings, opinions, and information I could from the European exhibition community. This way we could avoid having
further red tape for talks with the studios about digital cinema.
We have worked with NATO as the principal organisation to
put all this European information on the table during their negotiations with the studios. If clear agreements are reached in
America, we can then avoid another couple of years of talks in
Europe.
Currently, Europe is making more than 50% of the Hollywood
box office’s biggest titles. I know this very well as I have been
in the exhibition business since 1963. I continue to work on
day-to-day operations, screen all the films, rent them, as well
as personally do the programming. It is clear that in Europe
there are different manners of doing things, but these issues
can be looked at early on in the negotiation process instead of
being decided on later. NATO agrees with this philosophy.
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Having Europe in mind during these first phases of the negotiation process will actually speed up digital cinema deployment, when it takes place. The question now is when it will
actually start to take place.
What has the process of discussing digital cinema deployment on
behalf of UNIC been like?
I must say that the first and most important statement that the
American studios had to realise in this was that the European
Exhibitors were no longer taking a naive and passive position.
For a long time we were quite isolated in, for example, The
Netherlands, Germany, and France.
Today in UNIC our members now understand that they represent exhibitors in Europe. It doesn’t mean that the issues are
the same in Germany or The Netherlands or Sweden. What is
important is to have current information about what is happening internationally and continue to discuss issues such as
piracy, release date windows or digital exhibition. How these
areas affect exhibitors is more or less all the same, regardless
of the country.
What is needed for a true digital cinema roll out to happen in Europe?
If we want to have a true digital cinema rollout, we must have
many things in place. As a cinema owner – not representing
UNIC – I have done some of my own tests in The Netherlands.
I wanted to explore three areas: the equipment’s practicality,
audiences’ reactions, and the current realities of business
plans available. I began my testing by renting six digital projectors for a year. I wanted truly to see, hands on, what was
happening with digital cinema systems. I had two failures and
looked at the practicalities of how long they would take to repair. The second area I looked at was the audiences’ preferences and attendances when there are digital and analogue
copies available.
There are many groups that claim that when there is an analogue and digital print in a complex, even when the digital print
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is more expensive at this point in time, the digital prints sell out
before the analogue prints. I run a network of cinemas. At the
box office after the show, you can see how many seats have
sold. Every time I made the comparison between digital and
analogue screenings, I could not see the difference these
groups were claiming. The title is what makes the difference
between the cinema being full or empty. This is what is important for exhibitors. Every film is unique. You can look at the
example of Titanic. It is still the number one box office hit
worldwide. During production, when they had spent over $200
million, the studio wanted to take their losses and stop the
production. In the end they spent close to $350 million. It was
the international audience that determined that this was the
best film.
This was not because of analogue or digital technologies. An
audience expects to see films on big screens with good sound
and comfortable seating. The third area that I wanted to explore, which is something that we have been talking about for
a long time now, is the business plan – the financing for digital
cinema systems.
Viable business plans are one of the key areas for digital cinema rollout. The models for Europe are different than the US, which is more or
less one market. In Europe there are various economic models for
each country.
Yes, and our goal at NATO and UNIC is to simplify this. What
we are trying to achieve is the same system for all Europe, for
big and small territories. The same rules would be applied.
The studios face the same problem: Today digital cinema
agreements must be made on a studio-by-studio, country-tocountry basis in Europe. This is complicated. We should try to
reach a consensus for everybody as Europe. If this happens,
the benefits here would be for the distributors and exhibitors,
so when an actual rollout begins, there is a business plan in
place that includes leasing, maintenance costs, and upgrading.
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In the beginning, three major Hollywood studios came together
on digital cinema. Today, five of the six majors are involved.
Eventually, there will be a third party that will look at the financing. A system such as this, in which all parties, distributors, banks, and exhibitors are connected, could take about
five years to establish.
Once the studios commit themselves in America, a third financing party or a combination of banks will be involved.
Every time the exhibitor shows a digital movie, this money is
deposited. We think that it will take about five years to get a
system like this incorporated and functioning.
What are some other key factors in this transition?
The exhibitor must be free to buy whatever equipment they
choose. Based on my own investigations in digital cinema exhibition, I decided to work with XDC100 because they had the
possibility of a contract for five years, with a minimum of one
year. We can afford to do that.
We must have a plan that includes a written agreement that
clearly defines the rollout it’s financing. This plan has to be
available for all kinds of exhibitors, large and small. The exhibitor must be able to decide where and when they want to invest the money in digital cinema equipment.
For example, if an exhibitor wants to wait for five years to invest in equipment, then they should be able to choose that. If
they decide to install in only half of their cinemas, then that
decision should be respected.
The second part of the business plan is that we don’t want to
have a marketing difference between 2K and 4K. We do agree
with the studios that when we make the transition to digital the
quality must be at least as good as what we have with 35mm.
What is missing for digital projection to be equal to or better than film?

100 The XDC business model is explained in the next chapter.
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We lack a colour spectrum like we have with film. If I look at
you, your nose is not a line. It has all shades on the left and
right sides and nuances. You lack that in digital.
We saw a 4K projection this morning; you could not see these nuances?
This was not a good projection. In my opinion the existing 2K
projectors are better than this 4K that we saw, not only in
terms of the colour space but also the contrast. The clip you
saw in that projection was from The Sound of Music.
I projected that film in 70mm for two and a half years, in ’64
and ’65. I have seen parts of that film 200 or more times. Of
the people I spoke to who were at that 4K screening, we did
agree that the nuances you see in 70 mm are far greater than
what you saw in that presentation.
There was the scene of Julie Andrews against the green
mountain background. She looked as if she was glued to it.
The nuances were missing. She was younger then, but watching this, it looked as if she had had a facelift. It looked plastic.
There are also the quality issues in 2K and 4K resolutions. In
terms of marketing concepts, it is logical that 4K will eventually
dominate 2K. But is this true?
Technical quality should come before marketability. There are
also quality issues, such as the branding of D-cinema versus
home cinema. Home cinema is constantly improving; that is
why the difference must be defined
Looking at the technical side, the data from 4K is four times
greater than 2K. Most of the studios are in favour of 4K. Others are in favour of 2K because they would like a fast rollout. If
I have a 2K movie, uploading takes about 40 minutes at this
moment.
With a 4K projector, it takes a couple of hours because the
volume of data is so much greater. One of the reasons I like
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more data is because in dealing with piracy, it would be more
difficult to steal the movie before it was projected.
What are some other technical issues still being discussed?
There is also the MPEG vs. JPEG2000101 compression debate.
Although JPEG2000 is the compression called for in the DCI
Specifications102, at the moment MPEG compression is the
only compression available. It should be noted as well that
none of the digital cinema systems today meet these specifications. What DCI has outlined about packaging, compression,
and encryption is a base that must be improved upon. I think
that this is possible. Piracy does make cinema unstable, so
security is important. Although the specifications are well
thought out, one area that the exhibitors have concerns about
is the levels of security and content protection that is outlined.
Digital rights management103 will take on a new meaning in the
digital realm. In speaking about this new area, this system
must allow the exhibitor full discretion of selecting or schedule
of presentations.
Regarding testing audiences and their responses to digital
cinema systems, we believe that further audience testing
should take place. Some studios agree and other studios
don’t. This could mean taking two or three cities, installing digital screens, and studying what occurs with audiences for a
couple of months.
Jerry Price from Universal Studios explained the future digital
cinema rollout very well during the presentation before
101 JPEG 2000 is a wavelet-based image compression standard created by the Joint Photographic Experts Group committee. It is the compression scheme of choice for the future
digital cinema standards.
102 The DCI specification V1.0 document is available on the DCI web site. Updates are also
posted on www.dcimovies.com.
103 Digital rights management (DRM) is a far-reaching term. It encompasses any scheme to
control access to copyrighted material using technological means. In essence, DRM removes
usage control from the person in possession of digital content and puts it in the hands of a
computer program.
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EDCF104 here at Cinema Expo. He compared digital cinema’s
rollout to what it was like when the first DVDs came onto the
market. When DVDs were in early development, many issues
were discovered along the way. There is always something
that comes up, a new possibility that someone realises and
later people love.
It is really about being flexible and adjusting. All the players
involved must do this. It is not a simple situation. I do understand the great challenge in being able to have issues clearly
written on paper and defined.
There are also other areas of importance: the frequency of
digital cinema systems technical updates and later certification.
What are your thoughts on digital cinema certification?
First of all, with certification, who, what, when and how will
there be certification? And when does the certification process
end? These issues must be addressed, and it is important to
be keenly aware of all aspects. The question of who will certify
is vital. We have made a suggestion that this should not be the
exhibitors or the distributors or the studios. Certification should
be done through an independent party.
Another aspect of certification, which is not for digital cinema
systems themselves but for playback, is in dealing with keys105.
We have seen problems in Belgium. They had two digital
prints and one film print. Someone made the wrong decision,
there was a French digital and a Flemish analogue, and they
needed to change that because the audience decided otherwise, and it took them four or five days before they had the key
to be able to use it.

104 The EDCF (European Digital cinema Forum) is a European lobby group of digital cinema
stakeholders.
105 Keys : distributed in KDM (key delivery messages), the digital cinema keys allows to play
the protected, encrypted movies inside theatres.
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We have spoken with the studios about who can deliver the
keys and who can check the certification. Our point of view is
that this has nothing to do with distribution or film agreements,
because that is done on an exhibitor and distributor basis. It is
a practical issue, regardless of where the movie comes from;
on a 24-hour basis, you must be able to have access to that
information.
Exhibitors and their distributors must make their own rental
agreements and conditions separate from keys. Right now the
agreements are made on a country-to-country basis, maybe
someday it will be on a European basis; but these agreements
should be separate from the technology.
What are the important concepts in the transition from analogue to
digital projection systems?
There must be equipment life span after the transition. If you
open a new complex, and you buy digital cinema systems, this
equipment is far more expensive than analogue, and does not
have the durability that analogue systems have. I just threw a
projector out that was from 1945. This was from one of my
smaller cinemas with 55 seats and a three and a half-meter
screen. It is incredible that some of my projectors are 25 years
old. The maintenance on these was simple. With digital systems, it is expected that, in the beginning stages, the equipment will have to be replaced in five years’ time. This can be
solved, in my personal case, by not investing in digital equipment for all my theatres at one time.
Replacement and recycling are very much a part of cinema
exhibition. For example, in some of my cinemas I have French
seats. Every six years I buy new seats. The used seats go to
my smaller cinemas, and then again to other cinemas. After
eighteen years, I am no longer using those seats in my cinemas. Some of my colleagues in The Netherlands then ask me
for those seats.
They take them, reupholster them, and put them into theatres
again. We have the same situation with Dolby at this moment.
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Every time something new comes out, we change parts of the
equipment. The architectural base is there because there were
former Dolby systems. And this will probably happen with digital projection systems. You start limited, and then it grows.
What this could imply is that rollout could take some time.
What has your experience been with the latest digital releases?
It was a challenge to have the digital projectors in place before
the last Star Wars Episode III release. Of the six digital projectors I bought, I had one that it took five days to get up and running. There was a technical problem, they almost had to
change the whole projector, but then it started working. With
situations like this, in the early stages, it also makes it difficult
to produce in volume.
Once again the business plan takes on importance, and we
will continue to discuss what will happen afterwards. We must
have a plan that encompasses everybody, big or small. Now
who will pay for the cost of upgrading? And higher maintenance costs? This is a big question.
If the studios become more involved in rolling out digital cinema, what
could this mean for independent or art house cinemas?
If smaller cinemas want to play mainstream blockbuster digital
cinema pictures, they must have at least 2K projectors and
playback systems that are compatible with the studio’s digital
release formats. If the exhibitors have this, then they will have
access to these films. If their main source of content is alternative, then it could be difficult for them to be able to pay for
their equipment. In fact, they may never be able to pay for the
system.
There have been European projects that have launched projection systems in order to show alternative content. But this
then leads to challenges, as these projectors generally show
subsidised work. The studios have made it clear, through the
DCI Specification, that their mainstream content will not be
shown on lower technologies.
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The American distributors have, in some European countries, up to
70% of the market.
Why is an American film released, and not a French one?
Is this not due to the distribution networks that are long established?
No, it is because the audience does not want to see them. It is
very simple: People are just not interested. We have a lot of
titles: French, Spanish, German, even American ones. Even if
you gave free admission, people would not come. Why? The
content is not interesting.
Do you think that this also related to a film’s advertising and marketing
budgets?
No. It is because the story is not interesting enough. Why did
Der Untergang (The Downfall) about Hitler work? This film
worked because the audience was interested in seeing it. It
worked in Germany, The Netherlands, Belgium, in many countries.
Then audiences really do determine a film’s success…
It is about the title and the timing. Sometimes there are stories
that are accepted more than others. If the story is, in the eyes
of the audience, not interesting enough, it doesn't work. But if it
is interesting...
Why does European cinema not have broader audiences around the
world?
This is because in Europe we have many different approaches
to life. There is a wide variety of mentalities from north to
south, even within each region. In Belgium you have differences even within small towns. In North America, you have much
of the same culture throughout, you can take a movie to Louisiana, Florida, California, etc. We in Europe don’t tend to
make movies that have cross-over to wider audiences. We do
have excellent directors all over Europe. And many good directors have left The Netherlands because they can’t make the
productions they desire. On the other hand, other directors are
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able to make films that are hits all over Europe. So it can be
done. It is not simple, though. Good movies are what an audience wants to see.
Cinema is title-based. It's a story that is told on the big screen.
The projector technology does not govern the audience’s decision to come. I won't play a film in my cinemas if I don't think
that the audience will come.
What do you see as the next steps for exhibitors in the future European digital cinema rollout?
Exhibitors will form a part of branch organisations, and these
organisations will help them to keep informed. What is important for a European exhibitor to know is that they will not be
kept out in the cold during this transition. Communication must
be continual and questions are important. It is not simple in
Europe to have strong communication among all parties. The
future will depend on getting content and keeping information
flowing.
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Could you explain briefly cinema distribution/exhibition business
models and how XDC came into being?
Digital cinema is nothing new. People have been saying for
decades that if HD projections were available, it would be possible to set up digital systems rather than film in the theatres.
Over time, digital systems gradually have provided solutions,
but only in the past few years (since 2000 perhaps) has the
price of a high definition DC106 system allowed savings in film
distribution.
In the case of a 35mm film, the 35mm projector is not expensive compared with the other exhibition costs; the film print is
what is expensive. In DC, what costs a lot is the digital equipment, because it is slightly more sophisticated than 35mm projection equipment. But in due time, there is no reason that digital projectors will cost any more than 35mm projectors, i.e.,
€30,000-€40,000.
Historically, the business model was that the cinema owner
paid for the 35mm projector, for the equipment, and the distributor paid for the copy. When the exhibitors first saw DC,
they said it was out of the question to pay more for digital
equipment so that the distributors could take advantage of
cheap digital copies. Moreover, in a transition period that
means additional equipment, because they have to keep the
35mm projector, as well as invest in DC equipment in order to
screen digital releases. It is a true challenge for all parties –
distributors and exhibitors involved.
All of the above gave rise to XDC’s idea of helping exhibitors
to acquire digital technology and pay less for it while understanding that digital copies would eventually lower the cost of
film distribution. Thus, we could also grant the distributor a
lower price for a digital copy compared to that of 35mm. What

106 Digital Cinema
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the distributors wanted immediately was not just to distribute
digital copies like 35mm copies, but to take advantage of this
technological advance to develop encryption107 systems to
protect the content and conditional access, which prevents
piracy.
What are the business models that have come into place?
In the US, a model developed in which, since the major exhibition groups did not want to equip themselves, the distributors
set up a subsidisation system to finance the equipment costs
with the help of third party investors, such as Access-IT and
Technicolor, that were willing to invest in digital. In this model,
the exhibitor pays nothing but commits himself to the 3rd party
and the latter gradually recoups its investment through something called the VPF (virtual print fee), which is paid by the
majors each time a movie is screened.
Can this US model of 3rd party financing work in Europe?
In Europe, this system appears complicated because the markets are highly fragmented and there is no single dominant
large cinema group across Europe. We have mid-sized groups
in some countries, such as UGC and Europalace in France,
UCI in Great Britain, and Kinepolis in Belgium. In addition,
there are also a great many distributors besides the majors. It
appears very complicated to get agreements with all the European distributors. Hence, the advantages of the XDC formula.
We came up with the idea of federating equipment purchasing
for the exhibitors so as to get economies of scale for them (if
we buy servers by the hundreds, we get lower prices from the
manufacturers). The XDC system also offers to handle the
transport of content directly to the digital theatres in Europe for
the distributors. Perhaps some distributors do not realise today
how complex this telecommunications service is. It is more

107 Encryption protects files against illegal use by using cryptography techniques, and aims
to ensure that decrypting the files is practically impossible without the correct key.
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than simply transporting 35mm films from point A to point B, it
also means ensuring that digital content is decoded correctly
in digital equipment using parameters given to the machines to
allow decryption or conditional access. That is no longer logistics, as in the past with 35mm film, but telecommunications,
and there are distributors that may tend to underestimate the
cost.
You could say then that your model is also about providing a service
to both exhibitors and distributors…
Yes, it’s clear, we are service providers for the distributors and
also for the cinema owners, but on different levels. For exhibitors, the idea is to help them buy digital equipment as cheaply
as possible, whereas for the distributors the idea is to ensure
that the content will come across without any black
screens108, which obviously happened in the beginning of DC
and continues to occur with 35mm film. Black screens can
occur in DC due to technical problems, crashed systems, and
so on.
Do you work with small cinema owners or mid-sized and large exhibitors?
We effectively work with all exhibitors, large and small. What
we offer is not just a purchasing union, but also a team of
qualified people that understands and knows the equipment.
XDC manufactures its own server, thereby reducing the cost of
that component even more. This also allows for extra control in
the transmission of information, as the server is a very sensitive point in the system. It is the component that receives the
files and interprets them to convert them into images.
We offer a service that can help small exhibitors to get this
equipment at lower cost and large exhibitors to invest, or
rather, to spare them the risk of investing in complex technology and take on the technological risk for them. If a large ex-

108 Interruptions in the projection, due in the past to breaks in the film.
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hibitor says, “I have to equip 100 cinemas and bank on
economies of scale”, they can do that alone, as Kinepolis
does, but in so doing, may run the risk of not choosing the
right equipment or service providers. We offer an original
rental system in which, at the end of the day, if the exhibitor is
not happy with XDC’s services, he can terminate the rental
and choose another service provider that seems better.

The CineStore Solo, a digital cinema server manufactured by XDC.

Thus, the exhibitor can get on the digital cinema wagon but
does not have to take on the same risk as if he signed a longterm contract with a third-party investor, as in the US model.
An even worse situation is if the exhibitor bought the equipment himself without knowing if in three years time the equipment’s manufacturer would still be in existence.
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What is the average term of an XDC rental contract?
Our contracts are five-year contracts but they may be terminated annually, which means that the commitment is only for
one year, whereas in the US, normally, if I’ve understood well,
the contracts with third-party investors are signed for 8 or 10
years. If the exhibitor decides to buy DC equipment himself, he
will usually have a 4-5 year leasing arrangement, but must pay
the full price of the equipment, even if he stops using it for
some reason.
Our goal is to support both major and small or specialised
cinemas109. In the US, the majors have come along with a subsidisation system that is interesting because part of the
equipment is paid for when one of their films is screened. And
yet across Europe, there are a lot of specialised cinemas that
play little material from the majors. A third-party financing system would not necessarily benefit enough from the subsidisation system to cover the cost of very expensive equipment.
How are you working with “art house” cinemas?
For the past two years we have proposed equipping specialised cinemas with cheaper, but still high definition, equipment,
to play European content. One example of this is in Sweden.110 This is an interesting example as well because the
cost of meeting the DCI specifications (of the US majors) is
such that many exhibitors will simply be shut out and thus will
109 Also known as Art House Cinemas: theatres exhibiting independent, foreign, classic,
documentary, cult and mainstream films.
110 Digitala Hus, Folkets Hus och Parke “Sweden currently has more than 50 digital cinemas, of which four have 2K projectors and the others 1.3K projectors. All the cinemas have
EVS/XDC servers. Forty of the cinemas are run by FHP, the others by independent exhibitors
and other organizations. The vast majority of the cinemas were installed between July 2005
and March 2006, through the XDC leasing initiative. Most of the cinemas are situated in small
towns and rural areas of Sweden. These cinemas have quite small venues and screens,
where the audience is experiencing a far better quality from watching films through 1.3K
projectors than through 35mm projectors in the same venues”.
See also: http://www.mediasalles.it/dgt_online/DGT_online_informer_4/gramfors_article.htm
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have to continue showing 35mm films. However, with continued rollout over time, more distributors will stop producing
35mm copies or the copies will become more rare. That
means that, ultimately, the cinemas that are not equipped for
DC will have to fold.
We think it is important that cinemas that have small screens
and show fewer American films should be able to go digital at
lower cost, especially since as a rule they are located in small
towns that generally do not receive the US films until the third
or fourth week of distribution. That is when you have to make
sure that pirate copies are not made, when encryption is important. After two or three weeks in the cinemas, the film can
be pirated simply because it will be filmed in the theatre. After
the first two or three weeks the problem of piracy is less critical
and showing the film in smaller provincial cinemas and villages
on less expensive equipment can be allowed.
In practice that already seems to be the case for certain majors’ films,
right?
I’ve often talked about that with the majors. Indeed, some majors accepted for a while that their films be shown in Swedish
cinemas. There were such cases in the past, when the DCI
specifications did not exist. Today, if the second tier or specialised cinemas that show these films in the third and fourth
weeks after their release don’t have the money to get the
equipment, how then in the future will the US films be distributed? In this scenario, 35mm films will cost Hollywood too
much – no one will be interested in making 35mm copies just
for cinemas that can’t afford digital equipment – and digital
technology will cost too much for these cinemas. It is vital that
they are not deprived of content when solutions do exist.
Is there a tendency to release DVDs very quickly after the cinema release?
There is a tendency to reduce the release date window, even
do away with the interval between the theatre and DVD reLaurent Minguet
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lease. Why aren’t the distributors doing this and why haven’t
they done it? Because they would earn less money. The principle of cinema is to release films in theatres and to create an
event. People talk about it, go see the film, and the film’s box
office success depends on word of mouth. A few weeks later
you have dinner with friends and talk about the great film that
you saw, and the friends no longer go to the cinema, since the
film is no longer playing, but buy the DVD. If the DVD were
released immediately, the friend would say, “I bought a DVD, I
saw a great DVD, but if you prefer, I’ll lend it to you,” and the
distributor would make less money. I suppose that the distributors allow a certain amount of time for the film to run its
course before releasing the DVD.
As it now stands, the DVDs come out after three months, so
there is still more than enough time for the film to come out in
major cities over the first two weeks, then in smaller towns
over the next few weeks. Digital technology changes nothing.
The only thing that changes is that as the cost of digital copies
falls, digital cinema allows for the simultaneous distribution of
films in large and small cinemas.
Why is a film shown first in the major cinemas? To save on the
cost of making 35mm copies. The 35mm film has a “first life” in
the big cities, and then goes on to the smaller village cinemas.
That pattern still holds true. Since digital copies are less expensive, it is possible to show the films in large and small
cinemas simultaneously, just as, for budgetary reasons, you
can decide to show the film in large cinemas first and then in
smaller cinemas with cheaper equipment.
What share of the European market does digital cinema have today
and what do you foresee in the years to come?
Today, digital cinema’s market share in Europe is insignificant.
Not even 300 of the 30,000 cinemas in Europe are as yet
equipped for digital cinema. A scant 1% of the cinemas in
Europe are equipped for 2K projection. There are perhaps 2%
if we count HD equipment, like the cinemas in Sweden, but the
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percentage is insignificant, and today all the market share statistics are meaningless.
As for the future, I think the general trend is that digital
equipment will become the norm fairly quickly, because it allows better image quality, more flexible scheduling, and costs
less overall. The equipment plus the digital copy together cost
less than the good old 35mm projector and its abominable
35mm print. Those savings will be the driving force for switching quickly to a technology that lets the cinema owner do
more, with better quality, less material, and less money.
Currently, many people look no farther than the investment
costs; they say digital is more expensive because the projectors cost more. The initial investment is not the only aspect to
focus on, there is also a cinema’s day-to-day operation. Let’s
say a cinema gets some 30 film copies per year. Now, if each
copy costs 1,000 euros, on average, you can quickly calculate
that a 35mm projector receives some 30,000 euros’ worth of
films, on average, a year. That is almost the price of the projector. And over 10 years, a 40,000-euro projector is going to
run 300,000 euros worth of films.
So, the cost of 35mm film distribution lies not with the projector, but with the copies. In contrast, digital copies are very inexpensive. That is why in digital, with a slightly more expensive projector that can play an intangible amount of copies,
distribution costs can be cut drastically…
That's logical. And since you increase programming flexibility, it
should also be possible to increase cinema attendance, because with
digital projections a cinema will be able to switch immediately from a
flop to a hit, or to continue screening a film that is doing well and even
show it on more than one screen...
Yes, I think so. And another area to think about is labour costs.
Since the cost of labour in Europe is very high, if less human
labour is involved in projecting films, as there is not the process of rewinding and changing film reels, operating costs
should come down, allowing an exhibitor to make a greater
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profit. Some people will say that this means the end of projectionists, but in that case projectionists will do another, more
intelligent, job instead of feeding 35mm reels into projectors.
This also allows gives those small cinemas owners a chance
to stay in business. Many are tending to disappear in the face
of competition from the multiplexes.
And can we say that such flexibility will also give smaller European
films an opportunity for wider distribution? Many are not able to afford
more than 100 release prints at a time, thus have less time in the theatres and therefore less of a change to make and impact at the box office…
I’m convinced of that. If I take the example of Thierry Michel’s
film Congo River, the copies cost him some 2300 euros, because he made only five copies. That’s an extravagant price
for small-budget European films with very small distribution
circuits. Digital enables them to cut prices sharply and they will
be able to make digital copies more easily. Still, that is not going to change things enormously, it is going to reduce distribution budgets for small-audience films, but the bulk of the distributor’s costs come from marketing, which will not change.
Digital means that trailers will be less expensive, too, so the
films will be announced in the cinemas at lower cost, but that
won’t change the current model much.
How does digital cinema impact Film Rights management or droits
d’auteurs, which is much more complex than copyright in the U.S.?
The management of everyone’s rights111 should be facilitated,
because digital enables the exhibitor and distributor to know
where and when the film is played, allowing for things to be
tracked easier. Traceability is improved with digital cinema; it
is easy to track the content’s management.
How does this take place? Via the server that sends out the content to
the projector?

111 “Digital Rights Management” or DRM in the DC world – editor’s note.
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Yes, exactly. When a film is played on a server, in an open
system the server can say, “I’ve played that film,” whereas in
the case of 35mm film you don’t have that possibility.
Digital cinema copies (under the DCI Specs) are designed to
hold up to 16 tracks of audio. This opens up possibilities for
multilingual versions of the same copy. Thus a theatre could
show a Flemish version in one screening, French in the next,
and back to Dutch again.
When you imagine a low-budget film – say a million euros –
that wants to be distributed in lots of EU countries, currently
the producer has to make a hundred 35mm copies to have
four or five copies for each country, so 100 copies at 2000
euros each gives 200,000 euros, which is not negligible compared with the film’s budget. With DC you can effectively make
ten or twenty digital versions, which will already cost less than
their 35mm counterparts, and make them in different languages to boot (it’s the same technique as for DVDs), and you
can distribute the film country by country with a smaller budget
than for 35mm film. In the latter case, if you have a version
with Danish subtitles, it will be good for the Danish market
only.
There’s also more flexibility in distributing the language versions to
cope with variations in demand, to switch from market to market without the constraints of physical reels…
Exactly. One of the great advantages of digital films for Europe
– for the United States, that is less important – is the ease with
which you can play around with subtitled and dubbed versions,
because you can even have the dubbed and subtitled versions
on the same physical medium.
Speaking of markets and Europe, XDC’s business model appears to be
well suited to the European market. Is there a lot of competition? For
the moment, XDC seems to be a market leader, but will this business
model stay the course in the face of large multinational companies?
Today there is the XDC model, which is clearly presented. I do
not as yet know of any business model advanced by a comLaurent Minguet
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petitor. What I do know is that the majors – I see the model in
the US, but for the time being the majors are willing, to a
lesser extent, to subsidise cinemas in Europe. That’s very
good, very determined on their part, but the question is how to
equip all the European cinemas? Not only the theatres belonging to the large groups that show exclusively US content
and thus are entitled to the subsidies, but also the others that
play some US content and therefore will not have such access
to the subsidies.
Currently XDC must have 70-80% of the 2K cinemas in
Europe, but once again that is 80% of the 1% we mentioned
earlier. Kinepolis has decided to outfit its 130 cinemas itself,
and I think it will have finished this in a little more than a year.
In any event, we are happy if the cinemas go digital, whether
the exhibitor rents the equipment from XDC or buys the
equipment himself, for even if the exhibitor does not get the
service from us, but “serves himself”, it enables us to offer the
distributor the telecommunications service, i.e., to transmit the
content of his films from our server to his premises. The fact
that the cinemas were digitised by XDC or the exhibitor himself
is irrelevant. What is important is that we can provide the distributor with the proper transmission of digital content to the
cinemas. We are currently the only company with a team of
dozens of people and years of experience and everything is
running smoothly. Technicolor has announced its intention to
provide an equivalent service from Paris, but so far Technicolor has no one in Paris. I don’t know what will happen in the
future.
Once cinemas are equipped for DC, will they then be able to shop
about among the various service providers, including XDC?
Yes, that is probably what will happen, just as today there are
various mobile telephone networks and users can choose the
telecom company that offers them the best system for their
mobile phones.
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That brings us to another subject, that of alternative live content112 and
3D in cinemas. It has become possible, thanks to digital technology, to
transmit live content and show a breathtaking digital 3D. How can this
impact theatres?
I personally am rather reactionary and conventional; my primary aim is to have digital technology let people see more
films in the cinemas with better quality and a more varied supply. If we manage to do that, that will already be wonderful.
Now, it is true that digital technology lets you transmit live
events, concerts, football matches, and to play movies in three
dimensions. DC takes you to the outer reaches.
We can accompany the exhibitor technologically, but it is up to
the exhibitors to decide if they wants to fill their cinemas by
showing Robbie Williams concerts or football matches or to
hand out 3D glasses to let people watch films in 3D. We
mustn’t force a new business model for running cinemas on
them. It is up to the exhibitor and distributor to decide what to
show in the cinemas.
In my opinion, everyone wants to make more money. If an
exhibitor is convinced that he’ll make more money by showing
boxing matches, he’ll do so. However, all this is very new, so I
think that the exhibitors will experiment and if the outcomes
are positive, they’ll go with them. I’m very cautious about sociological trends: Will audiences go to cinemas to watch boxing or football matches, or will they continue to watch them on
the telly at home or in cafés, or will they go to the boxing rings
and stadiums? I have no idea, and the exhibitors don’t know,
either.
What about 3D?
All the exhibitors are interested in trying 3D, because they
think that they’ll attract more viewers. Now, 3D projections are
112 Alternative content: According to the EDCF Digital cinema guide for early adopters, it
can be described as anything from reasonably high-budget independent productions to a DV
movie or even live transmission of, for example, a football match.
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more expensive, you have all the logistics, you have to provide
the 3D viewers and recover them at the exit, and so on. There
is a balance to strike: Does the extra cost of showing a film in
3D – first of all the additional production costs, for 3D films are
more expensive to make than 2D films – will the additional
investment pay off? That is where experiments must be conducted. Personally, I’m sceptical about whether 50% of the
films will be in 3D ten years from now, but once again, I don’t
have a crystal ball. Perhaps that is what the future will be like:
We’ll go to the cinema to see 3D films and 2D films will be like
the black-and-white films of the 1950s.
What kind of time scale do you see for a true digital cinema rollout in
Europe? Are we coming round the bend, is it going to happen in 20062007?
I think that the estimates were ten years for a rapid transition
and twenty years for a slow transition. That is what was said in
2000. Apparently we’re now looking at a 15 year time frame.
The big difference with regard to five years ago is that the
equipment was extremely expensive. Today the prices, the
investment costs have been halved. There are also formulae
that enable the exhibitors not to invest directly but to have a
company such as XDC invest in their stead.
Today distributors are increasingly convinced that digital offers
better quality content, more beautiful pictures, and Georges
Lucas is not the only one saying that. The image is also more
flexible and better protected. Digital images have many more
advantages than 35mm film, the colours are the same in all
the cinemas, etc., and it is cheaper.
In the past few months, conditions have become such that DC
should tip the scales quickly and many cinemas will go digital.
It is a matter of the chicken and the egg: If 5 or 10 percent of
the cinemas go digital, the rest should follow suit. The big difficulty today for DC is to reach this threshold of 5-10 percent of
the cinemas in a country, after which the rest will follow suit.
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When I say “country”, I’m talking about the distributor’s territory, of course.
What is hobbling the transition to digital equipment? Is it a matter of
attitude or money?
It’s the old story of the chicken and the egg. A distributor will
not distribute a digital copy of a film unless he is convinced
that there are enough cinemas to show the film, and the exhibitors will not get digital equipment unless they are convinced that the distributors will distribute enough digital copies
to make it worth their while. Still, the problem is gradually disappearing.
Kinepolis has said that it will have equipped all of its cinemas
in about a year because it is convinced that the distributors will
release all the films in digital versions once its cinemas are
equipped for them. Until now we often had cases where there
were only ten cinemas equipped for a digital film and the question was whether to release digital versions for just those ten
cinemas, which was complicated, and since things were already behind schedule it was decided to hold off and wait for
the market to mature.
At XDC, we have already digitised some 200 films, an average
of 100 a year, of the 500-600 films shown each year in
Europe, so the number of digital films is rising. Moreover, in
XDC’s strategy, the fact that we are partners at Cannes and at
Locarno in particular enables us to digitise films before they
are shown in the cinemas, so the content is ready to be distributed as soon as a European distributor wants to do so.
You can state the chicken-and-the-egg problem as follows:
First the exhibitors must be equipped, and then the distributors
will distribute digital films. That is why XDC does a lot of marketing to convince the exhibitors, distributors, and producers,
and even viewers of the merits of digital content, that it is not
simply a fashion, and that the faster we switch to DC, the better things will be for everyone.
Laurent Minguet
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What is the state of European cinema exhibition today?
In the last 10 years, in the 15 countries that formed the European Union up to 2004, there has been an overall increase in
admissions. In all, admissions have increased by about 50%
for these countries, rising from around 600 to 900 million. If
you want more detailed information and percentages, you can
have a look at the European Cinema Yearbook113.
This increase does not concern all countries to the same extent. There are varying levels of growth. There is also a difference in the number of tickets sold per capita. There are countries such as Ireland, France, and Spain, that are above the
European average per capita frequency, which is around two
and a half tickets per year. Then there are the countries that
are below the European average, for example, Germany, Italy,
and the Netherlands. It should also be remembered that the
number of tickets sold, and consequently the per capita frequency, may vary greatly from year to year. The penetration
impact of domestic films is also subject to great variations.
There are countries in Europe where the market share of domestic movies is quite substantial. This is the case mainly of
France and also of Italy and Denmark to a certain extent.
There are countries like Germany where the market share of
domestic production can change substantially according to the
year. In the case of countries with weak domestic production,
the market share of domestic movies is usually quite low.
However, it can be noticed almost everywhere that the presence of domestic films with wide appeal has a highly positive
influence on the overall trends in cinema-going. In fact, you
can have a better year when there is a very successful domestic movie. Just one movie can make the difference. This
also happens in the case of non-domestic European films.
There are certain years when two or three big pan-European
successes can make the difference almost everywhere. This
113 The MediaSalles yearbook is available here: http://www.mediasalles.it/whiteb.htm.
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was the case of the 1997 film La Vita è bella (Life Is Beautiful),
which was circulated internationally in 1998. There are times
when two or three of those very important movies can influence the market share in several countries. There are also
countries that have higher percentages of non-domestic European movies due to their specific linguistic situation. Statistics
in Belgium show that they continuously have a high market
share of non-domestic European cinema. Since French is
spoken in part of Belgium, French movies are considered foreign movies in terms of statistics but they play the role of domestic movies there.
Outside the European Union, in Switzerland, there is a similar
situation. In fact, French films are perceived as domestic movies by the French-speaking population; the same goes for Italian films in the Italian-speaking part of the country and German movies in the German-speaking areas.
Do you feel that language and cultural identity have importance in
cinema?
As we have just seen, language is very important to convey a
sense of familiarity or, instead, of foreignness. Cultural and
historical links within a specific country can play a very important part in the success of a film on any type of market, as
proven by the cases of Names in Marble and The Downfall.
The former was very successful in Estonia, the latter in Germany; but The Downfall succeeded in becoming a true international success. In Norway in 2001, there was a movie, Kool
and Krazy, that didn't travel much abroad but was able to draw
even the older generations into Norwegian cinemas.
This was because this film said something about Norwegians’
lives in a very convincing way. It was a tremendous success.
This shows that movies that speak the same language as the
people and touch something that is part of their culture are
very successful, even if they are not broader European successes.
Elisabetta Brunella
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What are the market shares for films in Europe?
On average, the market share of U.S. movies in Western
Europe is about 70-78%. This number can vary quite a lot,
according to the country, year, and especially the success of
domestic and European movies. Sometimes a small number of
well-known European or domestic hits (or even just one) can
change the situation. Unfortunately, irregularity in product flow
is one of the main problems concerning European films. In
fact, it's not possible to count on a regular flow of European
movies that have a certain degree of success or reach more
than just one market. In a particular year several European
movies may be successful internationally, whilst the following
year it may prove impossible to repeat this situation.
Does this situation stem from the fact that, in general, European films
are not formula-driven for European countries?
We could say that each European film is unique, so it is more
difficult to build on the success of a particular movie. Nobody
can be 100% certain of the success of a movie. If there were a
long-term strategy that took into consideration the different
needs and expectations of the public, this could be of use.
Every year the U.S. studios offer comedies, thrillers, and
something for families and children; they tend to offer a range
of products that are attractive to different types of audiences.
Unfortunately, this is not the case in the European cinema industry. The challenge is to offer a regular flow of products catering to different needs and expectations. In my opinion, it is
incorrect to say that Europeans don't want to see European
films. This is not true. Europeans are definitely ready to see
movies like La Vita è bella. The problem is that there should
be an equivalent to it every year.
But does not another piece of this “puzzle” have to do with European
cinema marketing, distribution, and exhibition?
European distribution and marketing are also two areas where
more development is needed. If you look at the number of
prints of European and domestic films, you realise that they
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cover only certain cinemas. Thus, they cannot actually achieve
broad distribution. Another challenge has to do with marketing
budgets. Although it's very difficult to get precise information
about marketing budgets, if you look at the figures of the average marketing costs of Hollywood’s new feature films (source
MPAA: US$34-35 million in 2004), you see immediately that
the difference between them and European budgets is enormous. Additionally, the Hollywood majors count on a well-articulated distribution network, whilst European cinema does
not. This makes it very, very difficult to compete.
Could the potential rollout of digital cinema change this picture?
Technology by itself doesn't change these factors. It can offer
a chance, but this alone cannot be considered the solution.
With digital cinema, the distributor will be able to cut distribution costs and the benefit of these reductions could go in different directions. One direction could be to allow films that already have a lot of prints circulating through traditional distribution to be distributed even more aggressively and at a lower
cost. This would clearly move in the opposite direction to a
variety of range in programming.
The other hypothesis is that digital technology may allow films
that would only come out with a few analogue prints to reach
many more screens. For example, the Danish film Italian for
Beginners was distributed in Germany on 19 screens in 2002.
The average per screen was about 10,000 admissions, which
is quite high. But probably a distribution with a higher number
of prints could have boosted total admissions even higher. In
cases like this, digital technology would make it possible to
respond more quickly and with lower costs to the increase in
demand by audiences. In fact Italian for Beginners was more
successful than the distributor had forecast. It would have
been possible in a case like this to increase the number of
releases after seeing that the movie was better received than
expected.
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In my opinion, digital distribution and exhibition offer real possibilities for varying the offer to the public, but this is not something automatic. There must be a strategy behind this, a transition enabling this. Otherwise, I'm afraid that the new technology could benefit those who already control the market. Digital
cinema should result in better film distribution and not in the
limitation of the types of content that make it to the screens.
Faced with the prospect of digital distribution, exhibitors are
asking some key questions: If the distributors are going to
save a lot of money, why should the exhibitors cover the cost
of much more expensive equipment? Another area that is also
important to address is that of quality. Can exhibitors engage
in a transition if they’re not sure that the quality offered to their
patrons will be better than the quality they offer now? Is digital
projection making piracy easier or more difficult? Then there is
market access. Is this technology going to help exhibitors become less dependent on traditional distribution networks? In
my opinion, this question is crucial for European cinema if it is
to benefit from this new technology. I believe that it would be
much more beneficial to cinema-going in general if there were
more competition and choice among products as well as
among the product suppliers.
In a market where there is a limited number of players in the
field of distribution, even though the practice of block booking
is not allowed, it may prove difficult in practical terms for an
exhibitor to refuse to programme a film that is not particularly
promising if this is part of the offer from a distributor who also
offers titles with wide appeal. In other words, in a market
where there are many cinemas and not so many distributors, it
is clear that an exhibitor who has to deal with five or six distributors cannot “quarrel” too much with them. In the cinema
market, which is very product-dependent and where the number of suppliers is small, the exhibitor’s bargaining power is
sometimes quite limited. That’s why some exhibitors are exploring the possibilities of adding alternative content to movies.
This could be a way both of offering more variety of choice to
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spectators and of gaining more bargaining power with distributors. This is a little far away, but, for example, there are
those who can imagine a situation where the exhibitor would
be able to tell the distributors that he may decide to present
some programmes of soccer championships instead of showing a bad movie or something else. This is just an example to
show that exhibitors are thinking about the new technology
and future distribution possibilities.
Another crucial issue for the development of digital screening
concerns standards and equipment specifications, security,
and other issues, such as high image quality. These areas are
sensitive in the exhibition sector. On the one hand, it is obvious that high levels of quality and security are essential for
making certain that digital screening represents an improvement on analogical screening. On the other hand, it is feared
that these standards may be instrumental in maintaining the
present market leaders’ control over screen access. It is also
very risky to approve of European cinema being delivered at
lower quality than Hollywood movies.
The above issues are open questions. In my opinion technology alone doesn't solve problems that are not only of a technical nature. The participation of the many different parties
involved will be very important in coming years.
It is also important for the European Community to reflect on
what cinema means to society. Does it bring citizens freedom
of information and access to various sources and ways of expression? Is cinema simply entertainment, or is it also a part of
culture? Is profit the only criterion to adopt in the cinema industry? And when we talk about the market, are we sure that
in a situation where a limited number of competitors have
gained a much stronger position than others, there is room for
real variety in the supply? Clearly, questions of cultural and
social relevance also come into play.
Could digital cinema technologies change the way cinemas - large and
small - are used?
Elisabetta Brunella
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Theoretically, yes. With digital technology, any cinema could
potentially show many different types of content. A theatre
could, for instance, feature music events and educational programmes. If a cinema has a wider variety of material, this
could possibly allow for longer working hours. The role of the
cinema in smaller communities, too, could become different.
People might go to the cinema more in the morning – for example, for educational initiatives such as distance learning on
university courses – and, if the cinema thus extended its opening hours, they could then drop in to buy a sandwich. If other
content that was not the standard one and a half hours, but,
for example 40 minutes, long were available, this could be
combined with a quick lunch.
The goal of MEDIA Salles is to help inform exhibitors and train
them for the new technologies, their potential and relevant
issues. One of these ideas is to explore how digital technology
can enrich a cinema’s programming. This can have a social
significance as well as a commercial one for cinema owners. If
ways of keeping cinemas open longer and expanding programming and content models were possible, this would be
very interesting.
Could this mean a kind of regeneration for cinemas?
Yes, it could contribute to regeneration, especially in dealing
with a scenario where the individual consumption of songs and
images is constantly on the increase. But it is just as clear that
people will always be willing to share experiences with other
people. Therefore, the new technologies must also serve
those who prefer going to an actual physical place, because it
will give them the possibility of sharing their feelings and emotions with other people. Nothing can replace the communal
experience of going to the cinema.
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What is the difference between D-cinema and E-cinema?
D-cinema is the highest quality of presentation possible. A
very strong point that was made in the ITU114 was not to confuse this name with E-cinema but instead to keep a distinction
between quality levels; D-cinema being the highest quality, Ecinema could be anything else. D-cinema is that which is better than 35mm film. As we speak, there's only one projection
technology that is at the D-Cinema level, which is Texas Instruments´ 2K DLP-Cinema technology. This is the only projection technology that has received unanimous studio backing
and has been proven on a wide scale in theatres. It is the acceptance of at least one projection technology that allows us to
talk about digital cinema. If an acceptable technology did not
exist, we wouldn't be having this discussion.
Sony is also introducing a 4K projector, but as we speak, they
are still working to demonstrate that it is at the D-cinema quality level. JVC has also demonstrated a 4K technology, which is
very compelling, but it is not available on the market. I expect
other projection technologies will come along with time.
What's the current state of cinema in the United States?
The numbers show that ticket sales are down [2005]. This is
viewed by people inside the business as being related to
product. This is a cyclical problem, with the industry producing
significant blockbusters one year and none the next. It's not
related to a structural problem, although I do believe there is
concern regarding one structural problem, namely, release
date windows. If studios are looking to maximise revenue, then
they have a couple of areas to optimise. A prime area is the
advertising dollars that are spent on both first release and the
consumer DVD release. The shorter the window between first

114 ITU: The International Telecommunication Union (ITU; French: Union internationale des
télécommunications) is an international organization established to standardise and regulate
international radio and telecommunications.
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film release and DVD release, the more impact those advertising dollars spent on first release have on the second release.
This leads to the question, “What is the impact of shortening
the release windows?” First, let’s be sure we understand what
is meant by release. The movie industry makes money by releasing the same motion picture into multiple markets at staggered times. The staggered times are the release windows.
The concern is that in the studios’ push to maximise the impact of advertising dollars, they will shrink the release windows
to a point where they will damage audience attendance patterns. If audiences begin to expect that the DVD release will
be out at or only just after the motion picture release – and
not six months after like it once was – then for certain movies,
we would expect the audience to wait for the DVD release.
The big impact at the extreme is that mediocre films become
less interesting in their film release, and the cinema becomes
an interesting entertainment vehicle only for major blockbuster
releases. Creation of a shift in audience behaviour underlines
the concern over shrinking release windows. This could become a behavioural shift that is difficult to reverse.
How do you think digital cinema could revitalise people going to the
cinema?
The big challenge for digital cinema is that it has not yet demonstrated that it will increase attendance. The cinema owner
can replace their 35mm system, which was perfectly fine for
displaying a movie to an audience, with a digital system, which
will also be perfectly fine for displaying a movie to the audience. There is no marketable benefit to the audience.
While trained eyes will notice a difference, the general audience doesn't see it. To add to the complication, the digital system costs several times that of 35mm systems, and will have
shorter lifetimes than 35mm systems, which can last well over
15 years. This makes digital cinema a very expensive move.
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From the very early days of digital cinema, the first comment
that exhibitors received about the quality of the experience had
to do with sound. The audience was no longer listening to
compressed sound, and could hear the difference. Interestingly, while the audience commented on improved sound, they
didn’t notice an improvement in picture quality. Having said
that, people who see digital cinema a lot will pick up that a
presentation is film-based due to the jump and weave of the
projector. It depends on what you get accustomed to. Over
time you get accustomed to a certain level of quality.
The quality difference between 35mm and digital cinema images is not dramatic enough to walk in front of it and go,
“Wow!” However, if you get used to digital over time and you
go back and look at 35mm, you will notice something different.
But because there is no “wow” factor to the comparisons between 35mm and digital cinema, there's never been a marketable added value to digital projection. Many manufacturers are
frustrated because they want to roll out digital cinema, but they
have no value to bring to the marketplace.
The one area that came to my attention about two years ago
that could be important for digital cinema – something that is
actually different – is 3D. Through In-Three Inc., a company
that excels in the business of converting 2D films to 3D, I became aware of the true potential of 3D and digital projection.
Here was an opportunity for a single digital cinema projector to
do something different from that possible with a 35mm projector. This doesn’t apply only to In-Three’s conversion process, it
applies to all 3D capture techniques. Digital projection has the
ability to project high quality 3D stereoscopic images in a
manner not possible with 35mm projectors.
It is effective enough that Peter Jackson encouraged In-Three
to put together a 3D presentation at ShoWest this year (2005).
I joined them in a visit with Rick McCallum115, who was also

115 Rick McCallum : See page 138
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enthusiastic about 3D and really wanted the event to happen.
And so we worked hard and got the ShoWest event rolling. It
took much more work than getting a projector – we needed
1000 3D shutter glasses, which didn’t exist at the time.
The ShoWest event was the turning point for digital 3D projection. George Lucas, James Cameron, Robert Zemeckis,
Robert Rodriguez, and Randal Kleiser held a press conference
following the demonstration, each giving their support to the
new format. Exhibitors understood the potential, too. Now digital cinema had a purpose. It could bring something new to the
cinema. Equally significant at the ShoWest presentation was
the public introduction of In-Three’s process. Their 3D converted clip of the opening reel of Star Wars Episode IV has
received much acclaim. But what pulled me into their process
is that their 3D images do not give me eyestrain. Processes
like this will make 2 hour 3D movies viewable for audiences of
all ages.
3D has a long history in cinema of “here today and gone tomorrow”. This time, with the significant backing it appears to
have from content producers, it could be around for a while.
3D is definitely not for every movie. But as a creative tool, it
adds value to the digital cinema proposition.
Do you see any opportunities for other alternative content to be exhibited and distributed through digital cinema?
Distribution barriers from both a technical viewpoint, and to a
lesser extent, an economic viewpoint, are lowered with this
medium. The big barrier that still exists is marketing. Distribution costs could be divided as 9/10 marketing and 1/10 physical delivery cost. With digital distribution, we can significantly
reduce the physical delivery cost, but the marketing cost still
dominates. This goes back to the earlier point. Because the
marketing costs are high, the studios would like first-release
marketing to benefit the DVD release as well. Marketing remains the barrier for non-Hollywood films in the U.S.
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I am speaking about the marketing cost for big blockbuster
movies. For the independent content that's distributed today,
not much is spent on marketing. March of the Penguins116 is a
recent exception, where an independent film became popular
through word of mouth and eventually was released in major
markets. Electronic distribution, though, should benefit the art
houses. In fact, it could bring an opportunity to art houses that
doesn’t exist today, by making it cost effective to distribute
additional titles. Landmark Theatres in the U.S. is pursuing
digital presentation for this reason.
We already discussed the potential of digital 3D projection. It
can bring a different perspective and new experience to the
cinema, but will not be for every movie.
How could digital cinema affect the smaller theatres and art houses?
I think it could bring about some opportunities for them, but the
challenges are two ways here. When I was working with the
UK Film Council on specifications for their digital screen network, what surprised me was that the most technically challenging situation that we had to address was the art house
venues. I had not expected that from my earlier work. A lot of
art houses – not as much here in the U.S., but elsewhere in
the world – will show different films every day.
They will have different presentations every day on the same
screen. System-wise, this can be challenging. It actually leads
to a more expensive system for them. The daily operations
they undergo today with film are going to be more challenging
in digital, at least with today’s systems. By this, I mean that the
system that works well in the 10-plex multiplex down the street
is not the system that art houses need. They need a more capable system as they need to be able to deal with quick
changes and a lot of simultaneous file loading during presentations. They also need a lot more storage.

116 English title of the original French movie La marche de l’empereur.
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This adds to the economic challenge. While the promise of
electronic distribution should make more product available to
the art house, the systems they will need will likely be more
expensive than for a multiplex.
The future of this could go a completely different way. The
independents could say, “I don't need high grade digital cinema. I can get away with a projector that costs half as much. I
can use Microsoft Windows® Media and play a movie.” That
has been done. The filmmaker could produce that with their
office desktop computer and distribute it right over the Internet.
It will take time to see how this all develops. Independent and
art houses may just choose – in some cases – to go their own
way.
What do you think will happen to the “pioneers” who have invested in
digital screens?
When I first met with the UK Film Council, my advice to them
was, “Whatever you do today is going to be different tomorrow.
We need to mitigate risk if you’re going to move forward
quickly.” They were very concerned. What we proposed to
them was the concept of specifying an upgrade path and including that cost up front. What you install on day one is not
what you're going to end up with three or four years down the
road, but you negotiate and pay for it on day one. It’s an insurance policy. This was a publicly funded project and insurance
was part of what they were paying for with public funds.
If there are people going in today and putting in systems that
are not upgradeable, or they are not building upgrades into the
deal, they are not paying attention, and they will lose their
money. We tried to set the example with UK Film Council
about how to do business. They and others must expect that
the studios – at some point – are going to say, “We don't want
to deliver our movie to your system because it does not meet
our specs.” That scenario may be a few years away, but it’s
real.
How many DCI compliant systems are there in the world today?
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I have the statistics: zero! There is nothing, there's not a piece
of equipment in the world today [2005] that is DCI compliant. I
don't expect to see a piece of equipment that gets close to
being fully DCI compliant for another year or year and a half.
That is my personal expectation. I think we will see JPEG2000
compression in between that time. We will see MXF packaging
get widely implemented. I believe we will see a lot of the distribution requirements of the DCI spec get implemented. I don't
believe we'll see the security side implemented probably for
almost two years due to the expense it's going to take for
manufacturers to do this. The certification process is also not
in place. There is no single entity that speaks for the industry
that can say, “You're okay” or “You're not okay.” Certification is
a huge issue, not only for the manufacturer, but for the exhibitor, too. A solid certification process will boost the confidence
of those who invest in this marketplace.
What do you see as the next steps toward standardisation?
One-half of the DCI spec looks at how content is to be distributed in a single-inventory manner. This is where the studios
say, “This is what we’re going to release” in terms of packaging, compression, encryption, colour space, etc. This is a very
significant statement. SMPTE has been working on the issue
of single-inventory content for some years, because that's
where the most mature thinking is. I think that this portion of
the DCI spec will move forward with little change.
The security section of the DCI spec will probably get massaged over time because it's never been tested. The way it is
described currently is a little obtuse and complex. Once the
certification process is in place – if there is a certification process – much more will be known. However, we must remember
that standards are always voluntary. Without a certification
process, there will not be a uniform way to enforce the standards.
On the exhibition side, there are still many challenges. DCI
focused on issues that concern studios, and did not address
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all of the issues that concern exhibitors. I expect NATO (National Association of Theatre Owners) to introduce a systems
requirements document to fill in the gaps left by DCI, hopefully
by the end of this year.
What are some models for digital cinema system certification?
The model that I'm looking at and we will be proposing at IBC
and with NATO is The Open Group model. Certification requires a certain legal “umbrella”. It can be expensive to set up
and maintain that umbrella. Consumer product groups do this,
such as the DVD-Forum, where product volumes and market
size are huge. But the cinema industry does not have large
product volume and isn’t a huge market, so it can’t afford to do
this on its own.
I’ve been looking at an organisation called The Open Group.
They are best known as the owners and certification managers
of the trademark for UNIX. They are now taking their certification management process into other industries. I first became
aware of The Open Group through an exhibitor CEO whose
company also owns a hotel chain. They were experiencing
interoperability issues among the various system providers for
their hotels. They joined with other hotel owners and put together a new set of certification steps through The Open
Group organisation. Their success led to their endorsement of
the process.
The Open Group meets basic requirements. They are an international organisation. They have a tested legal infrastructure. Through them, we can have a body where exhibitors,
manufacturers, and studios are represented. The most important part of creating a certification body is to instil a process
that allows the certification spec to grow and change. No one
ever gets it right the first time: things always change, new
situations also develop, and new technologies come along.
Something causes somebody to think of something, or a situation happens that forces someone else to think things through
differently. This isn’t a one-time effort. However we go about
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this, we need to create an interop and certification process that
is business-friendly and can last a long time.
And this process would be an international?
It would be an international process. It would be a mistake to
do it otherwise.
Digital cinema distribution will change the relationships between distributors and exhibitors. What can happen to the common business
practices regarding rights management and security issues? Encryption, security must be tight, and exhibitors must also have flexibility.
What are some key factors of how these practices can continue?
This is an important area. There is always potential for changing business relationships through the technology. A lot of
work went into this to make sure that the technology does not
drive the business. Business must drive how technology is
applied. Business relationships are not something you can
automate. We had people try and say, “Here's a copy of a
rental agreement. We can implement this in digital rights management.”
These people were familiar with new technology, but they
didn’t understand the existing business model. At the core, no
one can predict box office for a motion picture release. Because of this, all up-front agreements, including rental fees
and the screen the movie will play on, are flexible.
This is a mature process – it is highly dependent upon the exhibitor-distributor relationship. Exhibitors have no desire to
implement and manage contracts electronically.
Having said this, there is no such thing as an absolutely transparent transition between the way business will be handled in
a digital world and the way business is handled in the film
world. We've done a very good job of keeping it as close to
transparent as we could. Effectively, if everybody wants the
transition to be transparent, it will be.
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Audio is half of cinema. What is occurring right now with digital cinema audio? What do you see for the future?
The 5.1 format will continue. It will be considered the minimum
for digital cinema. Today, the minimum sound format with film
is two-channel audio. You can matrix decode those two channels into four channels, but you need to jump to digital to get
full, discrete, 5.1 audio. The channel count capability in the
digital cinema distribution package is 16. We have not described a 16-channel format as of yet. We basically have the
5.1 format, and then the extensions thereof, where there can
be extra channels such as an EX surround channel, or a
“voice of God” channel that could be above the audience, or
assistive listening channels.
Most people expect that we'll stay within eight channels for
some time. What is driving all this is the home cinema market,
where there’s a strong desire on the production end to pay for
one mix that fits all distribution formats. Of course, there will
always be the adventurous blockbuster director who wants to
go for more. So we have 16 channels available in the distribution format.
What would you like to see for digital cinema installations this year?
We will see some increases in numbers [2005]. Dolby will be
placing somewhere between 50 and 100 new systems, all 3D
capable, into the U.S. by the end of this year. There'll be new
installations in Europe, through the UK Film Council and other
efforts. There are certain forces in this marketplace that will
keep things at a slower pace, so it won't take off radically. In
part, this is due to the fact that we’ve not had an adequate pilot
run to really test the equipment and services.
We don't have strongly competitive service providers in the
business yet. Technicolor provides most of the digital content
distribution today. Deluxe will enter the digital distribution market soon. Technicolor and Deluxe operate neck-and-neck in
the film world, and we need similar competition in the digital
world. We need to know that keys can be widely distributed in
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a timely manner and that security systems are not causing
dark screens. In general, we need to be confident that digital
cinema will have a positive impact on box office, not a negative one.
We are only beginning to head to where, as Julian Levin likes
to call it, “our science experiment” is actually beginning a
transformation. Instead of a science experiment, digital cinema
will start to become a real business. But we have a long way to
go.
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117 Comité des Industries Cinématographiques et Audiovisuelles de l´Union Européenne et
de l´Europe Extra Communautaire.
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How is SECIES organised and what are its objectives?
SECIES118 is the Spanish Association of Cinema Exhibition,
which recently changed its by-laws to become a national federation. Members will no longer be single companies but
rather associations representing the various Spanish territories
and autonomous regions. We will be present in all of the Spanish state’s autonomous regions. Our objective is to defend our
members and the sector’s interests.
I have read some statistics that say that the percentage of European
cinema in Spain is approximately 30% of the total market, and that
within this percentage, Spain has very little of its own film distribution.
Yes, the numbers you have quoted are approximate. Indeed,
around 70% of the movies are American; but the other 30%
are not European. In some cases, European cinema makes up
the 30%, but it is usually about 25%. This last small percentage corresponds to Asian, Latin American, and Middle
Eastern films.
Within Spain, the highest distribution percentage Spanish cinema has ever reached is 18%. It varies between 12 and a
maximum of 18%. Last year it was 14%. We can say that
Spanish audiences have a very relative acceptance of Spanish
cinema.
And if you compared these percentages to the past?
For the past five years, a relatively stable percentage of movies – around 70% – has come from American studios. It sometimes goes over that percentage a bit but seldom drops below
it. The European average for American cinema is a little higher
in the Scandinavian countries and Holland, where the percentage is often as much as 80%.

118 Sociedad de Empresarios de Cinema De España, The Spanish Association of Cinema
Owners.
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In Spain’s cinematographic heyday, up to 600 million tickets
were sold in the country per year. Last year, 140 million were
sold, but 10 years ago we were as low as 70 million. This reflects the way that circumstances and social habits change.
What are some of the historical circumstances and consumer social
habits that have changed over time?
After World War II, which Spain felt indirectly as it struggled
with its own Civil War, the European middle class did not have
a lot of money to invest in leisure. At that time, the cinema was
the most common form of leisure. People would spend their
small amount of money, and their few free hours, which was
usually on a Sunday, at the movies watching new releases or
double features. Europe and the U.S. went through a very
similar situation. While recovering from the effects of the war,
the countries’ middle classes became wealthier and could
spend their money on a wider variety of things. Their new purchasing power enabled other forms of leisure under different
circumstances and thus cinema attendance levels dropped.
The younger generations were the ones who continued to remain faithful to cinema. This caused a considerable change in
Hollywood, which was the principal cinema producer. They
started making movies for young people. The great filmmakers, those who inspired the next generation of filmmakers
and to whom my generation was able to relate, have disappeared. Today we have only storytellers, creators of comic
strips.
In the present situation, today’s young people have more
spending power and choices for leisure activities, so the cinemas are losing audiences at a fast rate. In parallel, a series of
sociological factors generated by that wealth and which in
some cases are related to criminal activity have emerged.
Young people have their own computers in their rooms, for
instance, and therefore have access to a series of leisure activities that are alternatives to cinema. And then there’s the
crime of piracy, of uploading new movies on the Internet.
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Thus, most movies produced today become ordinary. Every
once in a while an extraordinary film is made, but then the ordinary and the extraordinary films are pirated and become accessible to the whole world through Internet. Meanwhile, many
young people are not aware that they are committing a crime
when they download a movie that is an author’s property. If a
movie is ordinary, they will have already seen it. If a movie
contains something special, spectacular sets, special effects,
script or acting, they go see it in the theatres. This is what we
face right now.
You are also a Producer and Director. With the digital technologies
such as animation and special effects, do think it would be possible for
Europe to make the kinds of production that America is now producing?
We cannot compete with U.S. studios, because it is impossible
for us to have such budgets. What we do have are the same
tools; and there is another difference: We have a bigger percentage of talent in Europe than in Los Angeles.
The U.S. studios have incorporated European talent in the
past, as Europeans emigrated to where they could do their
work, but now they can do those same things right here. Just
yesterday on the news, there was an announcement that a
European company was going to launch some new programmes applied to cinema, advertising, etc. This news has
triggered the studios’ interest. However, in this case, these
programmes’ creators do not want to go and live overseas.
They can create for studios worldwide from their European
bases and can also make national products for Spanish producers here.
Therefore I believe that if we know how to use digital technologies, we can begin to create content that is of global interest, products that are more affordable, that we produce here
and can be consumed all over the world. If our producers
choose to use these technologies and talents to create stories,
our presence in European cinema could increase; but if the
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attitude is “I don’t like special effects, I’m interested in intimate,
conceptual stories”, we must then realise that the market
share for that kind of content is small.
Can you explain more about European content, audiences and market
shares?
Regardless of the technologies used, European cinema follows a cinematographic tradition119. The positive side of it is
that Spanish and European filmmakers want to continue telling
stories. They still want to reach out to their public with their
stories, with content that the public can relate to. The negative
aspect is that, in Europe, around 700 movies are made per
year for a 20% audience segment, which itself is made up of a
70% youth and a 30% adult public. This implies that we are
making a large number of movies, more than the market
needs, with content that is fundamentally destined for an adult
public.
It is thus impossible for us to grow marketwise if we target only
a very small segment of our public. This is European cinema’s
principal problem. And it has a detrimental effect. In the past,
European filmmakers made films for all audiences, and some
of them were costly, requiring substantial investments. These
films are no longer being made.
Almost all movies made in Europe, including Spain, where
around a hundred are made per year, target adult audiences,
a public that is theoretically made up of film fans and therefore
comes under the cinema d’auteur120 category. “We don’t make

119 The cinema of Europe has, compared to the cinema of the United States, the reputation
of being more liberal when it comes to the representation of nudity and sexuality but less
liberal when it comes to violence. In the US, European cinema, like world cinema, is often
shown in art house theatres. Some notable European film movements include German Expressionism, Italian neorealism, French New Wave, New German Cinema and Dogme 95. A
key difference with American cinema is that its European counterpart is often government
funded.
120 The term auteur (French for author) is used to describe film directors (or, more rarely,
producers or writers) who have a distinctive, recognizable vision, either because they repeat-
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products, we make works of art” is what you commonly hear. If
our biggest cinema audiences are our young spectators and
product consumers, it then becomes very difficult for European
cinema to increase its market share.
But could audience and box office percentages also have to do with
marketing and promotional budgets?
Several things are involved. It is true that launching an average American movie is similar to the entire budget of a Spanish production; while in the case of Italy, France or Germany,
the average production costs are much higher, even six times
more than the average cost of a Spanish production. In any
case, although it is important for a product to be well promoted
when it is released, publicity will not make up for a product that
is not attractive to its spectator as far as its content is concerned. We have examples of this every week, with all the
movies that are released. Even when we have launched a
movie at an investment level on a part with a Hollywood product, in Spain or other European countries, the outcome has not
been adequate. Europe does not invest those same quantities
in cinema promotion.
We must also take account of the fact that the American product has frequently already paid for itself in its country of origin.
Therefore, launching the movie here enables all possibilities
for it to be exploited further. Cinema is the showcase for DVD,
television, etc. Consequently, this is highly profitable for the
American product. European cinema, which barely crosses its
own boundaries, cannot be launched in the same way. The
promotion of European movies can never be comparable to
that of a product that is made for worldwide viewing.

edly return to the same subject matter, or habitually address a particular psychological or
moral theme, or employ a recurring style, or all of the above. In theory, an auteur's films are
identifiable regardless of their genre. The term was first applied in its cinematic sense in
François Truffaut's 1954 essay "A Certain Tendency of the French Cinema".
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It is true that European films are not widely distributed across all of
Europe. Once there are feasible business plans, do you not believe,
that with digital technologies, European distribution could increase?
Digital projection and the reception of a signal at a lower cost
will allow films or other products to be shown in many more
theatres, but we still don’t know what the audiences’ reactions
will be. For example, while successful German, French, or
Dutch films can be shown in other European countries, we still
don’t have the guarantee that they are what audiences in
those countries want to see. I sometimes make this same
point when one of my producer colleagues says, “But we have
a market of 350 million Spanish speakers.”
There is indeed a potential global market of 350 million Spanish speakers. But in Spain that Spanish-language cinema is
seen only by particular circuits and theatres surrounded by a
university-oriented public of students and graduates, as is the
case of big cities. In some cities the films work and, in others
they don’t. If the demand for those kinds of story is minimal in
a developed European country such as Spain, how will we find
a large market for those products in countries such as Bolivia,
Ecuador, Peru, and Columbia? The demand in those countries
is for more commercial products, and we are almost unanimously making auteur films.
European cinema has many problems to solve, and one of
them is that its content should have a wider spectrum of consumers in mind. If we limit that spectrum by making conceptual
cinema loaded with ideologies, we will inevitably attract fewer
viewers.
How is the Spanish exhibition sector changing?
We clearly see a trend toward the multiplex model, with cinemas located in malls that offer a variety of leisure activities,
retail outlets, and eateries, along with easy access and parking, etc. Multiplex cinemas have rows of seats that require
many square metres and gigantic screens. These enormous
investments are the only way to satisfy today’s audiences.
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Obviously there are other consumers who feel uncomfortable
in those big malls and prefer a cosier theatre downtown, a
place where there’s no noise or popcorn smell. In many city
centres, one can still find theatres meant for the type of viewer
who doesn’t want to sit in a restaurant with a friend and have
to speak loudly over the TV volume, or wants to eat or relax
without having to breathe smoky air. That market will continue
offering such diversity to its clients, always in relation to their
demands of the film market. But such theatres and cinemas
tend to be a minority.
We foresee the smaller cinemas being the ones most interested in migrating toward digital. This is due to the fact that
they’re not guaranteed a product and hope that the alternative,
a cheaper product, might be able to save their situation. If they
have the required target of clients for that product nearby, they
will be saved, but if their clients are interested in other products, these cinemas will not survive.
Cinema attendance, especially in the smaller town theatres, has been
low. Is this a crisis?
It is a crisis that possibly has no solution. Dinosaurs became
extinct, and various other species have also disappeared
since. That is because the world changes and there are laws
that are known to man and some that are unknown. These
laws and changes affect society. Cinema audiences today are
compulsive; they want to see a film upon its release. This
makes it necessary for the exhibition circuit to have the movie
ready during the prime release dates. If not, the cinemagoer
will go to another place where the movie can be seen. Consequently, the number of prints released is up to satisfy the audiences and turnover is quicker. This creates a great advantage
for the distributor. They can recoup their investments in less
time. The considerable costs of making so many copies for
release at a national level are soon recouped, which makes for
less financial expenses, better investment recovery, and increased receipts.
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Movies are marketed at a box office percentage and descend
in successive weeks in favour of the theatre owner, not the
distributor. In Spain, the exhibition community is affected by
the abusive position of the American studios. Today we (Spanish exhibitors) are paying up to 58% of the box office take.
What about the rest of Europe?
In Holland, for example, exhibitors pay 41%. In the United
Kingdom it’s 42%. We are paying a considerable amount for
films in Spain. If a cinema does not balance its results with onscreen advertising and concessions in lobbies and bars, it will
find that it needs to close.
What’s happening is that because a movie is released in so
many copies, it is exploited rapidly, too quickly for the percentage to drop in favour of the movie theatre. That is why
prices have gone up so much. This has occurred more particularly in Spain, where costs have always been abusively high.
That is why we have taken the American studios to court121.
We then have the fact that the prints’ considerable prices
make the distributors increase the amount of money they want
to get from the exhibitors. So when the smaller cinemas don’t
have the movies yet in the second or third week of their release, they lose out. This is why we are trying to arrange, in
agreement with distributors and the National Cinema Institute,
the availability of subsidised copies of some titles for the
smaller cinemas, so that they can also be well supplied. Otherwise there will be serious problems for the hundreds – which
used to be thousands – of small-town cinemas that exist today.
And could the possibility of digital distribution and projection change
this situation? There are clear financial barriers due to equipment

121 See Variety article July 2006: “Majors battle Spanish fines . Warner Sogefilms petition to
annul the judgment”, by John Hoopewell.
See http://stage.variety.com/article/VR1117946825?categoryid=13&cs=1 for details.
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costs, but, if a business plan were in place, do you think the situation
could change?
The shift towards digital projection is quite an old project. It all
really started in 1991, almost fifteen years ago, with a project
in Germany to develop a technology to send signals to cinemas by satellite. Like all initiatives that are born at a very early
stage in an industry’s development, many others followed and
replaced each other in turn, yet none was able to make the
idea reality. To do this, they needed further technological developments and considerable investments. Since then, technology has continued to progress and manufacturers have
made better and higher resolution projection equipment.
We announced, through our national and international organisations, in 2001 what problems had to be solved from the exhibitor’s point of view before talking seriously about this subject. This was at a press conference of December that year,
where we pointed out the problems that existed in every European country. The American studios suddenly realised that
something was really happening here. They implemented
DCI122, a joint venture amongst the studios. They worked and
held systematic meetings with professionals and technicians
from many areas, as well as with the presidents of NATO123

122 Digital Cinema Initiatives or DCI is a consortium of studios formed to establish a standard
architecture for digital cinema. The idea for DCI was originally mooted late 1999 by Tom
McGrath, then COO of Paramount Pictures, who applied to the U.S. Department of Justice for
anti-trust waivers to allow the unprecedented joint cooperation of all seven major motion
picture studios. The organisation was formed in March 2002 by Buena Vista Group (Disney),
20th Century Fox, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Paramount Pictures, Sony Pictures Entertainment,
Universal Studios and Warner Bros. Pictures. DCI's develops a specification that describes a
common, open standard for digital cinema that can be adopted by all distributors, studios and
vendors. Because of the relationship of DCI to many of Hollywood's key studios, conformance
to DCI's specifications is considered a requirement by any software developer or equipment
manufacturer targeting the digital cinema market.
123 The National Association of Theatre Owners (NATO) is a trade organization based in the
United States. Most major theatre chains are members, as are many independent theatre
operators; collectively, they account for the operation of over 26,000 motion picture screens in
the U.S. and more than 20 countries worldwide.
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and UNIC124, to write their digital cinema system technical
specifications.
There is another challenge, that of a business plan. Personally, the business model applied to non-Spanish businesses in
the rest of the world could be quite logical. If the amount of
copies were reduced, that would logically benefit the distributor
and the distributor should then have to pay for the equipment.
In my opinion, given our situation in Spain, I believe that we
must not end up depending on distribution to finance digital
cinema systems. We want to benefit from substantial cost reduction, which should not affect us negatively, in order to establish percentages that earn us money in exchange for the
service we offer, which is projecting movies. We want to restore our business’s viability and we want to be the ones to
invest in acquiring the equipment. There is a financing challenge, regardless of whether it involves our own resources or
external ones. We can generate our own resources if we
benefit from movie projections and the other emerging external
resources. Currently there are companies such as XDC that
offer accessible, affordable financing for digital cinema system
equipment.
What are your thoughts on the DCI Specifications for digital projection?
Two of the studios agree that the minimum quality can be 2K,
while four or five other studios think that 4K should be the
minimum. In fact, the projections we usually see in cinemas –
where they use the traditional process involving negatives,
intermediates, internegatives, and copies – are not superior to
2K. In my opinion, 2K is an acceptable level, provided the
original acquisition content is digital. If the original content is
photochemical and includes internegatives, intermediates and

124 International Union of Cinemas, Union internationale des cinémas, Union Internacional
de Cines (UNIC).
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copies125, the final quality that we see with the digital projection
is certainly not the same as that of a motion picture that originated in digital, but the quality will be more or less what we’re
used to seeing. As far as movie theatres are concerned,
whether they have 2,000- or 1,400-line screens, their projection quality ends up being comparable.
The initiatives that the European Union has encouraged and
launched through its Member States are for 1.3K resolution
projectors. The quality of these projections is excellent. If the
original material is digital, the quality in small cinemas is sufficient. Nevertheless, the studios have warned us that they
won’t be selling their products to theatres that aren’t equipped
with at least 2K projectors. Therefore the European Union,
with its theatre circuit known as the Europa Cinema Network126
– which is a real advancement in development and growth –
has recommended 2K projectors, but also deems 1.3K projectors acceptable, for the time being. This is a difficult topic to
deal with.
One cannot stop a product’s supplier from refusing to provide
product to a business because that business does not meet
the necessary health conditions, standards of hygiene or luxury that make it inadequate for the product: “No, I cannot sell

125 The original camera negative (OCN) is the film in a camera, which captures the original
image. The size of a standard roll varies depending on the film gauge and whether or not a
new roll, re-can, or short end was used. Typically the film lab will then assemble the camera
rolls into lab rolls of 1200 to 1500 feet. Once the picture has been "locked" in editing, a
negative cutter will conform the negative using the keycode as a reference, cutting the OCN
and any opticals, and cementing it together into several rolls. This is then quickly copied to
create a safety backup print. At this point, an answer print will be created from the OCN, and
upon its approval, interpositives (IPs) and internegatives (INs) are created, from which the
release prints are made.
126 Created in 1992, thanks to the financing from the MEDIA Programme of the European
Union and of the Centre National de la Cinématographie, Europa Cinemas has become the
first cinemas network with a mainly European programming. The network provides a financial
support to cinemas that commit themselves to the programming of a significant number of
non-domestic European films and to the organisation of promotional activities concerning
European films for young audiences.
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you my designer perfume because your boutique is filthy.” If
things are set out in favour of the product’s distributor or
manufacturer, who says, “My product will not go to a shop that
does not meet such and such conditions”, the theatres will
have to get the equipment in order to continue selling the
product. On the other hand, if common sense prevails over
that approach, some cinemas won’t need such high resolution,
just as in certain theatres different power lamps are used depending on the distance from the screen. In cinemas where
1.3K is sufficient quality, I don’t want to be obliged to have
more powerful equipment, which is much more expensive.
Who will decide these important issues?
I think this has to be agreed upon by the market agents; that
would be most reasonable. If unnatural abuse exists, I suppose that the public administrations should intervene and
regulate such a detrimental restriction on a legitimate right.
This will take time.
Looking at digital cinema systems conversion, it is also understood
that this digital equipment is not going to last as long as the analogue
equipment.
We commissioned a study by a business institute’s financial
department according to certain premises. First was that, as
exhibitors, we want to be able to earn money from projecting
films. What should the percentage be? We want to be able to
pay the cost of the projector, which we’ll have to upgrade, from
our percentage. We want to pay the projector’s operating expenses and renew it every 5 to 7 years. We gave them a series of data, for example a standard movie theatre of 200 seats
and its cost under self-ownership and as leased property, and
the cost of the 2K projector. What should the cost percentage
of the movies be for us to be able to raise salaries so that we
can have better qualified people in the booth? And would this
result be acceptable for the distribution market? Distribution
would save in some areas, and the exhibitor would get returns
in other areas.
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This is acceptable for the distributor, whose profit is three
times that of the exhibitor. The negotiable margin is thus very
wide. It does not make sense for distribution to earn three
times as much as the movie theatre when the theatre itself is
the one making the enormous investment. That is why I am so
determined and constantly spread this message. For example,
I wrote an article on this in Cinema Expo Magazine, where I
emphasised the fact that we should take advantage of this
unique opportunity to reduce supplier costs to be able to make
money commensurate with the enormous amounts that we’re
investing.
Digital cinema transmission and projection could also offer cinemas
new types of alternative content, live events, sports, and 3D…
I understand that certain forms of broadcasting, whether live or
delayed, can encourage potential clients to be interested in
seeing them on the big screen. A cinema, with its favourable
acoustics and sound equipment, will always have higher fidelity and prominence than what we can have in our homes. In
some European countries, people dress up to see concerts
broadcast in theatres, and drink a glass of champagne in the
lobby afterwards, etc. These products need to be promoted in
the market. They have also experimented with broadcasting
sports events. The opportunity to see a controversial or sensational game in a setting similar to that of a stadium, with more
vibration and effects, can also be of great interest. This has
certain consequences, though. A stadium’s seats are made of
plastic and easy to replace, but our comfortable seats are not
easily replaced. There may be events that will have audience
interest. We will see more with time.
Our main concern is not only to offer alternative content. The
exhibition sector is interested in movie-goers. Exhibitors like to
take good care of their theatres and offer cinema because that
is what their audiences want to see. I will soon shift from offering cinema on 35 or 70mm reels to digital projection and would
like to offer the new digital releases. When all is said and
done, the market will eventually sort itself out.
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How did you begin working with digital cinema?
I was a senior analyst for the media research company Screen
Digest. Then I began working on digital television in the late
’90s and from that moved onto digital cinema in 1999. This
was followed by several consultancies, including the UK Film
Council and various other European projects.
How has this developed over the years?
There have been changes across the entire chain and an active participation between manufacturers and government bodies, such as the UK Film Council, the European Commission,
and the Department of Culture, Media and Sports. There has
been a very slow growth in terms of digital cinema having
made an impact on the industry. Since 1999, we still see very
little installation in the actual cinemas; but everything else has
moved towards digital, especially in postproduction, but on the
other consumer platforms, whether it is DVD, television, or
Internet, as well. I think now we are waiting for digital to take
hold in exhibition as well as acquisition; to catch up with the
rest of the sectors in terms of going digital.
You consulted on the UK Film Council’s Digital Screen Network (DSN).
This is one of the first digital cinema networks in Europe. How did this
take shape?
The initial projection was to have the network completed within
two years. It has now been going three years since the idea’s
inception, and we are about one year away from its completion, making it a total of four years. They are true pioneers.
We are seeing other similar but smaller projects across
Europe: fifty installations planned for Italy, twenty in Portugal;
Cinema Net Europe has 185 across Europe, and a special
focus in Sweden with twenty. These are projects that attempt
to speed up the market because the industry has not come up
with a viable business plan. Thus, publicly funded agencies
are stepping in and saying that digital should be used for other
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areas of importance, rather than just repeating the models that
we have today with multiplexes and box offices.
What are these other areas of importance?
One area, for example, is the clear intent to broaden both the
audience and the market for non-mainstream films, that is,
movies that are not Hollywood blockbusters. What the UK Film
Council defines as specialised films can be anything from
smaller British films to American independent films. They can
be art house films from all over the world. Specifically, they are
looking for films with strong potential for audiences. They are
not looking for the most obscure films. They are looking for
films like The Downfall, Vera Drake, and All About My Mother.
These were mainstream hits in their native countries. Currently, many European films have a real problem in their distribution, in reaching other markets and becoming hits in other
countries.
Why is there not more cinema distribution and communication between European countries?
I think there are many barriers to European films’ translating
[physically]. Some of this is due to cultural sensibilities. For
example, German comedies just do not work very well elsewhere. Language is another issue. One almost needs a brand
to be able to sell those films abroad, like the name Almodóvar.
He is now an art house brand. If there is not a brand, then
there must be some kind of hook. For example, take a film like
The Downfall. The last day of Hitler is a pretty big subject. Another factor is that Hollywood distributors are simply better at
packaging and selling products across many territories.
Some believe that digital exhibition is an opportunity for wider distribution of non-blockbuster or alternative content.
Opportunity is exactly what digital can offer in this area. Digital
itself is not the solution, but it can be a tool to let these things
happen. For example, the UK Film Council is looking to use
digital as a tool to reach a larger audience by lowering the cost
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of distributing each film. In parallel to that, they are attempting
an education process for the audience to try and enlighten
them, to let them know that there are other alternatives. There
are many films that audiences would enjoy if they just had an
opportunity to see them. A similar effort is being launched by
Cinema Net Europe, formerly European Docuzone. They believe that there is a cinema market for documentaries. Documentaries do not need to be confined to the television set.
Digital is a tool for wider content distribution, but within this
there is also an education process – to try to win people over
to the idea of seeing more variety at their local theatres than
just standard popcorn fodder.
How is this support for wider distribution of specialised films working?
It seems to be working, based on the effort that the UK Film
Council has done previously with analogue distribution. To get
a wider spread for a good film, such as Vera Drake or All
About My Mother, they would pay the distributor via print and
distribution funds to be able to make an extra 30 or 40 prints.
This meant the film could open on the same day in many more
cinemas than it would under normal circumstances. They next
measured the box office response. They have published those
results. By going digital, they are not just pouring money into a
black print hole. They have an actual network out there, which
can continue to operate after it's been paid for. It took true visionary decision to design a project like this.
How will the DCI Specifications127 and future compliance affect European exhibition communities?
DCI compliance for exhibitors is important primarily for those
who rely on content from the Hollywood studios to make the
bottom line. We are also finding that there are some in the
exhibition sectors who are basically saying that they do not
need to be guided by those standards as they are focused on

127 http://www.dcimovies.com/
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more local content. You see this with the installations that
have occurred in Spain and Portugal. There are people who
consider these projection systems to be good enough for domestic releases as well as some Hollywood releases. But projects such as these are the exception.
What we are seeing here at the Cinema Expo Trade Show
(2005) is that exhibitors have a pretty well functioning 35mm
business. I think they are going to wait until they are absolutely
certain that they can maintain digital. DCI Specifications, and
ultimately SMPTE Specifications128, will lead the way for most
of the cinemas in the future.
There is an opportunity for a handful of early pioneers to do
something more for these niche films, whether they are documentaries or art house films or local films. They can use digital
technology today and not wait for the future. The UK Film
Council is an interesting example. They have always said from
the outset that they want to be as high quality as possible. Not
necessarily because of DCI, although they would like the
cinemas to be able to play Hollywood films as well when they
are not showing European films, for them to be able to go to
European directors, like Wim Wenders, Patrice Leconte, or
Pedro Almodóvar, and say, “We have this network. We shall
present your film in the highest possible quality in digital. We
want you to be excited about this and be part of this.” The
Council have not waited for DCI and SMPTE to finalise those
specifications. They have a window of opportunity today. If the
whole world went digital tomorrow, it would not probably help
specialised films at all. Because they have moved ahead, they
feel that they can have the digital advantage hopefully long

128 SMPTE Technology Committee, Digital Cinema Technology (DC28) “The General Scope
is to provide an industry technical forum for digital cinema; identify key systems and technology issues; develop and recommend an approach to digital cinema; identify, establish and
coordinate necessary working groups to achieve overall digital cinema objectives; provide
standards and recommendations to ensure interoperability, compatibility, performance and
support for future innovation.”See http://www.smpte.org for details.
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enough to be able to help educate people about the wider
choice that could be available to them.
Again, digital by itself will not solve the problems; but it is a
very important tool to enable European film to position itself
better in their domestic markets, in neighbouring territories,
and in the world at large.
What can you say to those who are considering setting up digital cinema networks that do not meet the DCI Specifications?
I think they should definitely consider the possibilities. Going
digital for its own sake is not going to do any good. One must
also keep an eye towards the future, see where the rest of the
world is going and how they want to fit in with that, because
there will very quickly be larger forces that will try to marginalise them and try to portray them as a second tier network. This
does not have to be the case if they can set themselves up as
an alternative network or parallel to existing mainstream distribution. They will have a role in the future. They must be very
clear about what they are and what they want to achieve.
Where do you see the future of digital projection in Europe?
Where digital cinema projection is making a difference today is
definitely away from the multiplexes and more in the smaller
cinemas, the smaller communities, with non-traditional films. In
some places they had to wait five months to get access to
these titles on 35mm, by which time people either did not
bother because they wanted to wait for the DVD, or they had
downloaded it off the Internet. Or they just had forgotten about
it, because publicity and hype had died down around it. I think
these digital non-multiplexes, non-mainstream sites and communities have a big opportunity. Use of these technologies can
also go beyond that. It can be setting up new networks in the
universities, hospitals, army bases, libraries, and museums.
There is a real growth opportunity there for these nontraditional venues.
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Many local cinemas in Europe and the United States have had to close
over the years. For those who have managed to survive, do you think
that there could be a kind of regeneration in their theatres?
There continues to be a very strong urge for people to go out
and enjoy good entertainment together. People will choose the
local product if they are given the choice and the product is of
quality. Even with the continual improvement of home cinemas, I believe that the instinct to go out is going to continue. If
it can be personalised and brought to the community, however
small, then I think it will succeed. The other part of this is that
entrepreneurship will be required. A lot of exhibitors have forgotten how to sell films. They rely on distributors to do that for
them. When we talk about things such as putting on cultural
events, or sports matches in cinemas, people forget that
somebody has to promote these things, sell them, create an
audience for them rather than just sit back and expect people
to come to them. Hopefully digital will also spur theatre owners
and other public venue operators really to promote and sell the
contents showing in their cinemas and venues.
Looking at the entire cinema chain, what areas do you see that will
require education and training when working with digital technologies?
There are areas where they will need continuous retraining
and new skills, particularly in the post sector. I think that is
very much an ongoing exercise as new technology becomes
available. It's that cliché about lifetime learning and continuing
to renew skills. Some areas will need brief retraining, such as
the exhibition community. Projectionists must be given classes
to become more familiar with digital equipment.
Have you found that it's easy for projectionists to make the transition
from analogue film equipment to digital equipment?
It's both easy and hard to go from a 35mm world to a digital
world for a projectionist. They are technically savvy from having worked with digital audio for a long time. But in other ways
it is a bit of a shock, and I think ultimately we will see some
people laid off. A lot of the projection will be required to be
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more network operated within the cinema. It could be a big
shift. Decision making, the control, might be shifted from the
cinema to a kind of network headquarters. People will always
be needed to operate the cinema though. We will never have a
fully automated cinema.
What do you think about the possibilities for digital cinema audio?
Obviously DCI and SMPTE are calling for 16 tracks. This is not
for use at the moment but to leave possibilities open for the
future, like for speakers in the ceiling, or stereo subwoofers.
Some important changes which will come along are options
such as audio description of multi-language language tracks.
This will make cinemas more accessible to people who are
visually impaired or deaf. This is one of the great benefits of
digital.
Do you think there are more creative possibilities for audio in digital
cinema exhibition?
Absolutely. If somebody can come up with good enough creative reasons for why we should have an even more immersive
sound experience, then it might happen. But whether they will
start putting more speakers into the ceilings or four or five behind us, that is a financial issue, and I do not think exhibitors
want to focus on that just yet.
Speaking of financial issues, how do you see digital cinema’s rollout
and financing plans? Will things be done country by country in
Europe?
I think so. Hollywood has given a clear signal that they are
working on a solution for a business model that works for the
American market. But whatever works for the American market
will not necessarily be identically replicated in Europe. There
are special considerations in the United States, such as the
fact that studios cannot formally own exhibitors, whereas in a
lot of European territories we have quite a bit of vertical integration between exhibition, distribution, and production. There
will be a blueprint that will serve as a basis for a lot of models.
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But each country will to some extent have to find its own formula. That is what is being attempted in countries such as
Norway and others.
What is the situation with digital cinema exhibition in Norway?
They now have an association called The Norwegian DCinema Forum, which has worked out a financial model for
how older cinemas could be converted to digital. And while it
follows the ideas that have been floated in Hollywood, it has
some uniquely European features to it.
Do you see the importance of European countries sharing their experiences in digital cinema exhibition?
There should be more discussion going on about how to find a
European solution that works for European territories. This
must be in line with what is happening on the other side of the
Atlantic, because distributors will benefit the most from digital
copies. This analysis must also be done in such a way that it
recognises that you need European characteristics, as well as
the needs of European films and European audiences.
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Chapter 17
Montserrat Guiu
Owner of Cine Guiu

Seu d´Urgell, Catalonia,
Spain
8 May 2005
Montserrat Guiu began her career in the
exhibition business in her home town of
12,000 in 1986. Over the years, she has
continually programmed cinema cycle
festivals, inviting directors, screenplay
writers, and critics into this community in
the Pyrenees mountains. She also has
coordinated cinema programmes for
schools with the participation of government administrations. In 2005, Montserrat
received the Euro Kids award in Malmö
for her active roll in showing European
Cinema for children and in school programmes. She also received the Expo
Cine Best Local Exhibitor award in Madrid. Montserrat Guiu is an exhibitor
committed to using cinema as an instrument for social and cultural debate.
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Film Releases, EC Support in
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How did you become a cinema owner?
After completing my university studies in 1986, I decided to
move back to my hometown, Seu d’Urgell, a town of 12,000
inhabitants in the Pyrenees. I took up part of the family’s businesses, which included a movie theatre. I had no previous
experience in the cinema business. I started simply by projecting movies. I began with one screen; and, in 2000 I opened a
second screen. The market had a series of requirements,
which included having several movies on the billboard every
day. By having a second screen, I was permitted more flexible
and broader programming possibilities.
What was shown in this second screen was largely a very
specific type of cinema, “cinema d’auteur” and European cinema. It was also personally important to offer more than the
purely commercial blockbuster programming that is so prevalent. I also have always tried to complement this with cinema
activities for schools. Another aspect of this is in programming
cinema cycles, as well as the promotion of films, that convey
certain social themes that can stimulate discussion and debates. I especially like to organise debates after films. This
kind of cinema is more than simple entertainment in one’s free
time, but also can be used as a tool for social awareness.
I understand cinema as a dialogue between the director and
audience. Cinema is where myths become popular and the
commonplace is made into myth, where the profane becomes
sacred, and where everyday life becomes extraordinary. This
medium can direct consciousness and awareness. For these
reasons, cinema is my passion.
Can you say more about the relevance of small cinemas like yours?
In small towns, because there is not much of a variety of leisure activities, the cinema has always had a strong social and
cultural role. The activity that film generates in small theatres
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is very important because it is, in many towns, one of the only
activities people can do together. Normally, in many of these
towns, the small cinemas can take on multifaceted roles and
host meetings or even concerts. The space can be used as an
auditorium, a theatre, and a cinema all in one.
These are clearly very important places that small communities should try to maintain, even when the sector is in crisis. In
times of crisis, the local administrations should lend them a
hand. Government should see that places like these are a social necessity, providing both social and cultural activities in
small communities. In my town in particular, it is difficult to get
people out of their homes. They have a culture of autonomy.
They live in the mountains and are cut off, making it very difficult to get through to them.
How has exhibition in your town changed since 1986?
When I began, I could make a living from running the cinema
and even make a profit. But after a few years, things began to
change. I started barely breaking even; and today, unfortunately, for the last two years, the theatre is now losing money.
Why do you think that small town theatres like yours and others across
Europe are in this difficult situation?
There are three developments that have had a detrimental
impact on cinema attendance. The main one is piracy, which
includes downloading movies on the Internet and the illegal
sale of DVD copies on the street. Next, you have what I call
the euro crisis. Since the conversion from pesetas to the euro,
there has been inflation for the majority of products. People
are less likely to spend as freely on leisure activity. Another
area that has great influence is the fact that as “second run”
theatres, we receive a major release print copy at a rather late
stage, weeks after the premiere. This means that people are
less interested in seeing a film that has already been released
in other theatres.
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Movies are ephemeral products with an extremely short life.
Audiences today are impulsive and feel they must see the new
releases immediately. They will drive long distances to see a
movie. If there is a movie that is showing in a place 30 to 50
kilometres away, they are capable of driving that distance instead of waiting to see that same movie a few weeks later
here. Often by the time we receive a film the public is no
longer interested in it. Either they have already seen the film
somewhere else, or the next important movie is already being
advertised.
Things have also changed because the introduction of American products into the market is not sufficiently regulated. Consequently, the market is inundated with products; it is saturated. In the end, there is not even time to show a single movie
properly.
So, with this saturation and release date rhythm, movies do not have
time to mature…
No, they can’t mature. One comes along, and then another
two weeks later, and another the following week, etc. There is
an accelerated rhythm of so many American productions that
one cannot control or manage the arrival of such products.
There are so many titles that this can even cause some people
to lose interest, because there are so many choices.
Have you noticed that the marketing strategies for movies have
changed over the last twenty years?
No, advertising and marketing strategies haven’t changed
considerably. The only new area I see is in movie merchandising. This is now used especially in certain movies designed for
kids. What has changed is the number of movies released in a
year. I believe last year there were about 400 movies. When I
began, the average per year was between 250 and 300. This
is already a high number, because there are only 52 weeks in
a year. We can’t increase the number of weeks in a year. The
distributors thus squeeze many more movies into this time
frame.
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As a cinema owner, do you programme the movies you want to show?
Practices in this area have changed drastically. When I began,
we were obliged to purchase movies in packs. If you wanted
an important movie, you had to accept a series of other movies, or pay for them, at times without even showing them. I
made many orders for movies I did not show. They preferred
for you to pay for the product, never mind exhibiting it. This
situation changed drastically after the Spanish Federation of
Film Exhibitioners filed a formal complaint against the multinationals at a court in Strasbourg. Ever since this legal action
was taken, the policy of imposing material has changed. Thus,
today when I go to the distributor and ask for a movie, the distributor in no way forces me to buy more material, whereas
before, there was pressure to do so.
You are programming blockbusters, but you also deliberately choose
to show European and other films that are focused on broader cultural
content…
As a foundation, the blockbuster must be in place. This is a
simple business reality. We live in a television culture that
completely guides the public. This TV culture sells blockbuster
movies as one of its principal products. One must show blockbusters to survive. After that, there is the European product,
which over the years increasingly has more support and subsidies. This allows us to show these products for a longer time.
I enjoy programming, but a great majority of exhibitors do not
select in this way and opt for the purely American product only.
What also must be taken into consideration is that the European product can at times be more expensive; there are also
fewer copies and there can be a delay for these products to
reach the theatre. So, the public administrations should plan
for financial support in the launching of European cinema via
digital cinema exhibition channels. England and Ireland have
already understood this and have launched digital cinema exhibition networks. Spain will soon understand the importance
of this.
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There are other challenges here in Spain, for example, in the
areas of the percentage that as exhibitors we are paying for
movies. We are currently paying the highest percentage of any
country in the European Union. We pay up to 60%, which is an
absolute brutality. The maximum exhibitors pay in other countries lies between 40–41%, and the total average for all countries is between 30-35%.
How are you working to find solutions for these challenging issues?
Currently, as a member of SECIES129 representing the smaller
and medium-sized cinema exhibition companies in Catalonia,
we are working to find solutions for the challenges that smaller
theatres now face. We are looking at the possibilities of increasing the number of copies that are available for smaller
theatres, as well as lowering the percentage costs that are
paid per movie. A third area we are exploring is the possibility
of finding direct subsidies and credits for those small theatres
that have reached their limits as businesses. We are looking to
have local and regional administrations´ collaboration on this.
Spain is a country that has a very good response when it
comes to leisure activities. Over the years there many multinational cinema chains have invested in Spain. This subsequently affects the smaller cinemas, like with any business
model.
And what do malls and multiplexes mean to the small town cinemas?
If such complexes are near a small cinema, it can be fatal for
that cinema. People tend to prefer the commercial centre.
Over the last ten years, the American model of big shopping
malls that incorporate restaurants, stores, cinemas, etc., has
taken root. Individuals and companies have invested great
amounts in the exhibition sector by opening shopping centres
combined with multiplexes. They consider the cinema to be
the revitalising element of the centre. As a consequence, the

129 The Spanish Association of Cinema Owners, Sociedad de Empresarios de Cinema de
España.
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smaller theatres in nearby towns are often forced to close.
They simply cannot compete. If I have one of these leisure
centres 10 kilometres away from my town, people are going to
go those 10 km to the mall, because there they have everything: cinema, shopping, supermarkets, and restaurants.
This situation was slowed in certain areas like Italy, because
the Italians did not allow such massive development of multiplexes. It was much more regulated. Now they’re beginning to
develop more, but according to very strict conditions, whereas
in Spain, the development of shopping malls has been enormous--a total proliferation.
Cinema-going often seems to be less about culture and more about a
consumer product. If you look at the films playing in many European
cities, the percentage of European or alternative films is quite low. Do
you believe that this is a simple question of supply and demand? Is the
public simply not interested in viewing other kinds of content?
There is demand because the public has been educated and
directed to make these choices. You rarely see European films
promoted on television. Such films do not have a massive
market launch. You do not find the aggressive marketing that
you find for American products. When a new American movie
is about to be released, the producer or distributor has to advertise it in a way that everyone knows about it. For this to
occur, the amount of money spent on advertising is tremendous, and can in some cases even surpass the amount of
money that was used to produce the film. With these capabilities, masses of people know all about the movie prior to its
release and want to go and see it. This doesn’t happen with
European products. European cinema follows another process, which is slower and depends more on mouth-to-mouth
advertisement or newspaper cinema critics. In Europe, we do
not have large enough budgets for launching movies in that
way.
Let’s hope that this will change with the European Community
continuing to opt strongly for European cinema. They underMontserrat Guiu
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stand that cinema is a medium with a great potential to influence society. About six years ago, the European Ministers of
Culture created some financial aids for European audiovisuals.
This has led to the formation of new audiovisual programmes.
Many directors and other people will be able to benefit from
these new programmes, which provide financial help for the
creation, distribution, and projection of European audiovisuals.
There are also projects that help the exhibitor through training
programmes for exhibitors. Europe is investing considerable
amounts of money in the sector, and I believe that there are
and will be benefits from this kind of support and investment.
What does digital cinema mean to you?
I see digital cinema as something that is going to be a total
revolution. Distribution costs will lower significantly with digital
cinema. Celluloid copies of 35mm films are very expensive,
and you also must take into consideration the transportation
and intermediaries involved. With digital cinema, if transmission is digital, much of this will be circumvented and costs
could be much lower. Products could reach many more people
at one time. In a market place in which the costs are lowered
significantly, hopefully more European products could also be
shown. If more European cinema is shown, this can then
mean that more European cinema will be made. Parallel to
this, there should also be educational media and cinema programmes. If there is an educational process as well as a selective process, this is a way to promote a wider base of cinema content.
What I am describing here is not actually a typical hypothesis
with digital cinema, because this is not an obvious reality today. One can only try and foresee possibilities, what could
happen, make one’s own analysis, and later see what happens when the time comes.
Speaking on a cultural and European level, allowing a wider
distribution of European cinema, and thereby reducing some
of North America’s predominance in the cinema exhibition sec232
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tor, is an important factor that warrants consideration along
with these technological changes.
But do you believe that if the supply of European cinema increases,
the demand for North American blockbusters will decrease?
This could lower the demand, because we’d be able to include
many more of our own products at a different price; and we
could educate the people with this type of product, which
hasn’t been done. European cinema really has not reached us.
When you are presented with the idea of changing your analogue
equipment for digital, what are your thoughts?
As an exhibitor, this area can raise some doubts. One issue
surrounding digital cinema is that it is not yet market-defined.
The specifications made by the American studios are still in
the process of being defined. There is talk about making
equipment between 2K and 4K resolution, but there are not yet
complete and clear definitions and specifications. The change
from analogue to digital is also very expensive, and this offers
absolutely no profit for the exhibitor. This requires an enormous investment beginning with projection, in the case of 2K,
not to mention 4K projection. Electronic or digital technologies
also tend to have extremely short life spans. The technologies
are constantly changing. New products that are cheaper,
faster, and better are released one after the other in time
frames of just a few years. This reality creates fear and doubt
in some exhibition communities. Therefore, those few and select exhibitors who actually might be able to afford the costs of
converting their theatres are understandably scared and cautious about spending a fortune on something that will not reap
them direct financial rewards. Added to this is the total uncertainty of whether the apparatus will become totally obsolete in
a short duration of time. What we do know, based on our experience as electronics consumers, is that most machines become obsolete in a very short amount of time.
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Especially considering that many theatres are surviving not only on
the movies being shown, but also on popcorn and other concession
sales…
Exactly, 30% of my revenue comes from concessions.
And when viable solutions to the financial and technological issues
surrounding digital cinema conversion are given, how will you feel
about working with a server instead of loading reels onto a projector
manually?
This simply means that your personnel have to be trained to
use the equipment. I see this as quite a simple process. It’s
like downloading a file – just about everyone knows how to do
that. Someone will place a movie on your server, and you will
open it. That is easy. If there are technical problems, depending on what they are, instead of a film technician coming to
repair the equipment, it will be a computer expert. It’s the
same as when a computer technician who has all the programmes comes to fix something in an office or home. I don’t
see this as being complicated.
Looking at film projection equipment and its durability over time, an
average film projector can last for about 25-35 years...
One of my projectors has lasted 40 years. And it works well,
requiring very little maintenance. The cost is thus very low.
The lamp has to be changed periodically, and we have a technician who readjusts it.
What kind of digital projector do you have at the moment?
It is a projector with a 1.3 K resolution. But the level of quality
is extremely high.
Do you think that this digital projector brings you more audiences?
People never take any notice of the format. People come to
see the content. The quality that you see when viewing digital
includes more clarity, better colour, etc., but after five minutes
the great majority of people have already forgotten about all of
that. They are only thinking about the content of the movie. A
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digital projection would never bring in a larger audience.
Whether you project a movie in digital or analogue, you will
have the same audiences. The audiences do not care about
the technology used.
What, in your opinion, could digital cinema offer audiences?
The concept of digital cinema has opened a new array of possibilities and activities that were previously not accepted in
cinema. The idea that signals can be sent by satellite and live
broadcasts can enter cinemas is fantastic. This is a marvellous
possibility for what some are calling alternative content, or live
cinema. This could include important musical events, for example a special concert that can be given only at one specific
place and time. The concert could be seen in all the digital
cinemas in the world connected to a network. This could be
done with any event, be it musical or other content, such as
other cultural events, conferences, sports, interactive games,
many possibilities that have not yet been explored.
Any final comments?
I am one of the smallest elements in this cinematic “chain”,
right at the end. Cinemas like mine could easily come to an
end; many of us will not be able to bear the economic circumstances unless we have some kind of support. My viability
makes the administration conscious of the fact that I will end
up having to close if there is no support. But as I offer a social
and cultural service, they are able to subsidise some of my
activity.
It is important to exhibit and promote European cinema. Otherwise people could eventually lose parts, fragments of their
cultural identities. We’re experiencing cultural globalisation.
Cinema is one of the main forces that drive this. This later affects our values, ethics, and morals. It affects a society’s way
of life. It is therefore very important that regional, national, and
European cinema should continue to be made, renewed, and
supported.
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One cannot stop showing American products. It is all about
balance. I firmly believe in showing European cinema. There’s
no profit in it, but I consider it an important complement to the
money-making side of the business. European films had never
been shown here when I took over this cinema. If I were to
retire and abandon this activity, I’d want to retire satisfied that I
had done what I wanted to do. I know there are many people
who appreciate me doing this, and that’s enough to make me
continue as long as possible.
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Chapter 18
Walt Ordway
CTO Digital Cinema Initiatives130

Los Angeles: 23 August 2005
After thirty years at the Hughes Aircraft, for three of which (1993-1995) he
ran a programme called Hughes Digital
Cinema, Walt Ordway came to DCI in
July 2002.
"Digital Cinema Initiatives, LLC was
created in March 2002, as a joint venture of seven major Hollywood studios:
Disney, Fox, MGM, Paramount, Sony
Pictures Entertainment, Universal, and
Warner Bros. DCI's primary purpose
was to establish a voluntary specification for an open architecture for digital
cinema that would ensure a high level
of technical performance, reliability and
quality control. DCI would also facilitate
the development of business strategies
to help spur deployment of digital cinema systems in movie theatres."131

Subjects discussed
DCI Motivations, Specifications,
Digital Cinema Distribution and
Exhibition, Standardisation, Digital Cinema Systems Upgrades,
European Exhibition, Security,
Certification, Distributor/Exhibitor
Relationships, DCI and the Future

130 Since this interview was conducted Walt has retired.
131 http://www.dcimovies.com/
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How was DCI created? What were the principle motivations?
In March of 2002, the seven major Hollywood studios (Disney,
Fox, MGM, Paramount, Sony, Universal and Warner Brothers)
jointly created DCI. There were two principal goals. The first
DCI goal was to create a specification. However, it should be
pointed out that it would be a voluntary specification, which no
studio would be obligated to use, due to anti-trust issues in the
USA. The second DCI goal was to take a look at the business
economics and various possible rollout models.
The motivation for the creation of DCI was partially prompted
by the release of Star Wars Episode II by George Lucas in the
spring of 2002. Lucas wanted to show Star Wars Episode II on
as many digital screens as possible. To accommodate this,
various manufacturers had built digital cinema systems and
put them in various theatres around the world. At that time
there were about 80 to 85 digital screens in the United States
and I think there were only around 150 in the world.
During the postproduction process, what became very apparent was that the manufacturers who had provided the various
digital cinema systems had used different formats for compression, encryption, and electronic packaging. And so, for
Lucas to release “Episode II” on the approximately 85 screens
in the USA, they had to create more than a half dozen different
digital masters. That is what prompted the studios to realise
that if there was not a common format, then each company
delivering digital cinema systems would use their own particular formats and this would result in more formats and more
chaos in the future. Hence, the creation of DCI.
How did the studios and different groups work together on reaching a
consensus on the specifications?
It was a process. In the beginning, Howard Lukk and I put together a basic outline of what the specification had to be. The
initial draft document was simply an outline of the workflow. It
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starts with a DCDM132 and then defines compression, encryption, packaging, etc., and finally finishes in the theatre with the
projector displaying the image and the audio being provided to
the sound system in the theatre.
Once we had the basic outline of each section, we would then
review a specific section with a company or person that had
expertise in that area. We'd have them help us elaborate on
that draft section. There was nothing proprietary in this process. We were simply putting more meat on the skeleton. Once
we had put together a draft of each of the sections, then we
met with several companies who had delivered complete digital cinema systems. We said, “Hey, take a look at this from a
systems point of view, and give us comments, changes, suggestions, etc.” It was this part of the process where we actually
gathered much of the data in the early draft versions of the
specification.
In parallel with that process, we had two meetings every
month with the DCI studio technical people. The purpose of
the initial meetings was to establish the basic draft outline of
the specification document. Once that basic outline was defined, then all subsequent meetings were to review the new
data that we had added since the prior meeting. Finally, after
we got a good working draft, we started to post the draft versions of the specification on the DCI website. This part of our
process actually gave more companies and organisations access to the draft document. As a result, we were constantly
getting comments. If their comments had merit, we'd make
note of it and review it at the next studio technical meeting.
Whenever we made meaningful changes, updated versions
were put on the website so that the manufacturers could see
where we were in the process. That way, if something in the
specifications affected them, they would know immediately
and not have to wait three years until DCI was done with the

132 Digital Cinema Distribution Master
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spec. As you can see, it was an ongoing and continually revealing communication process.
What companies and organisations participated over the years?
There were way too many companies to name here, but several gave us a lot of their time and very good, detailed input
and comments. These included companies in the USA such as
Boeing Digital Cinema, Qualcomm, Dolby, QuVis, Kodak,
Technicolor, Avica, Cinea and international companies such
as Snell & Wilcox, GDC, and XDC, just to name a few. In the
area of projection, there was a lot of input from Texas Instruments, and subsequently from Christie, Barco, and Digital Projection, who were licensed by TI for the digital cinema version
of the DLP chip. We got input from various organisations in the
cinema business, but the input was more generalised and less
specific. The one exception was the National Association of
Theatre Owners (NATO), where we had many meetings to
discuss specific parts of the specification as it related to exhibition.
Several areas of the specification required a lot of testing, for
which we needed specific digital test material, which had its
origin on film. An organisation that helped significantly in that
area was the American Society of Cinematographers (ASC).
We were able to work with them to create the test footage that
was used for all of our testing. The scenes were shot on film,
mostly on 35mm and some 65mm, then digitally scanned and
colour corrected for our testing. This digital material is now
referred to as the StEM, Standard Evaluation Material. Using
the StEM for testing allowed us to define several areas of the
specification properly, two examples being defining the type of
compression and the colour bit depth. We also used many
consultants to help in specific areas such as security, compression, colour space, and file packaging, just to name a few.
How far away do you think that true digital cinema distribution and
exhibition is from becoming a reality? What role will these specifications have in this process?
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Your question has two different answers only because of the
way you asked it. If you asked me how many digital cinema
systems there will be in the theatres in the next few years,
then my answer would probably be several thousand in the
next 4 to 5 years. But the other version of that question would
be how many of those systems will be compliant with the DCI
Spec. That is the real question, in my opinion. I would like to
think that by 2007 and beyond, all new systems deployed will
be DCI compliant, and the current systems delivered in other
formats will be upgraded within a reasonable time. As you can
see, there are different answers depending on whether you’re
asking about all digital cinema systems or just the ones that
comply with the DCI Spec.
Are you speaking only about the U.S.?
No. Ireland has a contract with Avica. They are not completely
installed yet, but there is a contract for 500 systems. GDC has
contracts for a few hundred systems in India. If you look at the
contracts that are in place today and you add up all the numbers, then there are a couple thousand. In addition to that are
the ones just announced this past September 15th by Disney
and AIX/Christie, which would bring the total contracted quantity worldwide to over 4,000 by 2008.
There are a couple of hidden problems with your question.
First, how many of those digital screens will be the same format? Second, how many digital cinema screens will be compliant with the DCI Specs? And what about the systems that
are currently on contract or in place? Will they be upgraded?
Are the ones that are on contract now and delivered soon going to be upgraded? There's a question I can't answer.
Two weeks ago I received a call from a company here in the
LA area that said they had a chart that documented how many
digital cinema screens there are in the world today, and it included their forecast for 2006 and 2007. They then asked me
my thoughts on how many I thought there would be by 2008. I
told them that the question I would ask would be: “Of those
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digital cinema systems in the world, how many will be DCI
compliant in 2006, 2007 and 2008?” To me, that is the real
question. Now that the major Hollywood studios have funded
and paid for a voluntary specification, will they hold their feet to
the fire on delivering content that meets the DCI Spec? Only
time will tell.
Which studio has already said they are going to support the DCI specification?
All the DCI studios have said that. However, I have a chart in
front of me dated the 18th of May 2005. It was published by
the Walt Disney Studios. It says, “As of January 1st, 2007,
content will be distributed to DCI compliant systems only.”
There's a difference now between simply saying that you support the DCI Spec, and saying that as of a certain date all of
your digital content will be DCI compliant. Those are two different issues. I have to give Disney credit. What they did is
that they have put a hard date on it. And so if I understand,
what they're saying is that the systems that will be in place by
January 2007, as part of this announcement, will need to be
upgraded and made DCI compliant or they won’t be able to get
Disney's digital content. So, will they be upgraded? That's
really the question here, and that's the one that I can't answer
for you.
But are not also the DCI Specs designed to ensure the highest quality
level possible?
That's a different issue. The specification defines the requirements for resolution (a minimum of 2K), the colour space, the
minimum contrast ratio, the bit depth, etc. When we did our
testing and also had demonstrations at the Pacific Theatre in
Hollywood, the majority of the people sitting in the audience
clearly saw improved quality with the 2K resolution over a high
quality 35mm Answer Print, and clearly better than the typical
print that is shown in a theatre today. The 4K resolution was
included because it actually exceeds what's on 35mm film
negative today. So, in this area, we tried to ensure that the
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specification was designed to be somewhat future proofed.
The XYZ colour space133 is absolutely future proofed, as is the
bit depth that we have on the colour, which is 12 bit134 per colour. At some point in the future, the industry may wish to use
higher frame resolutions or higher frame rates, but those issues are to be expected, as the technology gets better. At the
minimum resolution of 2K, the quality far exceeds HDTV;
there's no two ways about it.
Now that the DCI Spec is released, what do you see as the next step for
international standardisation?
We would like to see the appropriate standards organisations
create standards based on the DCI specification. Since January of 2000, SMPTE has been in the process of defining standards that cover all aspects of the digital cinema process and
equipment. However, from 2000 to around 2004, they hadn’t
made a lot of progress, in my opinion. This is changing. Also,
the JPEG standards group is creating a standard for the specific version of JPEG2000135 that was selected.
Unfortunately, standards organisations are not bound to write
something that agrees with the DCI Spec. And so the question
will be "What if there are differences between some areas of
the DCI Spec and a standard?" If you're a manufacturer, do
you build to the standard or do you build to the DCI Spec?
Now that the DCI Spec is completed, the SMPTE process can really
move forward…
The SMPTE process has moved much quicker since DCI got
closer to a final version of the spec. To some extent, they
(SMPTE) now know what the studios want, which was not the
case back in 2000 or before DCI started to publish its draft

133 CIE 1931 XYZ color space is the first attempt to produce a colour space based on measurements of human color perception and it is the basis for almost all other colour spaces.
134 Color depth is the number of bits used to represent the color of a single pixel in an image.
Higher color depth gives a broader range of distinct colors.
135 See note on page 159.
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versions of the spec. The JPEG group has told us that the digital cinema compression standard will be in final approval by
the end of 2005.
Could the DCI Spec be seen as a kind of base for international standardisation in digital cinema?
The DCI Spec has become the base for digital cinema standards out of SMPTE and JPEG. These are seen as international standards groups. But the question will come down to
whether the manufacturers will build systems that meet the
DCI Spec, the SMPTE or JPEG standards, or some other format that is cheaper and possibly preferred by various countries or studios.
In many parts of the world, the digital cinema format being
used is basically HDTV. In addition, the digital content being
provided today is also in that format. If I'm a manufacturer today, do I want to build to a standard or building to a spec, or
keep doing what I’m already doing? The question really is:
what is the format of the content to be delivered down stream?
If enough studios do what Disney has said and hold their feet
to the fire, then if I'm a manufacturer I will make sure I meet
the DCI Spec at a minimum.
We are taking about issues that are complex...
It's very complex.
If one looks at 35mm film format, why and how it's worked for over a
hundred years, then this is the creation of a new format for cinema.
There are so many layers and challenges in this that it is also logical
that this process of systems and their deployment is going to take
time.
That is exactly right. If the rollout started now, it could easily be
at least ten years for the major world screens to be converted.
Obviously, the premiere screens might get changed in the first
two to four years, but the rest will take time. This is especially
true for other countries; as each has slightly different business
models and markets.
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Do you think there's room for more debate?
The studios have finished their debate and that’s why the DCI
Spec is published. That is not to say that in coming years they
won’t make changes. However, in organisations like SMPTE,
the meetings are full of debates. Different folks would like a
specific standard to be worded in a manner that best suits their
understanding of the issue, or their companies’ position.
This takes us to another level…
Yes, it does, but this is another issue. Some of the standards
bodies are made up of people who come from companies that
have a vested interest in specific areas, whereas, DCI doesn’t
represent a single company or studio. That's the subtle difference between standards and the DCI Spec. In the process of
digital cinema standardisation, it is going to take more time
and will also depend on the market.
My personal feeling is that it is also going to depend on a couple of companies that step up to the plate quickly and say that
their new systems meet the DCI Specs. I believe that if the
studios hear that and if there is a workable business rollout
model, then that will set the stage. It may take one or two
reputable companies to say, we have the system that meets
the DCI Spec and at the right price. And if the studios say yes
verily, that's it. I think at that point, that will effect the change.
Once these companies start stepping up to the plate, the market could change quickly.
Now, some would argue that those models would work in the
USA, but will not be supported in other countries. Said another
way, once more screens in the USA make the transition to the
DCI Spec, does that mean that digital cinema screens in other
countries will eventually comply? I would say yes.
However, due to financial constraints, it may take a lot longer.
But I truly believe that a single format should be the worldwide
goal.
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Is there then no way of upgrading the installed systems that are in
currently place?
Let’s look at that issue. Many theatres use what is referred to
as a 1280 projector, other theatres use a 1920 HD136 projector.
Neither of these are a 2K digital cinema projector137 as defined
in the DCI Spec. What's the most expensive part of the system? The projector. Look out there right now and ask what
percentage of the projectors in theatres today are less than
2K. The answer is “a lot”. There's no cheap way to upgrade
those projectors. They will need to be replaced.

The Barco D-Cine Premiere DP90 digital cinema projector

136 1080p is considered to be an HDTV video mode. The term usually assumes a
widescreen aspect ratio of 16:9, implying a horizontal (display) resolution of 1920 dots across
with 1080 lines.
137 There are currently two types of projectors for digital cinema. The original one in the U.S.
was DLP technology. Early DLP projectors used limited 1280 x 1024 resolution which are still
widely used for pre-show advertising but not usually for feature films. The current specification for digital projectors calls for three levels of playback to be supported: 2K (2048x1080) at
24 frames per second (24 fps), 4K (4096x2160) at 24 fps, and 2K at 48 fps.
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Many of today’s systems have a server with MPEG compression138 and a very simple security arrangement. It's not upgradable, trust me, you must start over. Also, the DCI security
requirements for the theatre equipment are not something you
can do just in software. It is something that involves both
physical protection issues and secure devices. I don't see any
system that's out there today being what I would call upgradable. To become DCI compliant, I see them being replaced.
Hopefully, this may change with some of the more recent announcements.
Looking at Europe, the film exhibition industry in each country is different. Are the digital cinema systems that are now installed going to
have to be replaced if they don't meet the DCI Specs?
As I just noted, nothing out there today is truly upgradable. In
my opinion, everything out there today will need to be replaced. That isn’t to say that the original system couldn’t be
returned to the factory and they might be able to salvage some
of the parts for use in the new system.
As we all know, whether all of these systems get truly converted to being DCI compliant will come down to negotiation
between parties. In this case, the question will be how long
major movie studios will deliver content in non-DCI formats. I
can’t answer that. I'm not trying to dodge the issue here. The
question you have is extremely difficult to answer. It's very
political at this point. I would like to see, and I think everybody
would like to see, one good format worldwide. I think that
would be helpful for everybody involved, including the exhibitors.
And what message do you have for European exhibitors? They're already having a hard time, especially the smaller business, just surviving in general.

138 MPEG-4 is a standard used originally to compress audio and video (AV) digital data.
Introduced in late 1998, it is the designation for a group of audio and video coding standards
and related technology agreed upon by the ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG).
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I’m not sure. I know that many countries feel that there is a
difference between digital cinema and electronic cinema139.
One difference is that they define electronic cinema as something less than what is in the DCI Spec. Their feeling is that a
movie in HDTV format is better than what they would now see
in their local theatre. Also, the economics of DCI compliant
system doesn’t work for them. I have no clear message for
these folks. I would only hope that business models might be
used that would eventually allow them to enjoy movies in the
quality that we have put into the DCI Spec.
Certification is going to be vital. What are your thoughts on digital
cinema systems’ certification?
Many folks ask the question about certification. Again, this is
one of those issues that are not fully understood. If I ask
someone, what do you think certification is all about, they think
that it is to make sure that the system can play the digital cinema content (image and audio). Actually, that is probably less
than 10 percent of the certification process. What's the other
90 percent?
Security?
Definitely, you got it right. The real issue is not whether a 2K
file or 4K file can make it to your theatre, or whether it can be
decompressed and put on the screen, that's fairly straight forward. Sure, there are different image issues here to test and
there are audio issues to test, but those tests don’t take much
time or effort. The real issue is the intricacy of the security system. Most of the testing will be in the security area, at least
that's my personal feeling. When someone says that their system is DCI compliant, it is almost a foregone conclusion that it
will play the image and put the audio into the theatre sound
system. The real question is does it comply with the security

139 Electronic cinema is often used to describe all electronic projection systems with lower
quality and/or security than the digital cinema standards.
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part of the DCI Spec. So the next question might be where that
certification testing will take place.
The certification testing would typically occur at the facility of a
company that is doing certification. Let's say you're the certifier. You've probably had to invest a lot of capital to get all the
test equipment and the people. You will get a system and go
through a series of tests and if it passes all of the tests, the
certification process will probably finish in less than a week.
Then what do you do? One of the big issues with being a system certifier is that there aren’t many systems to certify. If
there are ten or twelve companies in the world that build the
digital cinema systems, then there are only ten or twelve systems to be certified. The only time you re-certify a system is
when there has been a software or hardware change, and
then you just do one re-certification. So, the certification business is not a big business. During the beginning of the rollout
process, certification will be going on. But as time goes on and
everything stabilises out, there will be less certification
needed. However, as of today, there are well over a dozen
companies in Asia and Europe and the USA that have told DCI
that they want to be certifiers. Time will tell.
What is one of the principal challenges in the concept of certification?
One of the problems is that there isn't a common set of test
procedures...
So, this could be something that will probably have to be developed?
Right now we're in the process of working with a company that
will create a complete set of test procedures that any certification company could use, so that no matter which company
certified a specific manufacturers system, they will all use the
same set of test procedures. It will be called the DCI Test Procedures. Those procedures, once we get them delivered to us,
will then be made available to companies who want to be certifiers. Obviously, if they find glitches in the procedures, they'll
have to work back through DCI and DCI will implement a
change and reissue the test procedures so everybody benefits
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from that change. The goal is that all systems should be tested
to a common set of test procedures.
What are your hopes for how the international cinema exhibitors will
work with the specs?
We have worked a lot with NATO and they represent some of
the international exhibitors. We have talked to a lot of exhibitors at various international meetings. My general feeling is
that they are not well informed. This is an industry issue. They
hear things that are not necessarily true and believe them. I
feel that organisations like NATO and their international counterparts should get together and create and make available
educational information that is directed specifically at the exhibition community. There are larger exhibitors, like Regal in the
USA, that have their own technical staff and understand the
details of digital cinema systems and the DCI Spec and exactly how it affects them. But the smaller exhibitor companies
really need to be educated about the various aspects of digital
cinema as it may affect what gets put in their theatres. They
also need to know about the digital systems’ reliability, ease of
use, and the new issues that may now be negotiable between
exhibition and distribution, as a result of the security aspects of
the digital cinema systems.
Thus, working with the manufacturing and exhibition communities is
very important.
Yes, it was and still is. DCI needed to work with the manufacturing community to try to communicate our specification and
get input from them. We needed to work with the exhibition
community to try to accommodate, as best we could, some of
their needs, one example being system reliability. This challenge still exists today, even though the specification is done.
The big challenge for exhibition today is to become informed
about digital cinema, the rollout business models, and clearly
to have discussions with their distribution counterparts on this
subject to try to understand the future relationships and where
the changes might be.
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Digital cinema will require some major shifts in the distributor/exhibitor
relationship. What are your thoughts on this?
Right now, speaking of sending a 35mm print to a theatre,
once Kodak or Deluxe delivers it to the theatre, it is under the
control of the exhibitor, independent of what's written in the
Master Licensing Agreement140. That's the way it's been for 80
or 90 years. This is what's referred to on the exhibition side as
“business as usual”. The challenge in writing the security section of the DCI Spec was to recognise the possibility that the
digital content and the security key could get in the hands of a
“pirate”. The DCI Spec spends a lot of energy to define security requirements that try to defeat the theft of digital movie
content being delivered to a theatre and while it is in the system in the theatre. Regretfully, some see this is as antiexhibition, which is truly not the case.
Then the future of digital cinema theatre systems is going to continue
to be a negotiation process?
It would appear that way. Systems delivered in the past, and
even so far this year, have not been designed to a common
specification and were probably less expensive to get to market. Having to comply with the DCI Spec and doing the appropriate testing will probably increase the time to market and
presumably the system cost. It will be very interesting to see
how this process unfolds.
How will DCI continue?
DCI will continue, but not as you know it today. The employees, the offices, our property, everything goes away on September 30th, 2005. Beginning the 1st of October, the company
called DCI LLC will still legally exist. Each of the six studios
(MGM is gone today) will continue to have membership in DCI
and they will probably just convene a meeting a couple of
times a year, but if suddenly something comes up and needs

140 A Film Master License Agreement is a contract between a film distributor and exhibitor.
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to be addressed, meetings can be convened as often as
needed. They may need to make changes to the Spec. The
Spec will continue to be on the website (www.dcimovies.com)
and they can let folks know that a new version is on the website. As you know, Version 1.0 is on the website and can be
downloaded by anyone.
What is your wish for digital cinema for this next year?
I would just love to see, by mid-year 2006, some firm announcements like the Disney one from both the studios and
major suppliers. It would also be very rewarding if those systems were going to be DCI compliant. That would make the
last three years very worthwhile.
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